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Eorieword
O

,-..TheAcoriomics7Political Science (EPS) publication series ispart of a project The
Joint 'Council on Economic Education began in 1973: The undertaking resulted
from a recognition that teachers needed information_on how.to deal with complex
social issues in their classrooms. The J.M. FoundatiN; which has a strong; long-
term conimitment, to improve the quality of education in citizenship; noVided
theJCEE with the initial grant to launch the EPS project.

The first step wash() hold a national workshop at which key educators were
shOWnThow to teach more effectively aboUt these issues. Five regional workshops
followed. Funds for.these phases were provided by_theJ.M. Foundation; tile
Exxon C°9_,Mpany, U.S.A.k and-th Lilly Endowment, Inc.

The next step was- to develop g matenals. Conti uing grants from the
J.M. Foundation ancrthe Exxon Company, U.S.A., enable the JCEE to begin
preparing resotk guides ,onguideon a mber of questions that had.important economic

,
as well as political aspects.

This is the sixth and final publication in the EPS senes. We believe tIke series
to be especially Valtiable because of its interdisciplinary focus and because it uses
teaching strategies that have significant, measurable outcomes. The project is.
also noteworthy tiecatise it has brought together people of diverse baCkgtounds:
specialists in academic dikiplines and in education as well as high school teachers
from systems of various size's anckkinds:

We acknowledge with gatitude the support of the furlders for their heIgiirt
making this project possible. We also thank all those responsible for the devel-
opment of this series, in particular, June V.-Cilliard, Director of Curriculum of
the _Joint Council and the project's director as well as her predesessor, George
A. Fersh. Valuable advice and assistance we provided by An(hony R Suglia
and S. Stowell Spumes of the JCEE staff and George G. Dawson; a former JCEE
staff member who is now director of the Center for Economic Education at Empire
State College (State University of New York).
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President, JCEE
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ace

Orga4ization and Uses of Unit Resource Matepal

Policy decisions affect everyone Consequently; It is important that students
acio ire the knowledge and skills necessary for understanding the major policy
questions facing our society and for participating effectively in the process of
public debate and public decision-making.

Analyzing Inflation and Its Control is the sixth in a series, of resource guides ,

,

focusing on economic-political analysis of contemporary public policies alid issues.
In developing these Economics-Political 5cierice (EPS)guides we have pared no
effort to make the contents as widely useful possible: The guides are designed
to be used by high school teachers with,instructional responsibilities for economics;
government, United States history, Problerrigkirdemocracy; or other social studies
courses dealing with contemporary social issues.

The resource guide on inflation and its control consists of several components;
each designed to serve specific curricular or instructional purposes. The ,Intro-

. ductiou provides a general explanation of the concwual framework used
throughout the series for analysis of inflation. It also pides a model teachers
may use for extending the study of inflation policy or for creating additional u its
dealing with econornic..Klitical analysis of othr matters of public debate and
concern,

The Topic Overview has two' purposes., First, it provides the teacher with
background information on economic and political issues involved in the forma=

.

. -) tion polities to control inflation. Second, the overview serves as a concrete
example 014Row to apply the conceptual frameW' ork described in the Introduqtion
to the economic-political analysis of policy issues. -

The instructional acti44.61specifically with pedagogic questions pertaining
to the why, what, and how of aching about inflation and policies for its control:

About 8 to 12 class periods are needed to complete all the suggested instruc-
tional activities in the sequence presented, It is anticipated; however, that some
teachers will wish to use the' material in other ways: Therefore; the activities are
designed so they may be used singty or in,various combinations depending on
the arnpulat Of time the teacher wishes to devote to the.topic aruf; the nee0 of
the particular student group being taught: To assist teaChei in determining which
activity or comination of activities is most appropriate for their students; ea
ins ctional activity has been keyed to the objectives it is designe4 to achieve:

e wish to express our appreciatitin to the'writing team .tpst prepared .the
material for this sixth unit in the EP$ series. Special thanks aretISe Lawrence A.
Mayer and. Ester Moskowitz; who edited it for publication.

tti

. &hard
nrector of curriculum, JCEE
EPS Project Director
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INTRODUCTION

LAURENCE E. LEAMER ANO PAUL A. SMITH

. ti

A central purpose of this series is to help students
I in learning to yiew_society and itSproblems from hoth

economic and political perspectives. This can best be
done through study of specific_questions;_each of which

' entails an_e_coirmic and political analysis of a distinct
social prckblem. *4

Economics and political science-are complex intel-
lectual "disciplines" each- having an extensive body
of theory_ and rhetnodology. As such, their applica-
tions in- the divers areas of policy decision - raking
may lea the tea her searching _for certain 'essen-
tialS"certain core ideaswith which to explain mat-
ters to the student. Such essentials can be found in a
Modest number ofbaSic concepts that mark each dis-
cipline. These are presented_ _in separate statements
below, followe y a brief discussion of how those
concepts may be ombined_ to provide. an integrated

p_a proach- to the te ing ff-. economics and political
Science.

1; AN ECOOMICS FRAMEWORK FOR
ANALYSIS OF POLICY I'SSI4ES1 ,

)
74 It is useful to think of gle concepts that form the
basis for economic understanding in terms Of several
broad "concept clusters." The diagram provided in

,Tigu ie I (page ;) illustrates _how these clusters and
subcluters are combined to form a schematic frame-
Work' for economics curricula and instruction.

Every e nomy, however it may be organized, fads
11.- the fu amental problem that economic rerurceS

(natiira res9urces,, human resources,. capital goods)

Laurence-if.. Learnrer; who is the author of several JCEE puhliCa-
. hons, was a professor of economics at the State;University of New
YOrk at kitighamtari previous to his retirement. Paul A. Smith is
professor of political science anel'directorQ,of undergiaduate pro-

-grams at-the same institution. I.

_ .

1. Adapted from the January 1977_unpublishe report prepared
by W. Lei Flaieiri, chainhah, Framework ommittee for the
Joint Council on Economic Education Master umculum Project.

I

are limited relative to the practically unlimited Wants
of people in the econorny.How_people allocate these
restiurcekamong maw competing human wants var-
ies greatly among -different economic systems. _One
broad class of sysrems _solves this complex probm
largely by reliance on tradition (e.g., some less 'ae-
veloped economies); another one_by -"corrunancr
centralized economies_such as Chiriajirid the U.S.S.R.)-,
and a third class by a decentralized market mechanism
(.; the United States and most Western European
nations). In reality; most economies are mixed in their
use of the_three approaches and in the economic air
stitutions they have developed, an the approaches
And institutions changewith the passage of time. We
focus primarily on the U.S. economic system, but it is
important to recognize that other systems f4e the same
Central economic problem of scarcity; although they
deal with it difffrently.

When examining any economic rstem it is 'helpful
to look both at its parts (microeconomics) and the whble
.(Macroeconomics). In microec"onornics-indeperident
elements can be explored,_ such as_ what products are
produced; how much a.firm"produFes; how much in-

. come_a family earns or why corn prices are what they
are. but some problems require an analysis from_the .
perspective of the total.,(macto) economy. Then econ-
omists examine aggregates such as general price ley,
els; gross national products-, einployultent levels, and -
other phenomena.

Iry our largely private enterpriseecoriomy (leaving
government aside for a moraent)_ competitive market
prices are the dominant_ mechanism used to allocate
scarce resources. Perfect competition rarely exists in
the real world;, but the competitive market provides .
us with a model of how markets "should"_Work when
no individual is a big-enough part of the total market
to have any personal influence on market price.

In_'striving to maximize profits-, _businesses_try to
produce at _the lowest possible cost those -goods and
services that consumers are willing and able to buy:
in some cases they also seek to influence _c sumer
de'mands through adVertiSing and oth- aCtiV=
ities: They draw productive resources- (s labor;

11!



FIGURE 1
Framework for Analysis of Economic Policies and issues

Systematicanalysis of economic policies requires:

IDENTIFICATION CF ISSUES

Issues Pertaining -to
Relative Role of the

Market vs: Government
Action

ISSues Pertaining
to Overall

;Performance: of
ire the Economy

IssuAT Pertaining
to Distribution

cif InCome

KNOWLEDGE & APPLICATION OF BASIC ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

which arises frqm scarcity and the need for choice-, find'rucessitates the development o

The Economic Pi-oblein

Economic Systems

for resolving problems and issues dealing unth what to produce, how to produce, how ,

much to produce-, and how to distribute the fruits of production:

Microeconomics: Resource Allocation,
Income Distribution; etc:

and
_AN

Macroeconomics: EccIvornic
Stability and Growth; etc:

KNO DGE OF ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS

which provides t le factual and Nhavioral ImeNround needed to apply economic concepts

EVALUATION OF, ANOM\IC ACTIONS AND POLICIES

which necessitates distinguishing between

Questions of Fact or Prediction vs. Questions of Judgment- or Values

by applying.

Measurement Concepts
, .

for assessing economic performance'.

identifying.

Goals/Values

to be used as criteria for evalugting policy alternatives,

and

weighing policy chfoices in terms of

ITrade-offs among GoalS_I

/
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land, and Machinery) into t (rie (nterwrises where ally
will contribute most to meeting tot timer, demands.
While doing'so! businesspay out incomes to work -_
erl; landowners; and other ..suppliers. or productive
lervices who are Also tryin to iroxiinize their (To,-

' nomic. returns by getting .the best possible value or
price for whit they have to offer: These incomes; in
turn, make it possible for incyne receivers. to bid tor
goodActhey want. Thus marketg in whiff i prices rise
and fall in response to chanking-demands and supplies

.

provide the _mechanism that links consumers and busi-
nesses, each gronp seeking to..make the best 'of its
position and abilities, Fet each ,_ode tit upon fly
otheln_econornics. this. is descr ed, s a cirtularitlow
model ot_the'ecOrionnc system. ivi oars and busi-
nesses who save pact of their indimt d make these
savingsavailable for investment in new productive
facilities or in hu.nyan beings_incr.Nise society's capacity./
to pro-duce in future_ year's: As a result another circolar
flow exists, connecting those having funds to invest
and th(ve Seeking funds to bty invested

Individual_ freedom otthoice is central to the way
the largely decentrarizeiqmarkA-directed American
economy defines its goals rid allcicates its limited re-
sources. But those individual freedoms cif - he con-
sumer, wage-earner, investor, and entrepreneur are
limited by laws aiiki social institytions protecting the
individual anti_ society. Thus-, markets.and pries, re-
flecting. shifting demand ankl Supply- conditions; are
the main reghlators (i,f the allocation of scarce re-
spories in the production of the most desired goods
and services;_but government; unions; trade associa-
tions, and other institutions help to set and. enforce
the rules under which coropetition takes place, and

_ sometimes participate actively in the process of pro
duction and _distribution .

There are two general tyges of queries fundamental
to understanding policy issues: One concerns ques-
tions of fact_ or prediction: What _is known about eco-

s nomic behavior? Or, if we lindertake some itchon, what
will be the predicted effects? The other,type- concerns

'N questions of judgment or values: What ought to he done
;I to Alter economic beh;avior? Should we undertake a

particular.policy or not, given that various people and
groups may be differently affected? The failure to dis-
tinguish betw,een questions of what is and what ought
tU be is the cause of endless-conftisiorrand can lead to
inappropridte policy analysis.

As we sort through the vast array of questions and
issues coming at us from newspapers; television; po-
litical campaigns, and our involvement in economic
life, we find that most of them can be grouped into
the following three 'broad:categories:

JOne-majorset of issues' concerns the relative role of private
i market forces and governmenfactions. On these issues we (.
are interested in knowing "what happens," or what
is likeiyto haptven; in response to a change in the
demand forz,.siityply of; and the resulting prices of in-
dividual goods and_services; to changes in the supply
and demand for labor and capital; to new -develop-il

I

. . .
men tsin technology, RespOnse to these quf stiqnscalk
for a description of how the total economic' ..s.stettt or

its parts behave tinder conditions of free competition
and varying degrees of restriction;A related set of
questions pertains to "writ ouglIttri be done, f t/Yhaf ''''--.
ought to be done, say, when rising price!4 for in corn-
modity_(e.g.; oil;_.lumber; sugar;. or coffee) become .1
political issue? _This inVillYes thinking about whether
to relc upon thr operation (if imieket toasts ter to'rely
upon public action via government Policy sulta s price:.
control; rationing; special taxes;,and the like. Another4 .
wax of phrasing the question rs: When "should" (Aired' i- i
govOnment Schott be used to. allocate resounies dif-;
ferently_from the way the price system w_ illocate
them? For 1..xample, should local goye ny}ent_ act'to
allocate energy sourcei!;, such As oil or gas. Shoulij goe-:
ernment continue to'subsidize shipbuilding; (aril-ling? ?

Most of these questions concern economic efficiency
To consider appropriate public policy about such que,-:
tions, one must fitst determipe /he consequences 0
choices; analyze them relative to &sir-ed results and
values, and then mat What one hexes to be the

. most favorable policy (*cision, But other questions 61
government action Male closely to economic equity.,
Fos example; should government raise gasoline taxes
or use a direct quota rationing system to allocate lim-
ited gasoline supplies?' Only after a detailed examf-
rration of all the possible effects would one be in a
position to reach a Judgment.

Another important categgry of issue; retates to the econ-
limy's ,performance. What ';causes" inflation? What
"causes" unemployment? What. "should be dortt.'!
about inflation or unemployment? What policies should
be_ pursued when unemployment and inflation exist
siAlkiltaneciusly? What "causes!' economic growth?-
What are some of the benefits and costs of economic
growth? What is the long-run relationship betweeR
economic growth; population ;_ a d employment? Be-
tween economic growth and the , -17ironnieryt? What
is the "appropriate' rate of gro . Should we at-
tempt to speed up or slow downeconurnic_growth; or
pursue a "no-growth" policy? Wr.a-t is the best way to
carryout our policies?

A third major category of issuos relates toL-the distribution
of income produced by the operation of markt?t forces and the
redistributibn o :,goziernment action. Again; it is important
to separale "is" from "should be" issueliWhat is the
current distributioh of income? What prOduces tbi
distribution? To what extent does this distribution per
petuate itself?' What -"s the effect of existing and of
proposed governme t poliZies ori income distribu7_,-
tion? Should policie be adopted that are designed
explicitly to change the distribution of income or eco-
nothic well-being? Should the tax structure be made
more or less progressive? Should schools continue to
be financed largely byproperty taxes? Should policies
designed to improve economic_efficiencrbe adopted
if they affect the distribution of income? Should gov-
ernment subsidize the housing of elderly and low-
income renters? These issues; some immediately vis-
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ible and others biati.den hicit below the sdriaceitipear
to be c4i):.)44f) v Irt 5ll the q yest ion s F-insect earlier
Thi.!'y come up in a eyalitatiOneot how the market
system works,"in di.tterrnining whether colleetike de-
cisions alter 'individua econonfrc recisions; and hi as-
sessing the extent to w1411 intlatior-L-9nemployment,
and growth affect the g.eneral Well-be,ing of the
4ilation. Who gains and who loses, and who-should
gain aiNd whoshould lose arethe questions that best
summarise what is at stake,here.

There are several reasons why_u hequ ivocal answers
to these and similar questions are not reidily
Econow io,isti74nis are complex, and an understanding
of these_systems_requires a conceptual framework; tac-
tual. and cultural informatiom the ap_plication of anal-
ysis, the making of judgfii-efit, aiiii he determination
of action to he taken: N oreover; our ability-to know
exactly how effective. y he economy and its_ compo-
nents tunetiiin is _limited by difficidtieS in obtaining
'accurate and timely measurements of economic activ-
ity. Finally; a variety of. unanticipated events affects
economic; activity; and thercby makes it difficult to
predict accurately the results of specific eCiiii0Mie de-
cisions. Unlike the physical sciences, carefully con-
trolled experiments are ;difficult to undertake in
economics.

.Even if our understanding of the economy and co=
nomic decision-making were vastly improved; we still
ccPuld not expect all.disagrtements_on economic issues

eanqu stions to be eliminated. Certainly, some diS-
ag vrrients be resolved as our understanding is
increased. Many disagreemkents will persist; however,
because of (inferences in _niasments about the actual
iii predicted effect Of specific decisions, and still others
will remankbecause individual economists, as do most
individitals; adhere to different sets of values:

Thelieart of economics is decisionirriakingchOOS-
ing among alternatives: But t_conornie: decisron.y are
not Aade in a vacuum. Rather; they are made iii the

oils of a set_ tif goals. These goals vary from one society
to another, from one group to another within a society,
and from one individual to another within a group.
Among-the_ goals most Nicirnt in The modern world.
and particularly in American society are freedom; 6C-6-
nomic efficiency, equity, security,`stabilit (full em "
ployMent and the absence of inflation); and economic
progress. '

Economic decision making involves thecippikttinity
cost prinriple: It refers to what must be given up, i.e.,
to opportunities foilone when_ scarce resources are
used to produce particular_ goods and services. A de-

to_produce one good entails giving_up_the_pos7
siOility of producing something else that uses the same
tvsourc. The cost of producing that "something else".
is the opportunity cost of producing the good chOSeri.
For an-individual; the opportunity cost of something
purchased is the-price of wtptever could have been
bought itiSte00. Opportune costs fora society the
costs of the al rnative uses to which it could have put
its productive esources: .

vb.

I.

0

ki per on or a groin, choosing one good instead of
ancltITer is Making a hip/cliff that is; giving up less
iijt ()fit, t ling tor more of something else. !'iociet has
to trade -offs too, e.g., between its need for More
en and its desire to preserve the environment.
isentially fhisweivolves_ cortipaking the various costs

and benefits of each of the alterdatives and determin-
ing how these costs an4 benefits will affect Afferent
groups within the economic system:

Goals or criteria provide a means of evaluating the
performance of not only an economic syst'ern and:parts
of_it,_ut also pf_existing prol.,otams and proposed new
policies. However; many of the goals Lyetilliet; and dif-
ficult trade-offS haVe to be made. Exfunples are farm
price supports, which promote security hilt reduce 14-
ficiencv; minimum wage laws, which can he though
of as equitable but may incroase.teenage unemploy-
ment; and wage-price controh, which may restrain
inflation, but also reduce efficiency and fipeciiiin. Eco-
nomic analysis does not make explicit vale judgments
in theSe_pciliey areas, but it diies help people to un-
derstand the nature-of the trade -offs so that they can
form their own judtments in the light of their own
values. Perhaps most important;_it .41K...4i-rages use of
a reasoned approach in &,ilifig with controversial eco -'
nomic issues.

4

2. A POLITICAL SCIENCE FRAMEWORk FOR
,,,_- /

SIS OF r-
---- ---

ANAL POLICY ISSUES 2
1 _ _ .

The piil cal scientist uses Certain major -concepts to
find mea ng in the world of politics. These concepts
direct attention to the significant qualities of any po-
litical system and provide measures of its effective-
ness. As in other intellectual disciplines, there is
considerable disagreement in political science about
what thi gs are important_ and how they should be
studied. eVertheleSS; while political_ scientists might
argue about exact definitions and ,preferred_ ap-
proaches, the following coneepts provide us with
working tools_ for political itnalysis. Each of the prob-
lems we shall be addressing in this series is a problem
of public policy, and thus its solutionor nonsols
tionmust involve political. decision-making. These
concepts will provide the means for understanding
that process.

The first concept is authority. By this we refer to the
legitiefia-cy that a political leader or procedure or policy
has. A_polifical action is authoritative to the extent that
it is accepted as right and proper by the community it
affe0S. Authority; therefore, is a relationship that arises'
not fibril the will of governors but few-6 the beliefs of
the governed: What gives a political decision authority
is usually its connection with some basic procedure or

4..

2. The staternent_of political science concepts was prepared by
Professor Smith, with the consensus of the otherlitical sci-
entists involvediin the project.
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ran/anon that the community_ vicws as a fundamental
Yajue. Often this is expressed by sOine historical
ortdocument. Forexample, we say that the U.S. Con-
stitution gives th- President aiuthority to command_the
armed iiirces..on tie Congress 'authority_ declare
war, while uitht has authority to do both.

Of course there are many kinds of _authority limn;
science, religion; and so forthall invOlViiig Stair
dards_ot pertormance or-truth, The_diStinetiVY aspect
of political authority is in its relationship to social t
"power. "The state," we often.say, embodies the_ au-
thority to make "final" decisions affecting social

r; more specifically, to use coercive force: Political
uthotity is a tricky concept because it is often con-

tused with power and becau§e its exercise-almost al-
ways means-_ that some members_ of the community
must do things they don't want to do. This compliCates

"the iluality of approval implied by authoritative acts.
Authority wanes_ as this complication grows.

Our second concept_ is power. POW C.r is the capacity
. to get peoNeeto do things-Hi-LT would not -otherwise
do, with political power acti g instrumentalities of

'0collectivs_ Sanction custom ily.the state. Obviously,
power has many sources. It can "come Oat of the mouth

.
of a cannbri" or it can rest on such forces as love;
mortey, oratory, knowledge, 'or authority: Like au-
tfro4ty, power expresses a relationship__ It rests on
shared lialues and unequal reSiiiirces.:_power is au-
thoritative only when its exercise is accepted 'as legit-
imate by the community: jVhcn p_owerzoes beyond 4-

authority; deep cOnflicts occur in the community and
governntrents must use more.force and coercion to sus-
tain themselves nd carry out policie. lye_ ordinarily
think'of demo atic government as a model in whit .

powecand authority overlap and where_explicit_pro-
cedures of consent are used to determine authority._
The distribution (who'has how much) and exercise Of

power are thus key factors in the _Way_ problems of
public policy arehandled in the political system

e' Although we have used the term "public policy;' as
...if it were a'simpte and comrponly understood concept,

in recent years political scientists -haVe giVeri consid-
erable attention to its meani o d analysis. One rea-
son for this is that it is often di cult to know when ` -

an action is or is-:not part.* "policy," and .W;heii
nongovernmental institutions actually might be "mak:
ing" policy.. FOr our purposes, this-third concept refer's
to patterrtV of action by governmenf that are directed at
recognized social problems. Thus we think, Of public

not as one action but a§ a series of vtions having,
political authority and aimed at some coherent. set of
,social needs. Policy; drereifc4e; is something that re= i-

sults from what government does and thm reflects the i
power, values, and skills of the political community.

o-various'Oteps through which policy is sug.gested; (Or-
mulata; authorized; _changed; and so.torqi.
times the "policymaking process" tekers to what
happens in thpolitical system as a whole and some-
times to actiotis leading to a peticular policx or set of
policies: In either ciltit';' proeess is olways acti Ye-. in na-
ture; and the term _em phasio.s th4 governing or pol-
icymaking Vaiinotibe described adequately by formal
structures of authority or power... . 6

This brings.us_to our fifth cOncip, aistituOtis-- well-
eStablished and "structured", patterns 'of 4,)ehavior
through which power' is exercised and gover-nnientali
actions_ are taken. Congress, the PreSidency, the Su-
protrio 'Court, political _parties, electiOnS: regulatory
ageneies; and citly councils are all politicalpstitutions,
Each of these is composed of a distinct structure
rules) procedures,_ roles, expectations anti rywards; and
each serves certain function~ ..In _America institutional
development is well advanced 'and policyrnaking iti
largely channeled through certain__ types of political
institutions designed to "produce" policy. Since iti,-
Stitutions are by definition well-established; and die,-
-nients_bf their structure are often defined by formal
rules (law§), political institutions tend tp embody large
amounts of authority ill then-respective areas of ju,
risdiction. Indeed; we often referto persons who-hold
positions or offices in government av "authorities." So
strong is this institutionalization that political activities
outside of them are often viewed wit x suspicion; if not
outright opposition. For example,' street orcourtroom
demonstratio4 treated as highly contro-
versial and "Wit of order'= in the American community.

Political institutions; therefore; tell us a lot_ about
public- policyrnaking. As embodiments of auihority,
they are preferred channels for political a ion and
power. They are not only natural fo those in
the community who _wish to influence policies, but.
also are guides to WhO has community_ power. For
example, congressional committees are the focus of
political activity by those ,community interests over .
which' the committees have jurisdiction; hence, those
same committees usually becometbiased in favor of
those ver interests. The same thing happens to reg-
ulatory agenties..;It is easy to see-;-.therefore, that_ most
policy. processes occur :tn. and around inqitutions..
MOreover, important relationships. develop between
political .institutions_and other tylivi§economic_in-

'stinstIorrs; for epmPle. Busiiiess corporations, labor
unitIns, and markets have close and complex ties to
political institutions_ranging-frorn cbmpittees of Con-
gress and' federal regulatory agencies to sir-tall-town
governments.

Our sixth and last concept is political participation
activities that are partof political decision-making, the
results of which are.supportedby_the power and au-
thority of the 'slate. The first' point to be made -about
participation is its diversity. Voting is probably the
form of participation mostAmericans would think of '

before any other, since free elections are an institution
in Attiorka. But.for arose of us interested in public

In order to deal with the multiple group And indi=
victual actionsthat go into,policymaking; political sci=
entists often use the concept of prcceS§. This refers to rj
the dynamic relationships -- especially the relation-
ships of influenceamong those -who take part in the



polirymakipyyother fOrrtiS Of _participation are more
usefulwiOing letters to members of Congress, direct

. lobbying; _or _contributing to political campaigns, fiii
example. Bribing or alisassinating or providing infor-
mation to government Officials are other examples.
These regiind us that some forms of participation are

_

moreJegitimate; more costly; or more effective than
others.

A second point about participation is apparent from;
the abiole description: some members of the &u-
rtfurrity.Prticipate more _than othecs. Although it is
not easy to sitrnmarize the enormously complicated

of this po:nt, as a ruleithe more re§burceS of
wealth, kill- or stYligi. people have; the more and more

'effectively they participate. The fact that this gener-
alization ca be made for every kribt;iripolitical system
has obviaAlrnplications for the distribution of power,
the nature of policymaking;and the outcomes asso-
ciated with policies. Democracies pride themselves on
expanding participation, and this is a public value in
the lipited States. Even so; the general relationship
between resources and participation remains. More-
over, 'participation is greater in some areas_of policy-
making than)n others: For example, feWer Americans
"decide" the level of defense expenditures each year
than where bridges-willbe built over inland water-.
(vayS:iParticipation must be measured arid iiidged not
only in terms -of amount; but also in terms of quality
and breadth. Some men and women might participate
with great intensity (and effect) iha relatively narrow
area of policy, while others

effectiveness
participate over a

wider_ range and with less effectiveness in any one
area. Thus political participation is many- faceted and

; complex: r

4r,-- Looking back on the six concepts we have singled
out for special emphasis in the understanding and ap-
pliCation of political science; we see _that each one in
itself has a :good chance of becorninpn arena of con=
tro_versy in the policyniaki cess: Does a particular

. policy represent an "abuse or a imalistribution of
power"? Did the policy process wrongly exclude de
serving groups in the community? Does government
intervention constitute a_"misuse of authority" or the
"abridgment of rights"? The reason_kir this is that these '''
concepts not only involve des-criptton and analysis of
politics; but the evaluation of politics as well: Each
ri

_Car-
es with it-values and standards-Flow much power

is _ _ _good?._ What extent of authority is prOper. Who
should participate; and inwhat way? And beyond this
is the question of political effectiveness the capacity of
the political system to act, to w6rk, to get things done.
Rethember that Mussolini was originally.
mented_because "he got the trains to run on tintv'-'
(which later turned out to be questionable), So the
effectivenessof a_governingarrangement Or Of a piiblic
policy also becomes (and hardly surprisingly) a cri-
terion of value.

Finally, we axe left with_ the queStion, '"What is pol-
itics?" Political (or "public") authority, power, pr cuss,
policy;_institutions; andparticipati allinvolvrcon-
flirts of value. Politics is the world g out of these con-

6

flicts so that policies can be mode and governments
ran function. In democracies politics is marked by bar:.
gaining, compromise; and accommodation; and it is
this meanitiKof politics that is most common in Amer- ,

ica: Where there is policy unanimity within a politi&l .
community or where policies are imposed. on :a corn-
itinnity, there is no place for politics. Politics; there-
fore; occurs where. there is conflict over social poll-tie§
and where 'those conflicts are resolved with a mini-
Mum of value loss to ar particular interest: 5ome
members of the -community will win, others will lose.
Some will get more than others. But the gains and
fcts.ses will be limited by the process of politics. Politics
is Often LOOked upon as a necessary evil; with suspicion
and skepticism. But as you consider the different prob.:
lems of public policy; and the conflicts and contro-
veisies over solutions that divide the community;
imagine who poliCyinaking would beiwithout politics.
It would be policymaking of abSOliite,,unanimity or
absolute coercion; or both: Neither oHhesels con-
sistent With our ba§ic ideals of individuality and' the
free and vigor-Otis expression of ideas. ;' .

3. INTEGRATING ECONOMICS AND
POLITICAL SCIENCE

WhilSeconornics and political science are separate
disciplines, it is important to keep in-mind that they
have much iiicommtin, andthat in ellkilive analyses
of public policy they almost always must be used to-
gether. Indeed; "political economy" itself 1-is a' long
and di§tinguiShed, tradition as an intellectual disci-
pline. The similarities and differences between eco- 4 ...
nomics_ and political science are( summarized in
figure 2. .

Both economics and pOlitiCal science are concerned
with human values and with the decisions about those .

vahies that have social consequences. Both disciplines
Are social sciences, which means that both haVe similar
standards of scientific lOgit, evidence collection, and
construction of theory: In short; they share a common.-
erriphan§ on verified explanations of patterns of social.
life. Both, therefore, are concerned with social prob-
lems: See Part II in Figure 2 for a summary of the-four-
stePs in'- a, 'rational approach to-the study of social
problems. '

But the two disciplines differ in their framework for
analysis; instittitions; dindamental concepts; and type

;Of evidence di '_'d -fa' they most commonly employ:
Economists and p litical scientists -have therefore de-
veloped different seas of expertise. Economists_ are
experts On the vast,array of stable and Changing con-
ditiOnS that are related to the distribution and ex-
change of goods and services. They concentrate_ their
attention on the inSytutions or arenas where these
economic decisions take place. The mast notable-are-
nas are what economists call "markets," in which prices
are determined by the decisions of buyers and sellers.
Here the data are commonly m the form of units of ;

economic Valiie=iiiarieif---Which have the great ad- .

vantage of precision and comparability.
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FIGURE 2

THE SUBJECT MATTER OF POLITICAL ECONOMY:
A Framework for AnalysisOf Political-Economic Policies and fssues

ECONOMICS
(Economic Science)

POLITICS
(Poletical Science)

THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM
(Wants > Resources --a- Scarcity, i.e., our wanly exceed
available resources and therefore scarcity exists)

FOUNDATION
., THE POLITICAL POBLEM

- (Conflicts of interest)

THUS_

I. Political economy is the study of the Methods by which society

employs its resources (human; _capital; natural, time) productively . resolves conilicts of interest over the authoritative allocation of
ft% for the ftilfillment of human wants. values; thus a study of power.

Toward these ends
a
.

is study of how a society. decidesEconomics is a study of how a society decides Pol i

a. What wants to produce (i.e., what wants to fulfill) and how
much to produce

b. How -to rzoduce most efficiently how to alloeite re-
resources most productively to their alternative possible uses)

c. For whom to produce t i.e., Whii is to get what and how much
and how is this Co be decided)

a. What goal values are-to be sought and given authority

b. How societies are to be organized, for the pursuit and use of
power and authority0.e; mechanisms for resolving conflict-
ing values, achieving social goals)

c. For whom the orgarlizatton exists (i.e., who gets what; whose
goal~ arc st:r%ed?)

II. Political economy is the study of social probleMS relating both to the functioning of theorganization as a whole and

-to its particular institutions.
Both economics and political science usually employ a problems approach involving four steps

A: Definition of the Problem What desired goals are believed to be diadequately served by existing institutions?
How does "what is" conflict with what many think "ought the"?

aonomics is concerned with problems relating particularly to the goalsof
I. efficiency and productivity i. ;,

2. OroWth
3. Stability (both full employment and general price stability)

d. Skeurity
5. Equity in the distribution of income

ti

PoliiieS is concerned with prOblems relating particularly to the goalsof
I. Justice in the exercise of power

2. Equity in the distribution of power (income; deference,
security, influence)

3. Freedom (both limits on the use of power and access to
resources needed to realize individual potential.

4. Effectiveness

4

b. Understafiding of the_problemWhat concepts, what analyticaitools, what facts do economics and_ political
science have to contribute to an understanding of the prOblein and its proposed solutions?

What do we know about how productively resources are being em- What do we know. bout,value conflicts (Le., conflicts of interest)
.

ployed for the fulfillment -of human wants rebated to the problem and I related to the problem, I w they are being resolved, and the resulting

the consequences for other values? allocation and use ofisosv ?
. .,

ande: Public policy alternatives What are their economic nd
and groups; influence policy decision-making?

What svill be the probable consequences., both in the snort run and long
run (the seen effects and the unseen), for the economic goals stated
above?

political implications? How may citizens, as individuals

Who is, proposing what and why? Flow does private_interest relate to
Public interest? What are the probable consequences fur the political
goals identified above?

Thus what policy alternatives wi I bring the greatest net reahiationof values?"

1,:: a more optimal allocation (use) of resources (mo drat their I I.e., resolyit ion of the problem with a minimum value loss to any partici-

marginal value products in all alternative uses will he equal). Patti and a inixititurri value gain to all.
. ,

Which policy afternatiVe is iiitiSt compatible with one's economic philosoPhY.(i.e., one's view of the
proper role of government m relatioh to the economy)? ;

, .

il. ActionHow may one implement one's views?

How does inc act as consinneL producer, as a mcntb Cr of an interest

1

llow may One as a citizen or leader participate in politics to ijt most
group to bring about desired changes? effective in twinging about desired changes?

0,

ft. 1 7
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Political scientists; on the other hand, are everts
on the disstribu tion and use of social power and on the
institutions through which that power ;,is ;mobilized
ani:1 made authoritative. Most notably, JO Se are in=
stitutions of government; political parties;,:and_ elec-

..' tions. Since thereare ng meaSures,61 power. or aut*ot37
comparable to those of money7and,rnarket Valiie; po
litical scientists use varioaS forms of datasto study pol- ..
'tics, including votes, OjiiiliOn surveys; .Iaws; and
judicial decisons. It is also true that just as economists

-,-.recognize that actions of government4ffect economic
conditions directly and indirectly; political scientists
know that econ9mic tesources are sources ,pf social
power and tha eco omic issues are a major element
of politics. : , s4

Insofar as alternative social goals can be assigned
economic values and market§ exist in Which those val-
ues can be expressed and measured, economic anal=
ysis c jbe used tq judge the desirability of proposed
policies. ost-benefit analysis is one way of determin-
ing des' bility: actions will be undertaken if the ben-
efits e ceed the costs; bat will not be undertaken if the
costs exceed the benefits.

When, however, human values-cannot be measured
as economic goods, or markets are for some

reason (e.g. if they are monopolistic) not effective in
their pricing and distribution functions, then policy
deciions tend to be moved from the economic to the

- pOlitical arena. The realm at politics can encompass
conflicts among aRernative human values and social
goals-sof all sorts, s(rith the resulting- policies being en-
forced _through the power and ,authority of govern: ,

, hi nt. For each of the social problenlis tread in this
series, you will find it interesting-to ol*rye how eco-
nomic and political factors together contribute to both
the cause and possible solutions of the problems and
how social scientists analyze in their distinctive ways
what the problems are and how they mightb* solved.

While we recognize the importance of the other so-
cial SCieriCe§ and the extent to which they enhance
one's understanding of public problems and issues,
our aim here is to combine only two of these disci-
plines: economics and political science. The teacher
regiirce materials contained in this and other units in
the series provide concrete, illustrations of hdw eco-
nomics and political science .may be combined to en-
able StUdents (1) to analyze and understand policy
issues and to participate effectively' in the political
process through which policy alternatives.are exam-
ined, promoted, and acted upon. '

A
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TOPIC OVER. VIEW .

PERSPECTIVES ON INFLATION

MICHAEL K. gALEMI

A 500 SHEKEL NOTE IS ISSUED IN ISRAEL
LARGEST SO FAR

a

TEL AVIVA 500-shekel banknote bearing a pottrait of Baron Edincind de
Rothschild went into circulation here. The bill is to spare Israeli wallets from
bursting with ever - thickening wads of banknotes, the highest of which was
only 100 shekels until npw.

The "Rothschild" is expectedio lose half its value in one year if the current
triple-digit inflation continues. The 1982 inflation total is expected to hit 130

percent.
The "Rothschild" was worth $15.50 when sent into circulationNed

4 The 100-shekel worth $6.60 a year ago, is ckown to $3.10. B f Israel
officials ali-eady plan a 1,000-Shekel bill and are looking ah to a 2 or
5,000-Shekel whopper bearing a picture of the la Mrs. Golda Men, rael's
former prime minister.

international Herald Tribune, December3, 1982

INTRODUCTION

This publication-is about inflationits naturei: itgir
effects, its causes; and how to stop it. The_ news i em

the item Con elms an easy "fit to a mundane problem:
if

ides an apt On theO the Surface;

if price ley*els double annually, a convenient solution
is, to use currency of higher denOthinatiOriS: But the
item also suggests some more interesting questions.

First ;; how could inflation in the United States de-

crease from double-digit levetsjn 1980 and 1981 to 6.1
percent in 1982 while the Israeli inflation rate rose.to
130 percent? It is not because, the United States has a
larger economy. In titlySwitzerland, the inflation rate
during the past decade has been roughly half 'that of

. the United States. Second, are there more serious rea-
sons totend inflation than merely to prevent /'wallets
from bursting" as the Herald Tribune states? Yet, but
not because inflation necessarily makes it difficult for
people to afford goods and services. Third,-whays the- .

- This moncigraph was ared while the author was a research associate at the Graduate Institute for International Studies in Gen v ,

I wish to thank niy: ,agues at the institute; and especially Hans Genberg,_ for their help and support. I wish also -to thank Carrie Ben itSwitzerland, on leave m the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. .1

Salemi who red and commented On tfiC Manuscript_ Finally; I wish to thank Dr. Daniel Ryah, who taught me high school social science

4 and American; history with a skill and verve that I still admire:



connection between inflation and the amount f
in circulation? The article suggests that mo infl

=, implies a greater need for money. In who foil ws
gill see that the opposite is rrlore fundamental -rapi
growth in a nation's money supply eventually c uses
price inflation in that nation.

Iost ecciticiihic policies that aim o control inflation
irk politically controversial. The'Nixon administra- s:

wage and price controls of -1971-72, Presideht:
Ford's WIN-(Whip Inflation NOW) e oft 'on-, and the
ca is Is made by Presidents Carter an eagan for re-
d cedgevernment spending and_a smaller Washing-
ton bureaucracy all met §-eribus o osition. There are
three basic reasons why inflation is politically contro-
versial: First, many:in government ee inflatiOh as of-
fering a more attractive source of -0.-V revenue than
does additional taxation: Second, th re is not universal
agreement among or between econ mists and politi.=
ciaris as to the causes of inflation. A d third, once it
is firmiy.:established; inflation is costly cl. More-
ovei; ffihse costs are likely to be borne more by some
members of society than by others. In what follows,
these and other ideas are explained. ci

1 PRICE INDEXESOUT OF
1MANY; ONE'

.1.1 The Differences between Inflation
and Relative Price Changes

ri6
Changes in prices are a fundamental part'of the

working of the economy of the United States. In otrr
economy; prices function as a giant signaling system
that relays information regarding the relative scarcity
or abundance of goods and services to all those who

consume; buy and sell. Since the economy
is constantly bUffeted by changes and shocks such as
severe. alterations in weather strikes the impact of
new inventions, barikriiptcies abrupt changes in tastes
Or fadS, and innumerable others it is not surprising
that,prices are constantly altering in relation to each
Other. These price changes some up, some down
are a crucial part of the ecOtibrny's adjustment to all
the changes and shocks it experiences.

Not all price increases. constitute inflation. If unsea-
sonably cold weather in Florida damages the orange
crop; the price of oranges will increase. It would be a
mistake to scribe such a price iticreA0 as inflation
or as t It of inflation. (Mange prices increase in
Order t ration the now smaller supply of oranges
among prospective consumers: The key here is that
the price of orange5 ha5 risen relative to other products
in general' and to other fruits in particular. Many con-
sumers will therefore substitute grapefruit for orange

juice atbreakfast-because orange juice is now relatively
more expensive.

Inflation is quite different from relative price changes.
Inflation occu-s when all or most pnces'tend to_in-
crease togeth ovsr a 'sustained period `of time. The
forces that cau- e inflation are very different from those
that cause relative price changes: Relative price changes
are necessary for the efficient functioning of any econ2-

4".o-My: Inflation itself is by no -means _similarly,neceso
sary: While s me: membe -.of society benefit' from
inflation; an O erwhelming e can be made that so-
ciety as a whol ould be bette ff with less inflation)
and; particular] with less erratic movements in the
rate of inflation than we experienced in the 19705 and
early 1980s.

1.2 AnnExamplerof a Simple Price Index
The la r entence above use e term "the rate of

inflation" as if there wee, in ny month or year, one
precisely definethinswer to th question''How rapidly
are prices rising?" A little reflection will suggest, how-
ever; that no such precision is possible. In Chapel Hill,
North Carolina; where I live; the price of hamburger
may have increased by 7 percent from 1981 to 1982,
the price of gasolieby 10 percent; the price of canned

string beans by 3Ypereent; the price'of a movit ticket
by 15 percent. On the other hand; the price orp6cket
calculators mayhave fallen by 15 percent while the
price of a pizzawith sausage and mushroomsat
my favorite pizzeria may not have changed. Which
one of these numbers or what combin9tion of these
numbers could reasonably be called the rate of inflatipn?

ThereiS no single correct answer to the above ques-
tion, but some answers are more reasonable than oth-
ers. Economists use price indexes to measure the rate
of inflation. Generally speaking, a price index is a

.,number that compares the prices of a basket of goods
with the prices of those goods in some reference or
base period: There are three price indexes that eron7
othists commonly use and that are frequently refetred
to in newspaper and TV reports: the consumer price
index; the producer price index; and the GNP deflator.
Before digcusSing these indexes; it is useful to work
through an example that should help explain in very
simple terms how changes in a group of prices can be
measured.

The economy offers a vast array of goods and ser-
vices. But younger consumers care about only a very
few of these. My daughter Caitlin; for example; spends
her allowance on chocolate bars and salted-in-the-shell
peanuts. During 1981 Caitlin received an allowance of
one dollar per week. In 1982 she declared that she
Wanted an increase because her dollar "didn't buy as
much as it did laSt- TW data that describe her
situation are presented in Table 1.

10 16
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"r- TABLE 1.
Cait's Candy and Peanut Expendi&es

Candy Bars Peanuts
Quantity Price Quantity, Total

--Price per -. per- -per- Expenditures
Year Each Week Lb. Week per Week

1981"- $ 20 3 bars $.40 1 lb. $1.00
1982 $.30 3 bars ' $.50 1 lb. . 41 40

The table shows_ hat betty 1981 and 1982 there
was a'50 percent- ncreagte in the rice of candy bars
and a 25 percent increase i price of peanuts. A
price index that reflects the elative importance of candy

- and peanut prices to Caitlin would be:

C.P.I. = (3 x PCANDY) + (1 x PNUTS)

Where C.P.I. stands for Caitlin's Price Index and
PCANPY and PNUTS a the prices of candy bars and
peanuts, respectively! T _is.pnce index is a weighted
average .of the prices th t atter to Caitlin. The weights
(3 for candy and 1 for nuts) reflect her actual purchases'
in 1981, When 'she bought three candy bars and_-one
pound of peanuts each week. In 1981 the price level
for Caitlin as measured by _the index was $1.00, i.e.,
(3 x. $0.20) + (1 x $0.40). In 1982, the price level CO9Id
be reasonably measured as the cost of the quantities
of candy_ bars and peanuts that Caitlin ciltisumed.each
week in 1981. By this measure the price level in 1982
is $1.40, i.e.; (3 x $0:30) + (1 x $0.50): Together these
numbers mean that Caitlin would need an allowance
of $1.40 to buy in 1982 what $1.00 would buy in 1981:
it would thus seem appropriate to raise Caitlin's al-
lowance by 40 cents per week:. .

The example gives one answer to the problem of
how to express inflation as a single rate when in reality
prices of different goods move at difterenVates; Istse
a fixed weight average. Based on our calculations for
Caitlin, prices on average_rose 40 percent between 1981
and 1982, although neither candy bars nor peanuts
increased exactly this much. 1

But Caitlin is not _concerned with indexes; slie is
.concerned with the buying ower of her allowance.
Because that buying powe s been diminished o
ing to an inflation rate of 4 percent, a 40 percent in-
crease in her allowance will make it possible for he
to purchase in 1982 the same weekly baskW of goods
she purchased in 1981. But she may not choose to do
so. Since relative prices have changed; it is possiblii
that she may alter her buying pattern: In 1981 a pound
Of peanuts were twice as expensive as a candy bar; in
1982, the peanuts were only -7 percent more expen-
sive, i.e., peanuts were relative less expensive than
candy in 1982 compared to 1981; quently; with
an 'allowance of $1.40;*Caitlin may Well. be better sat-

isfied with a market basket that contains fewer candy
bars and more peanuts. So in 1982 she may cut her
purchase of candy from three bars to two bars, and
increase her purchase of peanuts from 1 pound to 1.6
pounds. The total cost of this basket is also $1.40.

1.3 The Consumer Prkce Index
The U.S. price index that is,vrobab y most widely

knowo is the Consumer Price Index. PI). The index
is based on the prices consumers pay for a fixed market
basket of goods and services: When newspaper arti
cles or TV broadcasts discuss the rate of inflation, they
are most often talking about the amount of increase
in the CPI: The CPI was first constructed during World
War I as a basis for adjusting shipbuilders' wages;
which had been placed under government control dur-
ing the war. The CPI has been revised several times
since then; the most recent revision was introduced in
early 1978. Gathering information for the CPI and co
puting it are the responsibility of the Bureau of L or
Statistics (BLS) of _the U.S. Department of Labor

The market con-Apt underlying the CPI is qui sim-
ple..The BLS conducts interviews ith.consum rs and
uses other survey techn. s in o r to. construct a ,.

list of goods and services that epresent the purchasing
pattern of typical urban cons ers and their farm*.
In this way, the BLS deter es what goods and ser-
vices should be included in the importanceC 'I and theportance
in the indexthe "weight"tha rich good and ser-
vice should receive. The weights for the CPI remain
unchahged until a new market basket survey is con:
ducted. The two most recent surv,e.ys of the market
basket were conducted in 1960-61 and 1972-73.

Every month representatives of the BLS visit stores
and get information' from other veeldors (e.g.; tele-
phone and other utility coMpanies) to determine what
each item in the market basket Costs: They are careful
to conduct their surveys iria way that mimics the actual
buying habits of consumersfor example; they price
goods at supermarVts to the same' extent that urban
consumers buy khe e. In recent years the CPI has thus
relied more heavily on supermarket prices and less
heavily on the prices of similar goods at local "Mom
and Pop" grocery stores.4After all the necessary data are collected each month,
the ,t I constructs price indexes for individual items,
for gro ps of related items (e.g., food), and for the

market basket. Here is the general procedure
which the BLS calculates the index for the total

'all items") CPI. (The same procedure applies to the
components of the CPI, e.g., food, apparel, medical
care, etc.)

a; BLS finds he total cost of buying a very specific
market basket of goodsd services in the base
period. Let us assume that the total cost of pur-
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basing this market baSket in the base period is
$9,000. The base period of any indexsis arbitrarily
set as equal to 100.0. In tills case:

$9,000 x 1.4113 100,0
$9,000

b. BLS finds the total cost hu same market
basket in a subsequent period. Leta4illaSsume that
the total cost is $11,500 in the subsequent period.
The index number car). then 14 derived by making
the following calcialation:

$11,500 x 100.0 = 127.8
$9,000

The index in the subsequent period isthen 12,7.8.
Hence, the CPI has risen 27.8 percent compared
to the \base period because

100.0 x 100.0 = 27.8%10.0
c. If, in a still later period, the cost of the market

basket rose\to $12,000, then the CPI for that period
would be 133.3, obtained as follows:

$1-2T009 x 100.0 = 133.3

tt

ik $9,000
The rise since the\ase period would be 33.3.percent
because

133.3 100.0 x \100% 33.3%
100:0 -

d. Anyone who has access to the abbve index num-
bers can calculate the percent increase from the
second to the third periods as follows:

133.3 127.8 X 100.0 = 4:3%
127.8

which means that the CPI has risen 4.3 percent
between the second and third periods.

'1Zw for an actual .example. In 1982; the CPI av-
eraged 289.1. The base for the CPI is 1967; meaning
that the index stood at 100.0 in that year. These two
numbers signify that a consumer purchasing the typ-
ical urban consumer's market basket in both years
would have spent $2.89 in 1982 for each $1.00 spent
in 1967. This does not mean, however, that an urban
family's spendingor cost of living_increased by 2.7
times over this fifteen-year period. The increase in the
consumer price index will overstate the increase in
actual spending to the extent that as relative prices
change, consumers buy less of goods and serviWbat
have become relatively more expensive and more of
those that have become relatively less expensive. In
other words, "substitution" that, in effect, lowers the
level of living, may take place.

\ .

1.4 The Producer Price Indexes
PrOducer Price Indexes (PPI)--formerly called

wholesale price indexesmeasure priceS' received by

12

producers of commodities in all stages of processing,
rather than prices 'charged to consumers. Hence, these
BLS indexes include prices of goods that are not used
by.congurners,isuch as raw materials and heavy ma-
chinery. And the consumer gogds prices that are in.-
clucled in these indexes exclude that portion ,of
consumer, retail pncat represents transportation
costs to the retailer, sales taxes, and the sales and other
costs of retailing.the good. The BLS calculates the.PPIS
monthly from, data obtaineVainly by 1-question-
naires sent to ihq, producers.

The BLS records the prices of nearly 3,400 com-
moditiesno services are included directlyfor the
PPI every month. From these it computes separate
PPIs for different stages of productionraw materials
(e.g., wheat; cotton; iron and steel scrap); interme-
diate materials (e.g., flour; fabrics; and sheet metal),
and finished goods (e.g., bread; apparel; and autos).

'There are also separate PPIs for different .commodity
groups such as chemicals, fuels; furniture, machinery;
textile products; metals and metal products, etc. BLS
also compiles an "all commodities" index.

The PPIS, like the CPI, are fixed weight indexes;
meaning that the weights of the index ale-changed
only iqrequentty. The result is that the dexes often

-db nAreflect changes in the relative importance of
various raw materials or in the specific product mix
that may occur in a given industry.

There is evidence that the PPIsespecially the one
for finished productstend to signal changes in trend
that will later appear in the ,CPI. In other words,
changes in the PPIs are likely to be reflected in the CPI
several months later. Thus, the CPI will respond more

,slowly to inflationary forces than the PPIs. This is not
surprising. Consumer goods often pass through a pro-
duction and marketing process that takes many months
to complete::.

13 The GNP Deflator
The GNP Deflator (GNPD) is often called an implicit

price index. It is implicit because it-is a by-product of
the confutation of the Gross National Product (GNP)
statistics carried out quarterly by the Department of
Commerce. Put simply, the GNPD results from the
following process. Commerce computes the value of
all final goods and services p oduced by the economy
in the current quarter in two ways: First, the value of
those products is computed a currently prevailing re-
tail prices. Second; the value f those products is re-
computed at the prices that prekailed in the base year
(at this writing; 1972). The GNP Deflator is the ratio
of the first number to the second; It gives a compAikon ,
of current prices to base-year prices.

The dNPp differs from the PPIs and the CPI in seV-
eral important ways. First it is the most compreheW
'sive of all price indexi,s because it :includes the prices
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of all the goods and services produced.in the economy. price index refers to convert the nun per into an
Unlike the PPIs; it includes actual prices paid by con- average annual rate of change: :40 / 1 = .40;
sumers and also includes services: Unlike the CPI; it : d. Multiply by 100 to express the inflation rateas aiziCludes phEes of. goods used by industry (e.g., ma- rceittage: .40 x 100 --= 40c).chinery) and goods:exported to:other countries: Sec- e ,
ond; it is a variable weight index; not a Axed-weight" For a 'second example recall from Section 1.3 that
index: Therefore; changes in the GNPD reflect both. - the CPI stood at 289:1 in 1982 and at 100 in 1967. (Each
changes in prices and changes ire the composit; i of output of these numbers is a simple average of the twelve
from one period to another. Third; unlike o e of the monthly CPI values fo_k the year.) To get the total
PPIs; the GNPD reflects prices of finished oducts amount of inflation betWetr 1967 and 1982 we peerforni
only. . the follciwing operation:

Each of the priCe indexes described is avail le on
289.1 100.0an average annual basin the section on pric s in the , x 100.0 = 189.1

Statistical Abstract of theIlnited States. The annual av- 100.0

erages for the CPI and the PPIs are based on indexes /Si`nce inflation has amounted to 189.1 percent in fifteen
that are calculated and iss.ued monthly; the annual 'year.s dividing rilf, 15 Unpile that, on average, be;
average for the GNPD is based on an index that is tween '1967 and 1982 consul er priced grew aMan-
calculated and issued each quarter. nual rate ot 12.6 pe*nt.' A ird example illustrates

that thA inflation rat. ee may he very sensitive to the exact
dates on which a price index is observed. The CPI '4'
stood at 2'65.1, 283.4, and 283,1 for March 1981, Feb-
ruary 1982, and. Mardi 1982, respectively. Using flit
formula-presented above we conclude that from March
1981 to Mardi 1982 the inflation rate was 6:8 percent
but from Febi-uary 1982 to March 1982 the inflation
rate was -1.3 percent:.

CPI Inflation Rate (March 1981 to March 1982)
283.1 265.1

. x 100:0 .----- 6.8 percent
265.1 -

CPI Inflation Rate (February 1982:to March-1982).
283.4 'x 100;0 = -0:11 percent

283.4

In order to compare the latter computation; which
is fort one ,month only; with the preceding computa-
tion; which is fora year-or twelve months-we must
multiply the second result by.12. The result we obtain
is -1.3 percent. Which of these two numbers more
truly characterizes inflationary conditions in the U.S.
economy in March 1982? Aain-, there is no single cor_
rect answer to this 'question. The 6.8 percent figure
represents twelve months of inflation experience and
is less likely to be influenced by an "unr_uarrate of
price increase in any month.- /The figure;- 1.3 percent,
which means, that consumer prices actually fell be=
tWe'en February and March,-may indicate a new-infla-
flan trend or may simply be an aberration.

2 WHAT ,IS INFLATIONf

As we have stated earlier, inflation is persiStent
growth in the'genesal level of prices. Price indexes are
used in the United States and other economies to mea-'
sure the general level of prices. From this point for
ward; then; we will consider inflation 7o be pefsistent
growth in a consumer price index; a producer price
index; or a GNP deflator: All three.will usually rise in
a general period of inflation:

2i The Inflation Rate
* In Section 1.2 we saw that Cait'i price,index stood

at 100 in 1981 and 140 in 1982. We cOricItided that
relative to the goods she consumes,, Cait experienced
an imitation rate of 40 percentbetween those two years.
We may verify that observation as follows:

0040 $1.Cait's Inflation Rate = $1. x 100.0
$1.00

= 40:0%

The computation of. the inflation rate shown in the
above formula comprises four steps:,,..

a. Compute the arithmetic differenci_x between the
value_ olthe price index at the later date (1982) and
its value at the earlier date (1981): $17,40 $1.00
$1140.

b: Divide the difference by the earlier ppd.! index value/.

to convert the difference into a ratio (a unitless.
number): $0.40 / $1.00 = 0.40.

c. Divide the resulting ratio by the number of years
intervening between the two dates to which the

1. Another formula is' generally usfd to compute inflation rates
.,- when theinterval between two observed index numbers is longer

than a year or two. Let iti(t,$) designate the inflation raw be-
tween the terminal year (t) and the starting year (s). Then

/olt,$) = Iln CPI(t) CP1(s)i 1 (t s)

where In CPT is thenatural *anthill of-theihdex number. This
formula was used to compute the inflation rates in Tables 2 and
3 and in Figure I. The fotmula is similar in concept to that;
embodield in comppund interest calculations.
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2.2 Inflation the United -States - TABLE 3 1-. , .

Between 1965 and 1980 the United States experi-
enced a period Of inflation unlike any other in the;past
hundred years'of its history. Not only was the rate of
inflation high by historical standards bUt it grew stead-
ily as Well. As measured bey the CPI, the inflation av-
eraged 6.6 percent per year for the entire period; 4.2
percent for 19670, 6.7 percent for 1970-75; and 8.9
percent for 197-.80. The highest rates were reached
in1979 (11.3 percent) and 1980_(13.5 percent).

Many people, econo ists and noneconomists alike
wondered whether hi h inflation rates had become
raft Of the natural ec tionii-c Order, t id some ques-
tioned whether a superinflation such as that experi-
ence 'n Europe titter World War I and in some South
Am ,.-4, 0 n economies today-might possiblyoccur in the

sUni te. During 1982 the combined effects of a
restri tive Federal Reserve pblicy and a recession sub-
4,tanti Ily slowed the rate of growth in the CPI, and
the inflation rate was down to 6.1 percent. Whether

TABLE 2
U.S. Consumer Price Indexes and Inflation Rates

DECADAL AVERAGES OF ANNUAL INFLATION RATES
1860-1870 3 5% 1920-1930 1 8%
187CE-1880 -2.7% 1930-1940 - 1 7
1880-1890 - 0.7 1940-1950 5.6
1890' 1900 - 0 8 195G-1960 2 1
1900-1910 ;1.1 1960-1970 2.7
1910=1920 7.9 1971980 7.8

ANNUAL INDEXES, 1950-1982 (1967 = 100)

1930 721.
1951 77.8
1952 79.5
1953 80.1
1954 80.5

1955 '80.2
1956 81.4
1957 84.3
1958 86:6
1959 87.3

1960 88.7
1961 84.6
1962 90.6

.1963 9.1:7
1964 92.9

1965 : 94.5
1966 97.2
1967 100.0
1968 104
1969 11 s

SOURCE: Annual- .1a. for 1860-1'970 from Historical Statistias_of
the_ United Sta a Golanrai Times -to -1970 (Washington, D.C.:
-U.S. Bureau o wip ensus, 1975), Series E 135-,166: 1970-
1982 from Surv. .1 Current Business.

'Calculated Using the formula in text footnotes 1.

1970 116 3
1971 121.3
1972, 125 3
1973 133.1
1974 147.7

1975 161.2
1976 170.5
1977 181.5
1978 195.4
1979 217.4

1980 246.8
1981 272.4

2 1982 289.1

Inflation es in Several Indditrialized Economies i\ Average VearIP_

19611-70-1971-77 1978 1979 1980w_1981-

2.8 6.6 7.7 11.3 13.5 10.4
Japan 5.8 10.7 3.8 3.6, 8.0 4.9.
Germany 2.7 5.6 2.7 4.1. 5.5 5.9
Frande -4.0 9 0 9:1 4 10.8 13.6 13.4
U.K. ; 4.1. 13.9 8.3 13.4 18.0 11.9
Italy 3.9 13.1 12.1 14.8 21.2 19.3
Canada 2.7 7.5 1.0 9.1 10.1 12.4
Switz. 3.5 5.8 .1.1 3 7 4.0 6.5

SOURCE: Main Economic indicators, pu onthVy the Or-
ganization for Economic Co= operation an. Development (OECD);
Paris. .

.

982 represented. the beginning of a period of mcl-
'erate price rises or merely a pause in a continuing
period of 'high inflation was a big question when this

ublication went to presj. .

igh inflation rates have not always been the norm
for e U.S. economy. Lndeed, the decade-by-decade
inflati n _rates reported in Table 2 show that: before
1965 Un1 d States experienced ()flaw periods of
relatively rapid inflation (1910-20); periods of mod-
erate inflation (1860-70 and 1950-60); periods of rel-
ative price stability (1880-1910); and even periods of
definitely declining prices (1870-80 mid 1920-40). In
fact; between 1930 and 1932---the early part of the Great
Depression-constumer prices fell at an average rate
of 9.0 percent per year. HiStory; at least; shows that
one should not conclude that U.S. prices can only go
up.

Relative to other industrialized countries; our infla-
tion experience since 1965 has been worse than some
and better than others, as Table 3 shows. The U.S.
inflation rate was on the tow side during the 1960s.
From 1970 to 1977_, the United States also experienced
relatively low inflation rates, but between 1978 and
1981 U.S. inflation increased and tended to beon the
high side. Table 3 also shows that inflation accelerated
after the mid '1970s in all of the countries shown. This
i8' et surprising because the oil price rises engineered
,.als---- Q anization of Petroleum Aporting Countries

tkri C) contributed to inflation hi these and other
yco es. Moreover, the economies of the industrial-

,iz ountries are so closely connected by interna-
liona tr, de and by financial markets that economic
problems are quickly transmitted fibin One country to
another:

None of the inflation rates in the industrialized
countries Listed in Table 3 come even remotely close
to the highest experienced in this periocl hi 198074c,-----.
cording to the international Monetary Fund; the worst
consumer price inflation was recorded by Israel. Its

.ik ^
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rate of 131.0 percent meant that prices substantially
more than doilbled during 1980 lone! In that same

-year Turkey experienced an in 'on ratepf 110;2 per-
cent; and Argentina; Brazil; _$ uay; Peru; and Bo-
livia posted rates of W0;8 p ent .82:8 percent; 63.5
percent; 59.2 percent; and 47. percent; respectively:

i,-.. Anyone in Israel and TurkeY. whose wage rate did not
at least double in 1980 was likely to ha1/2 been worse

. off at the end Of the year than at its beginning. And
people. whose income was fixed in Israeli shekels. or
Turkish lira must cerfainlyhave suffered. a serious de-
cline in their leyel of living.

>-.7
,..-1-
.

:2.3 Hyperinflatio- : Nation Out of
. Control' N

41% Even the triple-digit_ inflatio rates experienced by"
Israel, Turkey, and Argentina 1980 fell far short of
the record inflations experience by Germany and sev-
eral other Europearl countries a er World.War I. 011-
average_ during July 1920June,1923, the -rate of infla-
tion in Germany eqUaled 933' percent per year. And.
the worst was yet to come in the last months of 1923.
During January of that year, the French and Belgians
reoccupied part of the Ruhr region of Germany, a coal
mining and steel manufacturing center; because they
claimed that Germany had failed to make the repar-,
ation payments demanded of it bykche_Allies after World
War I. The Germans responded with a policy of pas-
sive resistance that included a ger ral strike through-
out the region: The German ernment said the
striking workers as a demonstration of its su ort of
their cause an action that added to inflation.

During November 1923, German inflation had
reached a staggering and virtually incomprehensible
annual late of 214,387 percent, It is difficult to_appre-
ciate the impact of inflation this magnitude ap-
proximately 25 percent per hour! Workrers sought
payment_from employers twice daily so that they could
buy goods in the middle of the daybe..(ore their wages
had lost their value entirely. And the central bank (the
official bank of the German government), dissatisfied
with the rate at which the available presses were print:
ing 'new money, recalled old banknotes and simply
added zeros to increase the number of German marks
each note represented._

Much has been written about the causes and con-
sequences of this famous inflation. The Italia vcon-
omist Constantino Bresciani-Turroni argued tat the
hyperinflation destroyed the German middle class and
paved the way foi the rise of Hitler's Nazi regime. The
inflation most certainly destroyed the German mon-
etary system and forced Germans to resort to barter
in order to exchange goods and services. Who would
be willing to accept payment in currency when cur-.

t-
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rency lost half its ability to buy goods every two hours?
Without a doubt the German hyperinflation oc-,

curred because the German central bank increased the
quahtity of Gerscliv marks in circulation during this
period at astronomical rates. It did so in order to pay
for the goods and services needvdby government and
in order to make transfer payments-such as those tipr
50631 security and veteran's pensions to German cit-
izens. The head of the German central bank;however,
put the blame for the inflation on the Allies. He argled
that the Allies wanted Germany to pay war reparations
which were beyond its capacity to pay..W.hatever the
ultimate, cause of this great inflation, clearly if ended
only after the German government agreed to cease the
unlimited pitting of mckley to pay its expenses. More
about this in Section 4.

3 THE FONOMICEIFIbCTS OF
INFLATION

Among the most widely held economic beliefs is that
inflatiorOs detrimental to the well-being of society. If
asked why inflation is bad; many people would an-
swer that inflation makes goods and services more
iixpensive and thus lowers living standard*. But this
answer cannot be true for a society as a whole. As
inflation riws the incomes received by tl?atwiciety's
members rise as\well. To argue tfat inflation loWers a
society's well-being one `must demonstrate that infla7
tion wastes resources, creates undesirable realloca-
tions of income or of wealth aMong a society's

erribrs, or leads members of a society to make choices
that are inferior to those they would otherwise have
made. What follows is an attempt to show how infla-
tion alters the choices members of a society make and
then to indicate who gains. arid who loses from infla-
tion, First, however, it is important to makek clear the
difference between anticipated inflation and unanti-
cipated inflation and that the two have very different
economic effects.

1

3.1 Anticipated and Unanticipated
Inflation

To derstand the difference between anticipated
a nanticipated inflation and the effects of each, it
i seful to ask the economist's what-if_Auestion: What
if the inflation ratein fhe United Starsstabilized and
remained at a rate of 10 percent per year month after
month; yearafter year? If there was so little variation
in tilt) rate of inflation' that every )ne came to regard _a
10 percent _inflation rite as a nor SI part of economic
life Would there be any reason to attempt to lower

21
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that rate? Put another way, should_this economy try
hard to achieve an inflation rate, say, of 5spercent rather
than 10 pjrcent? .

The perhaps unexpected answer is: "Not very hard!"
Becatise members of- this "What if" society can accu-
ratelV predict that prices next year will be 10 percent
higher than pikes this year, they will enter into eco-

omic arnxngements that reflect this information: For
:-- ' ekample/ on the assumption that the average of all

. prices will rise abour10 percent annually; both em-
ployees and employers will understand that'wage in-.
creases of at least 10 percent; per year are necessary
for wages to keep up with prices. The same economiC,
forces that'prevent employers from lowering wages in
a world of little or no inflation would in general act to :

increase wages at a pace at least equal. to 10 percent
per year.

.

I3orrowets and lenders would also realize that dol-
lars repaid inihe future will lo;e_ purchasing power at
(he rate of 10,percent per year They witlthus see that

, part of the interest rate charged should be compen-
sahoin for the ititicipated decline in the ility ( ol-
-lars to purchase goods and serviced e tuture.
ThereforV interest rates'of 14 to 16* percenk-10 per
cent to maintain the purchasing power of the Firincipi.
and 4 to 6 percent a "real" interestwould not be -'
regarded as unreasonable or extr-aordinary.

There would be some economic gains if a "sure" 10
percent average inflation rate were replaced with a
"sure" 5 percent average rate,, but the gains would be
small: If the inflation rate were lo_wer-the economy
would enjoy what the Nobel prize-i`vinning economist
James Tobin has called a "saving on shoeleattihr," He
means that; if the inflatioNcate were lower eople_
would be willing to hold more cash and would thus
make fewer trips to the bank to withdra'w funds from
interest- bearing accounts. In addition; if the inflation
rate were lower; businesses_ would not have to_go to
the trouble and expense of changing th6r price labels
so_ frequently.

- Most of the important social costs of inflation result
because inflation is always more or less unexpected _,,
when it_occurs. Put differently,_ it is not inflation but
erratic changes in the rate of inflation that account for
most of infla,hon's social cost. A societ5* whose infla- -..'
tion rates are both high and quite variable is one in '
which it is hard to formulate economic"plans because
it is difficult to predict what inflation will do -to the
value of the dollar in the future. In taking a closer look ,

at the social costs of inflation, it is useful to divide them'
.

into two types: those that affect econo lc efficiency(
and those that affect economic equity:

3.2 Ti Effects of Inflation on
E6nomic Efficiency

It is impossible-to comment fully,-here on all thewas
in which inflation affects f/ficiency. Inflation

I
A

Ji

. ii.. .....

affects virtually every economic action we take- -work=
ing, investing, saving, borrowing, consumingbe:
cause each rgqujres an exchange involving money, and
some of the transactions take a long time to complete.
TwO very important effects of inflation on economic
efficiency will be discussed in\what follows-. The first
is that inflation makes lending riskier and, thus, bor- ,

rowing. more expensive than it otherwise would be.
The second is that, inflation- makes economic infor-
mation more difficult to interpret.

3.2.1, THE RISK PR 141-6F. FE_CT. Imagine a period
ryof ve little or no inflation such as that in the linited.'

States during the 1950s. Suppose that during this pe-
riod. the interest rate was 3 perceiii (The U.S. goy-,

.
ernment actually paid betwetn 2 and 4_ percent during
the 1950s.) Now suppose instead that the inflation rate
dunng_this period had been steady at 10 percent. What
would-have happened to the interest rate? It ANtlelif
probabry have been 13 percent. The extra 10 percent
added, to the interest rate when inflation is a steady
10 percent is called an inflation pre5tiurn. It 0.ompen-
sates the lender for the decline in therirchasing power
of the principal of tte loan brought about by inflation.

A 13 percent interest rate at tit:ime of steady lft per-
cent inflation gives lenders the same "real" retutn on
their loans as does a 3 percent interest rate when there
is no inflation. It is likely that borrowers and lenders
would each s*ttle for a 3 percent rate in the latter sit-
uation and a'13 percent in the former. The reason is
that the_lenders' gains and the brrowers'coms in telis
of purchasing power over goods and services wowiti
be_the same in both instance-zz

But suppose that the inflatilkm rate 6-,14,i not been
steady at-10 percent put had qscillateiaround 10 per-
cent in an irreguliip unpredictable way. The average,
inflation rate during the period might still be 10'per-
cent, but during some subperiods the illiation rate
might be 15 percent or more. Because of the erratic
movements in the inflation rate, le ri 'rig is riskier than
it otherwise would be, LerAers mi ,ht therefore de-
rnand a risk premium in the foxm of an interest rate
higher than 13 percent to be willing to take on this
extra risk.Thus interest rates in this situation might
he 15 percent or higiii*r...Gpercent bash rate + 10 per-
cent inflation premium 4 2 percent risk premium).

When inflation is so erratic that risk premiums are
required to incl4EL.. lenders to lend, it will affect -tire
efficiency of the econ3oewny in's;everal wayS. Becati.tie
borrowing will be_ more_ costly, business firms will in-
vest less in capital goods than they otherwise would.
Investment in "human' capital" will be similarly af-
fected because sonic studerls will tied it too expensive
to borrow fonds to stay in school. Asa result, new
technology and new ideas will be introduced into our
economy more slowly d nil, hence, economic growth
will also be slowed. Siva., ultimately, improvements
in our levels of living depend upon econoinic*rowth,

16 e
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Why Inflation Makes Lending Riskier

Tne fbIiowig example illustrates ,hy unceinty r a1trative pro:ct On December 31 ,.i97,
aboit inflation is an ImpoFtant our.ce of risk Suppose yotwiIl receive $135 00 Since you epet prices to be
the date i January 1, 1983, you have $OO.00 25(percent higher on tfa date than they are 'on
which you canither use to purchase consume goods Jan'tiar) 1983, you expdct this.amount to bsufficient
orendtoyourbankforãperiod.offiveyears (Otcourse, to buy 10 r5ercent more good ti-ian you cn buy on
in reali'ou have many more options, butfor the sake January 1 1983. This "consumption bonus' pavmt
of smcity wIl consider only these two.) Lendng- (for your patience N

N your moçey o the bank is ar attractive opp-tunfly be- What appens .f you are mis ken añd the rate of
cause"th bank will ç5ay,say, 7 percent interest for the nIation during the Fan perbd tt Out.to be 10 èr-

use of your.funds This means that on December 31, cent rather than the 5 ent expected. Yoij will
1987, the bankwIl return Vour princial ($100.00) and still receive $135on the day t i fl mature.But

4 pay you 7 O0for each year that it had the use of'your since prices wir5 percent hi on Dcembr 31
funds. (For the sake of simpUcity, simple rather than 1987, than they were on January 1 ,1 983, your $135.00

( compound ntexest rated are used in this example.) The will purchase 15 percent fewer goods in 1 98Zthan your
true return on thsloan,depends, however, onthè amount $10000 would have purchased in p983! Certainly. the
o flation that occurs between January1-'\1983and Iendng moneyand for that matter bQrro Pg rn9ney

ember-31, 1987 If yu expect the ra*e f inflation during a peiod'when the ratepfinfI4n varies iliripre-
to be 5 peent duir thts period, then the!J 'an may dietably is risky business. . -

-,.-.
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4C.

n Ekanige"

,Cin the basis& research by A. W-7 Phillips and others,
many econorbists had `come to belieVe in the 1960s that
there was a st'abletrade-off between inflation and the
labor.unemployjent rate. Grapt-is picturing the trade-
Offlike the dne belowcame to be called Phillips
curves. NOtei M.i i econorhfst Robert' Solow de-
scribed thePhililiS curve as Offering a menu of pos
sibiliiies fOr government' Policy. The government; he
argued'. Could lower unemployment but only at the cost"'

bigherinflatibi9 r5tes. that is, the government`through fl
monetary. sperldinp, and tax poll w could choose the

113

economy's ppsition along a Phillip 4 curve.This-is illus-
trated belb'w by the PC, corve.4;shows that the un-
employment rae.can redUceNrompoint A to point

Out that LnflItion will be -.greater at B than it.was at A.
The idea of-suc.ti a trade-off tektween the unemplOy-
nt rate and infldtion was discredited 'during the 1970s.

Tai nitedates An experien6ed a period oftigher
une loyment and rising inflation rates: It was as if the
Phillips curve had.shifted to he northeast (frorh PC, to
PC. in our diagrar4 Thbt unemployment rate at
C on line PG,Was the same as that at A:,btit with a
.higher rate of inflation 'than had _previously be_en19X-
perienced when the ;InemploymeInt rate was at A and
tpe:etonorny vves online PC,. Why the shift from PC.

University of Chicago economist Rs)bert LOca
provjded an arfs'Wer based on they information effects
of inflation. When "new" inflatien curs, it istikely"that
workers and businesses will misinterpret rising prices
and wages as evidence of higher economic rewards

411

TItie Phillips curve
the Inlormation Effects of Erratic Inflationr2

a.

PC,

Unemployment rate

for their labor ahV prodLictS. The result movements
along a-Phillips curve (in our diagram, from A tcr_3 alon_g
PCO. But as time passes, peopte come to nigard high\er
irdlation as normal. FirmS are less likely to interpret ris-

4ng pricIts,as higher relative pric'es for theirp*roducts.
Workers -re more likely to bargain agOre4vely for
higher/Wages: The result is that the Phillips O'cte
Shift/ from P , PC,. Lucas has thus ariRdad; in the
-same spirit as 'bieF-prizeoinninQ economist Milton
Friedrhan; that no st.. e trade-off between intlatipn.and.
unemploymer4 exiits n the long run.

tVar I: I le liv`ii,,:arist.yei-ing the in1 port44-it..que
tion of 1.v ho is hurt by inflation and who -goins tram
it. It po,,,,ible_to(lIqermine only one clear gainer tram
inflation --tl government (bt.cause it iS large rret
debtor see section 3.3 It is. farArarc difficult to
determine which groups of ( lifensPiTie wagv
turners, IOW 111(-0111y1.1111111CS; c -line the 111 )4,t tTO1111'.

inflation (se( ion

3.3.1 1106/ COVI.INN.111 N FR( INILA--..
1 ION-1111 (WIT ON I.QUI Ni(),40 LIS have heard
the ride of thutrib: "Inflation helps debtors at the ex:
tense (,1 cre(litors" Thfs rule)... easily understood_,
GVhen imantisailate4. inflation (RUH rs (tor example 4...7,
percent _inflation. rah. when ./era rate' vas-Artvidely
expect(I), debtors pay bat's:their loons-La dolrars that
turn out to have !less value than '116-i'illic borrowing'
agreement tvas the 'A111,01011 teas 11(5t

I

expected ,, no) n flat io preM i m teas. -built Into interest
'rates at that tInre. lit gutIt.i Z-.e.7e, (-1-9K,rs enjoy a wind-
fall' in the form of -a I( lhtoriic,t tat v ala-
provriat_e to I,yha t the r,ittof intlati on la ter tu rhea tit
to be: Many cat uS nerd 110t 100k for in Nee exatriple7N
of such a svindtalf. AsIs*thoNe who bought ho ises fn
the late 1Wills,or early ltifins What the r.tte of,
on iheriortgage is: Ttie .answer likely ti? II' in
5 to (.) percent rangquite laic COIllparcd.ta t IFtort-
gage rates prevailihg in the 1970s and early 1.9sN:

ThO government sector bench ts -fraidiinanticipated
inflation in two vays, avt debtor and as..1 qr(illectfir:
The g'overnti*nt ;.:cc for in thetinitedStates.(federal;
state, and heal) is the biggest illebior in out- ec..1)nonT.
As of mid- '1c)83, the grOss,debt of the Ieeterat-4;ovOtn-
inunt alone wa:,.ibout $1.3 trillion.and fiy and

the yovrernment Nectar owes these (fet-Cts to the
household .Nec.,(101-1,privatti;_cifiztVf. Muth. of the out--;
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standing debt'was issued before the mid -1970s at rites
of interest that did not contain inflation prwruiiins lorge
enough to compensate forthe inflatipn that °call:red
thereafter. When that inflation occurre.cl, it provided

. a gain in the form ofcheap credit to Ihe government.'
at the expense of private citizens.,

'The government sector benefits from inflation in a
second way because income tax rates in the United
States- are not adjUsted for inflation. Inflation raises
effective tax rates, as the following example shows.

Our tax 0';s in is progressive, meaning that, other
' 'things being esqual, individuals with higher incomes

pay a higher percenfof their incomes in taxes. Ctin-
Sitter the case & John and Jahe Q. Public (see Table

_ 4): 1%1980; they had a gross income of $20;000 and
federal income taxes of 3480; Bitween 1980 aid

1981 the Consumer Price Index increased by 10.4 per-.
cent and the Publics' gross income kept pace exactly
by:Fisirtg to $22075. However; because their income
rase, in 1981 the Publics were taxed at the rate of 13[7.--
percent instead of their 1980 rate of 12.4 percent. s
a result, the nblics' afte income increased uts,

considering the increase in consu er prices, th had
less _spending_power in 1981 that n 1980. Thus3 the
PubliCs actually exp'eriehEed an effective increase_ in
faxes. If federaLtax rates had been adjusted For infla-
tion-'-the technical term fOr such an adjustment is
"indexation"2----their tax rate would have remained at
12.4 percent. Iii that case, their after=tax spending
power would have remained the same in 1981 as in

The statement that gov7ernmentvins from inflation
at the expense_ of taxpayers_ and those who hold gov-
ernment debt is an incomplete assessment of the sit7
uation unless another issue is addressed._ What would
be the effect on the economyparticularly on the dis-
tribution of income among the population if the gov-
ernment's interest payments and tax receipts were fully'
indexed for inflation? This is a difficult question to

: answer. If the government made up the resultant de_
c.rease in its revenue by raising income tax rates (w
preserving irridexation); there is some evidence t
income equality would improve: This is so because the
inflation tax tends to fall More heavily on the poor than
does the income tax itself: This means that lowering
the inflation tax and raising the income tax Would tend
to shift the total tax bufden from lower-income to
higher-income citizens. .Ti.

If the government tries to make up the decline in its
available cash by decreasing 'general governmat
spending and government transfer payments;' thean-
swer would depend on precisely which programs were
affected. For example; those who view the overall ef-
fect of government as improving income equality
through transfer payments programs are likely to be-
lieyethat reductions in such programs would be to the
disadvantage of lower-income taxpayers.

. It is possible to object to the inflation tax on political
aS well as economic grounds.. The inflation tax is a
form of "taxation without representation" since -no
member of the House or Senate need vote for the tax
an no appropriation bill need be prepared. The Rea-
ga administration pointed out that the controversial
tax cuts of 19g1 and 1982 merely offset part of the
increases in the inflation tax that were a by-product
of the inflation of thwfate 1970s and early 1980s.

_.

3.3.2 WHO GAINS AND WHO LOSES FROM INFLATION?
The're have been many studies_ during the past thirty
years that have attempted to identify those who gain
and those who lose from the onset of inflation. As
mentioned atiove, these, studies generally find that
the gOvernment secQr benefits at the expense of the
household sector, and that the net impact of inflation
o'n,the business sector is relatively small. -But that still
leaves the question of whether some 'groups within
the household sector are more likely to-be hurt or to
be hurt mure'seriously than others.

By and large, ilie available studies seem to conclude
that it is difficult to find any groups that suffer sub- :
stantially more than others from inflation. To some
this will seem surprising because there appears to be

1980.

TABLE 4
The Effect of Inflation an John and Jane CI.

Publics' Federal Income Taxes

198Q 1981

t.-..Adjusted gross income
2. Tax rate
3 Taxes(line 1' times line 2 ±

100)
4 After-jax income (line 1 minus

line 3-)
5. CPI (1964 == 100)
6 Spending power in 1967 dollars

(line 4 ± line 5)

S20,000
_124%

$2,480

$17,520--

$22,075
13 4%

$2,958 .

$09,117:1:.

247 14-272

$7.093 $7,028

NOTV: The above assumes that the Publics have one child, file a 4
'joint tax relurn; and claim the standard exemption.

2. Under mdexaiiim, a rise in income that is due to.knflation is nut
subject to anjncrease in tax rates, in the example above, since
the Publics' rise in inco 10.4 percenr, was the same as the
increasem mflatio r tax rate would have remained at the
previous .yeaes levt , 12,4.percent, instead of rising to 13-.4 per-
cent, and their inc une after taxes would have remained un-
changed instead. of, declining. As ''e go to press, indexation of
federal income tax rites is scheduled to begin in 1985.

11. it

3. Transfer payments.are income payments to persons for which
they do not render current services. They include, payments for
social security.and_related programs, unemployment insurance,
veterans benefits, fix id stamps, supplemental security, and other
benefit or welfare programs.
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a widely held:vieW that the elderly suffer much more
from inflation than do Other groups.- Keep in mind,
however; that as a group, the_ elderly are more likely
than others to own their own homes, and historically
a home has proved to be a very good hedge against
inflation. (This means that home prices have tended
to' keep pace with inflation.) Also keep in mind that
social security payments are indexed, and that pen-

. sions that are fixed in dollar amount actually account
.ct'r a very small fraction of the income' f the elderly.
While it- -ill always be possible to find some elderly
persons who have been made worse off by an infla-
tion; the available evidence is that the elderly as a
group do not suffer nwre than others from inflation's
effects. 1

One frequently, studied hypOthests concerning the
incidence of inflation is the wage lag hypothesis: Th'e
kage lag .hypothesis states that wages adjust more
slowly to inflationary forces than do prices. This im-
plies that during a period of unanticipated inflation
the level of .living of wage earners will decline. Pro-
ponents of the hypothesis point out that workers t,p-
ically,sign; contracts that specify dollar wages for one
or more years at a time. These workers must wait until
the contract expires to try to "tatch up".with inflation.
Studies of _the Ake lag hypothesis have produced
such mixed results that the only safe,conclusion seems
to be that wages probably do lag behind other;prices
during some episodes of inflatiop but that wage lags

not invariably occur. One reason for the arribiguity
of the findings is that many union contracts now con-.
tain cost-of-living _escalators or COLA's. Theescala-
tors raise wages during periods of inflation, though:
not necessarily by as high a percentage as prices rise.

However, there does seem to be evidence ?f a wage
lag in recent years: rage S shows an indexof hourly
earnings (wages plus other cash compensation) for
the J.S. manufacturing sector between :1978and 1982.
On the basis of the ratio of the wage index to the
Consumer Pricj Inclx it would appear that wages
have not kept pace with inflation during this font-
year period. The ratio declined from 1.06,in 1978 to
0.98 in 1982. (It is the change in these numbers rather

. than their precise level that is .meaningful.) -This siin-
ple comparison does not take account of other_forFe
that may have been-at.work at the sametime. Dori
this period there is some evidence that the amount of
work experience of the average manufactUring-worker
was declining beca use of changes in the age and gen-
der composition of the manufacturing labor force.

There is a second hypothesis about the impact
inflation on the equality of income distribution. It con-
cerns the relative ability of different groups in the
eco.nomy to protect their accumulated savings frt:nn
losing buying power through inflation: Savings held
in the form of cash lose value most quickly; An in-

2(1

TABLE 5
Recent Wa e and Price Data for the U.S/

Economy'

Year

;400-Hrly _ ,

Annual Earnings Ratio of
Inflation' In Mfring CPI Earnings

Rate =0975 = 100) lb CPI

482 _6% 176 179 0:98
ir981 10 165 169 0.98
1980 14 151 153 0.99
1979 11 139 135 1.03
1978 8 128 121 1:06

SOURC,F: Win Economic indicators (OECD).

Ration of 10 percent per year implies that cash assets
(cUrrencyand most checking account deposits) Icise
10 percent of their purchasing power, in the same
period: Other assets offer "protection" against infla-
tion if the, interest which the assets earn tend to ;rise
with inflation or if,te market value of theltssets tend
to increase with inflation; housing is an example.
Studies suggest that middle income households have
been the most successful ih protecting their wealth
against inflation because they have held most of their
wealth in the form of -real estate+-the fairftly home:
Households that bought homes during the late 1960s
and early_1970s gained in-at least two ways. First; they

`borrowed funds to purchase their homes at interest
rates that turned out to be'a good deal less than those
prevailing later. Second* they enjoyed capital gains
as the market prices of their houses tended to keep
pace with or outpace the rate of inflation. These gains
by mortgage borrowers came at the expense of mort7
gage lenders, especially at the expense of savings and
loan associations. ;,

The rich and the poor tend to hold a larger fraction
of their accumulated savings in, the form of cash assets
arid thus to losermore than the middle class with the'.
onset of inflation: Of the two groups, studiesindicate
that the rich are quicker to react to. inflation by ad-
justing their asset holdings in appropriate Ways:-The
poor are slower to respond to inflation for several
reasons. Low-income individuals are less likely to un-
derstand which assets will afford better protection. In
The most recent inflation, for example; they were
doubtless less likely to understand the benefits of put-
ting savings into money market funds a type of asset'
that became increasingly available during the .1970s.
The poor also are more often bound by institutional
restrictions. During the 1970s assets that ciffered high
rates of interest often had minimum purchjase re7
quirements of several hundred to several thousand

dollars. Meanwhile, regulatory limitations held inter-
est payments on passbook savings accounts to a max-
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imum annual rate of 51/4 percent at commercial banks
ark:I'5' /2 percent at savings banks and savings and loan
societies.

4 THE CAUSES OF AND CURES
FOR INFLATION

_
As explained in the previous section, the U.S.ecron-

omy would be better off if we could eliminate efratie
changes in the rate of inflttion such as those we .ex-
perienced Stailing,in 1966. Unhappily, there a lack

. of widespread:agreement among both economists and
goyernrnent,poltCymakers about how to deal with in-
flation. As a result, any policy designed to eliminate
or reduce inflation is almost always controversial. Some
critics will doubt that the pqlicy will be effective; others
will claim that-the costs of ending inflation by that
policy will be borne unfairly by themselves or by their
constituents. What followsyresesitv,IYhat appear to
be the most important explanatiOns of inflation and
the cure(s) implied by each; as well as &discussion of
why the costs of ending inflation fall more heavily on
some members of society than on others.

.4;1 The Monetarist View: Inflation
Results from Too itai3id growth in
the Quantity of Money

Most economists agree that th re is a ;connection
between an 'economy's:monetary policy and the rate
of inflation that the econom. yexpenences. Monetarists

.believe hat the connection between the growth of the'
money, supply and inflation is a close and strong one.
Milton FriedmorWa winner of.,the Nobel prize; states -
the monetarist position succinctly ". . . [ Inflation is
.always and' -everywhere a monetary phenome-
non.- ._: Inflafforit oce-urS when the quantity ofornorry

, _

:rises appreciably more rapidly- than.outpUt. and the
more ra e rise in the.quantity of money per unit
of out ;The teeter the rate ofiinflation . . ." (Fried-
man and Friedman,.p. 254);

The monetarist explanation bl ;inflation may be
=(loosely) stimmarizect by the following relationship:

t
Inflation Rate = the .Growth Rate of Moriey

minus the Growth hate Of Output

lhis relatiOnship and the...reasoning behincl_its are ex
p.lainedOS follows. QrOwth in the-productiOrfagoodS
and serviceS Icolled "real growtr .by econbmists) is
due to-growth in therquaritity and qual4 of an econS--

.machinery;_ and raw materials as
WO' as to imProvernehtstrn technology.. NcCording to
monetarists, the decision-of a government to introduce

.; more orless money into circulation cannot have a. sug-

I

dined effect on real growth. Real growth does, how-
ever, create an increased demand for money because
it implies growth in commerce. Increased commerce
means artincreased use of money in order to exchange
greater amounts of goods and services, and this in-
crease gives rise to acimand for a larger quantity of
money:

According to monetarists, if growth in output (real
growth) averages 3 percent per year; then the money
stock can al 94 row at the rate of 3 percent per year:
without cre inflation. But when the money stock
grows more rapidly than output; inflation results. For
example, if the government (mire precisely in the
United Sta tes, the Federal Reserve) permits the money,
stock to grow at 13 percent per year when real growth
is 3 percent, monetarists would prediA that art infla-
tion of 10 percent Per year would result. Why? The
essence of the answer is that if the money supply grows
at 13 percent annually, then income, on average, will
also grow at this rate: Becouse,.on average, the mem-
bers of society will have 13 percent more income_ each
year than they had the year before, they will desiie to
increase their spending 13 pet-Cent pevear. Since real
growth is but 3 percent, this higher money demand
for goods and services.pannot be metsat prevailing
prices and prices rise Os. a result.. .'

Governments have at least two important motives
for permitting the money stock to grow so rapidly that
inflation occurs:First, as discussed in section 3,"irioney
growth and inflation are sources of revenge forgpv:
ernments. Since at least the daxs Of ancient Rome,'

.

sovereigns have shaved' gold or silver from the coins.
they received in payinent of taxes. The king or noble
would then coin the gold thus obfained_and spend ;
the additional coins on goods and Seryi.ce. This pro-
cess both increases thejsupply of coins and lowers
their intrinsic value because each clippedcoin contains
less_gold. King'Philip Vrof France (reigned 1328-50)
made frequent use of this practice during the Hundred

. Years War in order'. to suppbrt his .army. The. fluted '(,
edges that appear on U:S. dimes, quarters; and half
dollars were originally intended to discourage yrivate
citizens from engaging in titis° "sport of kings:"

The modern counterpart Of coin ghat% oectris
-when the government in effect "prints" new paper
moneyto buy goods and services. The procesg is more
complicated than simply printing ne currency; §ut-..
it amounts to the same thing. When he federal gbv-
ernment .1,ends in ekcess of the enue it r9ceiyes,

. it authorizes the U.S. Treasury to issue ifeVibonds,
notes, or bills irkordep to raiseadditiorial funds; These
debt securities are government-IOUs promising that
the principal will be returned and interest paid. at
stated times,-in the future fot the loan of funds now.,'..
The new debt securities,are sold, by and large; either
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Money -What_ It?

Money iii the _United Gates is Measured in dollars:
But dollars in what form? _Bills and %coins? Certainly:
Checking account balances? Yes. Anything.; else? A..
great many thingS, as it turns bUt, and the definition(s)_
of money used by economists, and the Federal Ref'
serve which officially defines money and collects
monetary data has been changing. Why? Because
as t.ses, regulations, and definitions .alter, SO. db 'the
nu- fiber and kinds of things that are blasgified as -money.
The main differen6e among the various classificatibrit
is that the more kindsof "Money" tow are inclUded, the
further away we get from whattould popularly be called
"ready cash." ;

As of early 1983, the Federal Reserve was issuing
four different measures of the money supply (or money
stock): They were called M-1, M-2, M-3, and L. (Fair
warningdefinitions of money may keep changing after
this volume has gone to press.)

In general:

E M-1 basically consisted of what ordinary people think
of as money-Teurrency'ih circulation; various kinds
of check)ng account balances., and travelers'
checks

!

M-2 .consisted of, M-1 plus personal savings ac-
counts, rnAlpey. Market funds; and Certain holdings
of banks -Pro others,that are not usually hld by the

\Public at lard
*

17J M-.3 consisted of 2 plus large denorninatiton time
deposits (lafgely co orde accounts); and certain
additiOnaltioldingS o inancial institutions.

L bbrisisted of M-3 plus Treasury billsr other liquid
Treas8ry securities, U.S. savings bonds; banker's bonds.

acceptances, commercial paper, and 'Eur000llats"
held by U.S. residents other than bank.

J,,
Here were the official definitions of the above cater

goriesas of early 1983.

M:1 : Av'erages of daily figures for (1) currency outstde
the Treasury; Federal Reserve banks-r-and_the vaults
of commercial' banks; (2) traverere cheMof non-
bank issuers; (3) demand deposits at all commercial
bankt other than those due to domestic banks; the

government, and fbreign banks and official in-
StitOtibriS less cash items in the process of collection
and Federal Reserve fltil; and (4) negotiable order
of withdrawal (NOM) and automatic transfer service
(ATS) accounts at banks and thrift institutions; credit
Union share Oran (CUSD) accounts, and detand de,
posits at mutual savings banks.

M-2: M-1 plus savings and small-denomination time
deposits at all depository institutions, overnight re-
pUrchase agreements at commercial banks; over-

. night EUrbdollart held by .U.S. residents other than
banks at Caribbean branches of member banks and
balances Of MCiney thaeket mutual funds (general
purpose and broker/dealer).

M-3: M-2 plus large-denomination time deposits at -all
depository institutions; term AF's [repurchase agree-
ments],at commercial banks and savings and loan
at.Sociations, and balances of institution-only money
market mutual tundS.

L: M-3 plus other liquid assets su?Fh as term Eurodollars
held by U.S. resiclentS other than banks. bankers
acceptances; commercial paper, Treasury bills and
other liquid TreasCiry securities, and U.S. savings

to private lenders (citizens; financial institutivs; and
foreigners) or to the Federtl Reserve.

The Federal Reserve (the Fed); the centi'al bank of
the United States, is also a purchaser of government
debt securities. When the Fed buys government debt
the money supply increases as surely as if new cur-
rency had been printed. To buy, for exam a gov-
err-in-lent bond, the Fed writes a check on itself pa bre
to the bond seller. When that check is depOSited
the bond seller's bank and the bank presents the check
to the Fed for redemption, the bank gains additional
fundscalled reserves. With more reserves, the bank
can create new checking account balances and [Wei

these funds to corporations and other borrowers. Whet'
the process is completed;, the amount of money' in
circulation has increased:

IN?ing the late 1960s; the lohnson administration
financed its New Society programs and the Vietnam
War largely fay "prisiting" netv'rhoney: Whereas the
federal government ran an average annual deficit Of
$3.7 billion in 1961 and 1962; during the 1964-68 pe-
riod the average annual deficit raise to $10.2
A substantial part of that increased deficit evidently
was financed by new money. While the U.S. money
supply rose at an annual rate of only 2.6 percent be-
tween 1960 and 1962, between 1964 and 1968; the
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Money supply grew about twice as fast-5.3 percent
per year. (The definition of money used in these com-
putations i5 M-1; see the box entitled "MoneyWhat
Is It?" for a description of he term.)

It is interesting to ask whether U.S. conduct in both
the international and domestic spheres would have
been the same if the Johnson administration had lev-
ieekrigher or new taxes to pay for both the
Society programs and the Vietnam War: Would pub c
support for the Vietnam War have declined more
quickly if the mindi of the pUblic had linked that war
with a tax increase large enough to pay the wars costs?
Wduld support for the New Society progras have
diminished? On the other hand, could it be that the
public understood even in 1964 that the costs of the
war and these programs would inelude the inflation
that was to come in the late 1960s and early 1970s?

Governments also allow the money supply to grow
faster than the rate warranted by real growth t o try:
to mitigate the effects of recessions. During reces-
sions; total production declines; labor unemployment
rises, and investment in new plant add equipment

I

falls. The Fed may try to offset these effects by in-
creasing the money supply, theieby making credit
cheaper and more widely available. The idea is that
easier credit will stimulate investment and the pur-
chase of "big ticket" items such as automobiles. This
stimulus will in turn lead to increased production and
employment. Counter-recessionary policy of this sort
is often referred to as "leaning against the Wind" be-
cause the Fed attempts to use the stimulus of mon-
etary poliCy to offset the "ill winds of recession:"

Monetarists thin that leaning against the wind is
bad economic polio They believe that at best such
a policy can postpone but not eliminate excess un-
employment; and that the cost of holding off un-
employment through monetary policy is higher and
more erratic inflation: In his 1968 presidential address
to the American Economic Association; Milton Fried-
man recommended that the Federal Reserve avoid
attempts to lean against the wind, and instead "plot
a steady course for t U,S,. money supply." He said:

By setting itself a steady coarse and keeping to it; the rnon-
etary`authority could make a major contribution to pro-

Are We All Monetarists Now

2. Money groWth became more volatile thAn it should
have been, The money supply 'followed a roller
coasteOpattem during 1980, falling too rapidly bet
tween FiltbrUary andpay_, growing 'again between
May and October, an the falling once more be-

and years end." ;

. eNedi.'POliCy:WaS. loo harsh curing th .Of

recession in 1981. aikswingiriter!3krates to
rise to well aboVe 15 Percant,.the.Fed assured that
&table goods. industries such as autos and con- .

. stfuction, which are very sensitive :ttr the level of
interest 'rates, weird suffer substaritially:

A major change in the .conduct of Fedefal Reserve
monetary policy took'place on October 6, 1979. Prior
to that.date the Fed was, by and Igle-ge, an "interest rate
watcher." When inter st rates.?ose ,above levels ap-.
propriate to its curr t policy the Fed would.,buy,gov-
ernment securities,: Mich-. raised, fhe ait'iourit: of credit
available in the banking system. If interest rates fk1,1.'
.beloW the aoproiSriate levels, theqd would sell oov-
ernm.6nt securities, which loWered the amount of credit

. available to the banking system. Monetarists criticized
-this pfoceclure. because they believed it produced
-tiigtter and more erratic growth in the money supply

' than was nete,ssary; which in tern led to higher and"
er 6- 1979, Federal Re-more erratic inflation. On 0

serve Board CKairman
change in the Fed'!50r
thereafter4e.Ved Would p
'dOntrollinci the growt =in the mo
emphatison controlling the level of in rest rates.

Critie have mixediviews both on'w ether the Fed'
has been faithful to its new strategy nd on whether(
that strategy has been successful. me of the criti-
cisms are:

ul A Volcker announced a
g krocedure. He said that

e greater emphasis on
supply, anthiess

1. Interest rates have z-ri v: - volatile since late 1979,
which has added a great deal. of uncertainty to fi- of dispretionary behavior by the Fed is not the sort usu-
nancial markets. ally recomrnended by strict monetarists. ,

The Fed might respond that its policy had substan-
tially lowered inflation. It might also point out that the
actions of -banks; Vsinesspeople,". and vibili_ersand
not just tha.Fed's7deciSionsaffect ht1W *ugh the.
quantity of money in ciectilatiOn;dhartgee:' .

Has the Fed become completely monetarist? F*b-
ably no_t. For eicafnple, diiiriug 1982; the money supply
grew more rapidly than indicated by the Fed's own
targets: Chairman Volcker explained that the money
supply was permitted to grow owing to innovations in
financial practices and in regulations that led to unu-
sually high publit demand for cash:balances. This kind
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moting economic stability. By making the course one of
steady but 'moderatekrowth in the quantity of money, it
would make a major contribution to avoidance of either
inflation or deflation of prices. Other forces would still affect
the economy, require change and adjustment, and disturb
the even tenor of our ways: But steady monetary growth
would provide a monetary climate favorable to the effective
operation of those basic forces of enterprise, ingenuity, ill
vention; hard work; and thrift that are the true springs of
economic growth. That is the most that we can ask from

20.0
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monetary policy at our present stage of knowledge. But that
uchand it a great dealis clearly within our reach

Are the monetarists right or wrong in their views
about money, inflatiott; and economic policy? There
is substantial.eVidence that economies with higher rates
of money growth eventually experience higher rates
of inflation. One kind of eVidenceis presented in Fig-
ure 1. This figure charts the average annual rates of

Figure 1: Money GrowtA and Inflation, Selected Countries. 1971-81
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money growth and inflation for thirteen industrialized
countries between 1971 and 1981. It shows thar in this
period average money growth ranged between a low
of 7.7 percent for Switzerland to a high of 19.3 percent
for Spain; Over the same period; the average inflation
rate' ranged between 5.0 percent for Switzerland to
15.9 percent for Spain: All intermediate cases; includ-
ing the United States; lie on or close to the diagonal
line; which depicts the average relatiodship between
monetary growth and inflation. for all the countries
shown. The line indicates the strong positive relation-
ship between money growth and inflation that mon -.
etarists predict. a

Some words of Tution about Figure 1 are in order.
here. It doe* not ll us why or how quickly higher
money growth leads to higher inflation. Nor does it
rule out the possibility that, during this period, both
inflationand money growth were responding in si
ilar ways_ to other or underlying economic forces that
are not shown in the figure.

4.2 Do-Government Budget Deficits
Cause Inflation?

Many placed the blame for inflation during the 1970s
and early 1980s on deficit spending by government.
It is certainly true that federal government deficits were
large during this period. Between the first quarter of
1975 and the fourth quarter of 1980, these deficits
caused federal government debt to increase at a rate

N of 13 percent per year, inore. than doubrethe rate of
any previous six-year period since World War II. By
the enjf 1980, thirty state legislatures' had approved
resolutions petitioning for a constitutional convention
that would consider an amendment requiring the fed-
eral government to balance its budget each year. For
example, 1979 Missouri State Senate Resolution Num-
ber 13 declares: ". . . it is widely held that fisca4 irre-

, sponsibility at the federal level, and the resulting
inflation, is the greatest threat which faces our nation
today.,'

What is a government deficit? Lis each of us, the
government must pay for th _9 II' and services it-__

buys. By far the most important s 1 ce of government
income is tax revenue..(The government also derives
revenue from, e.g., government-owned enterprises
such as the national parks system and tarriffs on iris=
ports.) In 1980, the federal government disbursed $602
billion; it had receipts of 9541 billion, of which ap-

-proximately 90 percent came from taxes. The govern-
ment deficit is simply the difference between
government disbursements and receipts. Thus, m 1980
the federal government incurred a deficit of $61 billion.

ItsThe federal government must finance its deficits in one
of two ways. It either borrows from private citizens
by selling them government debt securities or it "prints"

new money by .selling government securities to the
Federal Reserve. During 1980, approximately 10 per-
cent of the deficit was financed by sales of government
securities to the Fed and 90 percent by sales to the U.S.
and foreign private sectors;

Some people oppose government deficits because
they believe that defiCit spending promotes the growth
of government; During his 1980 presidential cam-
paign; President Reagan often claimed that govern-
ment; and particularly the federal government; had
grown too large. He argued that government today'
performs many economic tasks and provides many
economic services that would be more efficiently un-
dertaken by the private sector. Those who share this
view generally oppose deficit spending by govern7
ment because they believe that governments would
adopt fewer programs if they were required to levy
taxes for each program undertaken. They reason that
voters would support fewer new programs if they
clearly understood that they must pay for them in the
form of higher taxes.

The foregoing views aretiateresting, but 4:1,e need to
explore anther point: at aOven level of government
spending; does it matter if the government pays for
that spending through taxation; through sales of its

-debt securities to the Fed; or through sales of its se-
curities to others? Based on the available evidence; a
reasonable answer appears to be that deficit spending
does not always and everywhere cause inflatiOn; but
rather, the contribution of deficit spending to inflation
depends on thestate of the economy. 7,

Govern-merit budget 'deficits need not imply,.inflar.:
Jion if they &cur When thr economy isopersitinig W._ ith

:substantial excess capacity, as would be the case '4n
severe economic downturns.. During the decadeoftbe
Great Depression, the average annual budget deficit
was $2:04 billion. Thi nt may seem small but at
the time it amount d: to 2.7 percent. of the average,
annual gross nation 1 product of $76.5 billion. By corm-
parison, the 1980 deficit of $61 billion was 2.3 percent
of the 1980 gross national product of $2.6 trillion. Be-
tween 1930 and 1940, howevei, the average annual
rate of price change was minus 1:3.0ercent---cleflation;
not inflation! That is; during the Great Depression;
prices fell periptently even though the federal gov-
ernment persistently incurred quite large deficits corn-
pared to the levels of national output.

In calendar 1982 the inflation rate fell from its dou-
ble-digit levels of the preceding three years to 6.1 per-
cent, although he federal gbvernment was climbing
to the largest dificit in its history, $110.7 billion. Some
economists considered the 1982 experience to be ad-
ditional evidence that deficits do -not cause inflation.
Others disagreed, pointing out that during 1982 the
United States experienced its worst recession since be-
fore World War II. These economists attributed the

'
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low inflation sates of 1982 to the recession and ox--%
pected that thelarge deficits being estimated for future
years would lead to4*amption of double -digit in-
flation once the recession endecki

If the economy is not, in azevbre recession; large
budget deficits tend to contribute at least indirectly ip
inflation through the monetary. process. Large deficits
put pressure on the Fed to increase the money supply;

--"Zand increases that exceed t pa of increases in real
output tend to produce in tio , as was explained in
Some detail in section 4.1.

EconorhiStS Thomas Sargent and Neil Wallace of
the University of Minnesota have argued that the con-
h6ction betw n deficit 'spending and inflation is more
direct than onetarists believe. They argue that all
deficits, not jnly those financed by' "prin ting" money,
are inflationary. Basic to their view is that the ultimate
source of funds to finance current deficits is future
tax receipt's. Whether the Treasury borrows from the
Fed or from the private sector today cannot alter the
fact that eventually taxes must be raised to pay those
deficits. Thus, they argue that deficits cause inflation
because they create a future tax burden. Sargent ar-
gues that the hyperinflations following World War I
ended only when the respective governmerits made
credible commitments to stop deficit spending. '

4.3 IS Inflation Demand Pull, Cost
Push, Neither, or Both?

For a' long time; economists divided inflations into
two types: demand pull and cost push. Demand-pull

) inflation wa's thought to result from so rapid a growth
in desired spending for goods and services that de-
mand o tripped, supply. Such growth could' arise
fr private or public sectors of tht economyor
from both: Inflation in this case results until demand
is restrained or supply catches up.

Cost push inflation was thought to occur when in-
creases in the costs'of production were passed on to
consumers in the form of; higher prices: Wage In-
creases were thought to be an important source of cost -,

. push inflation. New wage contracts in the larger in-
dustries were studied for signs of trends that might
increase or moderate inflation from this source.

A more current view isthat although inflation may
begin on either the deMand side or the cost side; every,
episode of inflation affects and is affected by both de- __

mand and supply forces. As an exaMple, consider again
the inflation of the late 1960s. That inflation began on
the demand side: the Johnson admiinistration in-
creased government spending without cooling private
demand through a tax increase or higher interest rates.
But the supply side of the economy was soon involved.
Workers quickly realized that rising prices were cut-
ting the spending power of their paychecks. There:
fore, at contract time they began to bargain for wage
increases that would compens them both for the
spending power already lost an or e future infla-
tion they expected during the eir contract. If
we had looked only at the f s of film" that
showed the wage negotiation n their effect on
prices; we would be tempted' to Conclude that the
workers' demands, for higher s caused inflation.

Do Unions Cause Inflation ?.

Scapegoats are handy, especially when facing a
problem as serious as infltion, It is not unusual to hear
charges that unions cause inflation. But economics of-
fers no foundation for this charge. Inflation is persistent
growth in pricesmonth atter month; quarter after
quarter. even year after year. It is true that, at a point

"in time. the existence of labor unions will give rise to
wage demands that will lead to larger price rises than
would take place if the unions did not exist. But only
growth in unionization and not the existence of unions
itself can explain persistent growth in prices.

In tact, 'the proportion of the U.S. labor force th

indicated by the decline in the average number of days
a year lost during labor disputes per member of the
labor force. The statistics alsb show that union militartcy
decreased during the gears in which the inflation rate
was high as measured by the Consumer Price Index
(CPI).

Period

1960=64

unionized has been decreasing during the past 119965-671:74
9

years. In -1964, 30 percent of the civilian labOr force
was unionized. By 1970, that fraction had fallen to 28 1980
percent, by 1978 to 23.6 percent, and the 1982 figure p- 1981

wasprbbably lower. Nor is there evidence that existing
unions grew more militant during this period:This is.

Days Lost

.26

.47

.50

.37

.29

Annual
Inflation

Rate

+1.3%
+3.4
+6.1
+8.0

+ 13.5
+10.4_

A
SOURCE: Caltutated from annual-data- In-the Stitirsticel NIStrtidt

the UMW Stittes,103rd ad. (102): Tables 824; 984, and 145:".
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.-t;It seems more accitgaie to ilesrri het-Wi- Aes 'a4 PiiifessorRopert Gordon of Northwestern has argued
one part, of a comi.-Vx infliktion m. WOgser.q
responded both to tle inflatideth .y kadexpe ced
and the inflation .they expected. ffese responses, in
turn, gave additional momentum to the rise of pi-ices.

Supply shocksshocks occurring to, the. prciduction
Seem' of the economywere clearly animPortant cage
of inflation during the 1970s. The most important of
these were a series of oil price shocks. Between 1973
and 1974, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) raised the prices of crude oil four-
fold from-approximately $2.50 to approximately $1 .00
per barrel. Further price increases followed so that t e
price of crude rose to $31.00 by the end of 1980. The e
pAce increases quickly contributed to a Ilse' in the prices
of goods and services in the United States: During the
years preceding the 1973 oil price shock; the United
States was developing an increasing dependency on
foreign oila dependency that proved difficult to re-
verse: In 1972; the United States'imported 29 percent

- of its total pe-troleum supply from foreign producers.
By 1977 that figure had increased to 46 percent! 4s
more expensive oil worked its way through the sys-
tem, U.S. consumers paid for the higher cost not only
at the gas pump but also in the form of higher utility
bills; higher food prices, and higher prices for most
manufactured goods.

Gradually; however, economic forces began tore-
verse the trend to increased dependency on foreign
oil. Production techniques and consumption habits
were altered to economize on energy use. People in-

. stalled more insulaprsn in homes and replaced large
autos with smallef mks; some even began moving
from the suburbs back into the cities. The 1980 decision
by the Reagan administration to remove the last of the
price-ceiling regulations on petroleum produced in the
United States worked to encourage the search for do-
mesticoil deposits and for their development. By the
second quarter of 1981, petroleum imports fell to about
36 percent of total petroleum supplies in the United-
States':4

How much off the inflation of the 1970s was due to
increasing oil prices? Economists appear to agrde that
petroleum price increases explain some; but not all, of
that inflation. Professorlichael Darby of UCLA points
out that other inflationary forces were at work during
the peridd of the_ first OPEC shock. He argues that,
even without' the OPEC price increase of 1973-74, prices
would have in_creased- aS the Nixon wage and price
controls were dismantled between 1973 and 1975. The
)verage annual U.S. inflation rate in the 1977i.5: pe-
riod was 9.2 percent. Darby estimates that only 4 per-
cent was due to the oil price shocks. (ljarby, p. 748).

4. The petroleum data are from various issues of the OECD pub-
lications -arterly Oil Statitics_ and Crude Oil Import Prices.

it.- that much of tile inflation of the 1970s resulted from
monetary_ stimuhrovided by the Fed in an attempt
to ofAet jhe cessionary effects of the oil price rises.

a'tC , economist St the Federal ReseDk Bank
iiii7S4glitnated that energy price increases

is.1§01 theiU.S inflation rate b' 2:petc6nt during 1974
and 29'75, by..;4,percent during 1979 and 1980, and by
only ..tnall'ar;hounts at other; times during the decade

kt..(Tatorn, p. 11). -
?I`

;t ?-; t.;

41/The Cures InflatioiX

By now it will he clear-the "ther cure for inflation
depends upon' one's .view of iausesiof inflation.
The monetarist recommendation is straightforward:
the Federal Reserve should provide t economy With
steady growth in the money sup of between 3 and
5 percent per year. The uld not alter money
growth i in response to either high interest rates or signs
of a recession. Mo Mists believe there is solid evi-
dence that inflatio is substantially, if not exclusiv+,
a monetary ph- omenon. The. .more thaf money
growth exceed the 3 to 5 'percent range, The higher
the inflation. he more erratic the "excess".money
growth is the more erratic is the resultinginflation:
The monetarist pcm is not universally endorsed:
Many economists continue tcOelieve that the Fed can
effectively offset recessions by "leaning against .the
wind:" They regard the resulting inflation as not too

ig h rice to =pay in exchange air .loWering
uneinploy ent.

Those wh believe that government deficits cause
inflation also ake a clear recommendation: the fed-
eral governm t should balance, its budget. There_are
at least two hoots of thought among the "budget'.
-balancers." e first would by law require the federal
govern4kn fo balance its budgeteach year. The sec-
ond takes a ess severe stance. It believes that the fed-
eral govern nt should be permitted to run a budget
deficit during ecessions in order to provide assistance
tO,people who are severely affected by a-1-e recession.
During recessions, tax revenues are lower than normal
because fewer people are working and earning in-.
comes, at the same time transfer:payments are higher
than normal because more people qualify for unem-
ployment insurance, .food stamps; and .other public
assistance programs: This second group would require

"the government to average a balanced budget on a five A.
to ten-year basis:

As stated earlier, it is Clear t at budget deficits con-
tribute to inflation at least indirectly. NeVertheless,
the Congress is likely to perceive any attempt to re-
quire an annually balanced budgZt as a serious threat
to congressional spending discretion.

Two other suggested vitlicieS that merit discussion
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Thao Id Standard:°A Cure for Inflation?
, .

HILTON HEAD, S.C. - Gold bugs are boning up on beryllium and its prdbably lust as well.
The U S. presidential Gold Commission, having already voted against restoration of the
gold standard.. is winding up its affairs and soon will issue its final report. And as it to'drive
one fast nail in tot the gold standard's coffin; some 50 economists gathered here the other
day or a post-mortem-like conference called A Retrospective on the Classical Gold Standard:

The consensus, more or less: Even at the height of.inflation two years.ago.thefestoration
of the gold standard was an idea whose time had not and probably never would come.

Standard Doesn't- Appeal To Economists," by Lindley H. Clark.
Jr.. Wall Street Journal, March 26, 1982

During the past several years; there- as been a re-
turgence of interest in the gold sta _ rd as a strategy
for controllinginflatiop. Therfe_vv em above refers to
the presidential corission t at was appointed in 1981
to study the advis _ility of reintroducing the gold stan-
dard in the United States. The commission submitted
its report in 1982 and overwhelhlinglY declined to en-
dorse any version of: the standard. .

First things first. ) -here are many versions of the gold
standard, and a yvide variety of plans have been put
fOrward. What they haVe in common isihe proposal that
the Federal Reserve be required to hold a certainamount-,
9f gold for each dollar_that it issues_whetherin thelorm
of 'currency or of bank reserves. As a result of these
proposals, the Fed would only be abl4 to increase the
money supply by increasingthe amount of gold it holds.
Proponents of the gqld standard believe that such a
gold reserve recwirement would make it very difficult
for the Fed to. sustain the =Lot rapid growth

"4,.
that contributed to the inflation of the 1970s and early
198Qs. .

~Mr

fell below the peg. The effect of kucl-ia pegging agree-
ment would be to're-establish a system of fixed ex-
change rates among the world's major currencies such
as existed between 1945 and 1973.

According to proponents of thie gold standard, its
chief advantage would be to guarantee monetary sta-
bility. The Fed Would not Pe able to print money to
finance the Treasury's deficit or to offset the effects of
a recession. The gold standard would; it is argued; lock
the Fed into a conservative monetary policy..

Those opposed to the;gold standard include a ma-
jority of the members of the commission and of the
economists mentioned in the news item. VVhile a corn,:
plete _discussion of their views beyond the Scope of
this, discussion, at least two points deserve mention.
First, the world's supply of gold is. subject to random
supply shocks associated with the discovery of new
gold mines, the technology of. mining, and the vicissf=
tudes of world politics. Consequently, it is a mistake to
assume that the supply of gold available to the WeStern
world will grow smoothly. as time goea .on. The oppo-

' Othe'r:gold standard proposals go beyond the ne- nents of the gold 'standard fear that instability in the
cessity of holding a gbld reserve: A Pure gold standard gold market would be translated into genet al economic
would require that the nation's currency be convertible instability, through the workings of the gold standard.

; into gold. Still other. plans call for an agreement among Seeond, in the past; nations have abandoned the gold
-the central banks of the- world's major economies to standard when it was in their interest to do so. Hence,
fix"peg"the price of gold in terms of -,each -pf their the opponetts point out that the' gold standard is not
Currencies. Under.this proposal; the Fed would be re-.) a foolproof substitutefor a general cd,Tmitment to sta-.
.quired.to.hold the dbllar price of gold within a narrovr .ble growth in themoivy supply.
band about the peg; that is,, to buy dollars with gold Whatever one's assessment of its relalive advan-
when the dollar price of old rose aboye the peg and tages and disadvantages; the re-establishment of the
to bUy gold with dollars when the, dollar price of gold gold Standard does not seem to be iMminent: _

;ire: (I) wage asid price controls, (2) indexation. Econ-
omists frequentli disagree about policy. But theyspeak
with near.i.unanimity on the subject of wage and price.
controls. Tut bluntly, most economists believe that
wage and price controls are a bad idea. There are "
several reasons why. First, controls seriously hamtier
the economy's signaling, system,. Wages' and prices
must be free to adjust so that economic signals in the
form of relative price changes can be passed from

1.

consumers to producers and back again.' Second, wage
and price controls -do not eliminate the causes of in-.
flation. If too much money continues to ,:chNe" the

;

o28

le
It relative prices are not-air-owed_ to ChdrIge--or du not change.

enoughinsntticient production of s(mw goods and
serviKes may risull. This condition usuallyleads to absolute
shortages ;of some products, long lines or. "-T-?Thii: rudrIsets'i
retail outlets the concentration of pryductna iii higher-prICi.;4r.



amount of goods and service4available; controls can-
not alter this inibalance._ When the contras are liftecL
as they eventuhlly must. be inflation resumes. And

. third; it has proved difficult to apply controlsso as .

affect everyone in the economy in a sensible and eq-
uitable way. In_particular; when controls are Under
consideration, there is a greaTdeal of acti%;ity.oh the
part- of special-interest _groups as each atteinpts to
secure a_ type of controlor a loophole----hat serves

.6.
its own interests. .

The last policy Or _inflation we all consider is
indexation%UnOr indexation, wag , interest .rates,
transfer payments (social security enefits, unem-
ployment insurance payments, foo stamps, public
assistance benefits), and tax schedules air-rise auto-

` matically to reflect increases in the general level of:
prices: Many labor contracts in the United States are
already indexed: Over 9 million workers haVe wage
contracts that include so-called cost-of-living adjust-
Ment,:(COLA) clauses that are tied to the Consumer
Price Index': And; As discussed in Section 1; social, ;-
security benefits have been rising automatically along
with.increases in the CPI. Beginning in 1985; the United
States federal income tax tables are scheduled to be
indexed. to eliminate the phenomenon of "bracket
creep" discussed in Section 3.

What would be the effects of legislation that re-
quired wages; interest rates, transfer payments, and
taxes to be tied to.a measure of prices? Economists
have only begun to study this question and avy an-
swer must be regarded as tentative. Indexation ap-
pears to have both advantages and disadvantages.
The main advantage is that for many people index-
ation would remove the uncertainty brought on
inflation. Under indexation, lenders would be assured
that the buying powei of the interest they receive

-N. would rise along with iVflation. Workers would be
assured that the purchasing power of the wages theyu
receive would not decline. A second advantage is that
indexation would remove much of the economic in-.
centive fbr, government to gettrate inflation: Under
indexation, inflation would no longer produce auto-
matic tax Increases and cheaper borrowingcositor
government:

There are sever possibly serious diSadvantages to
indexation. Firs indexation would tend to raise un-
employment in some situations. Supply shocks such
as the OPEC oil price increases provide an_ illustration.

Hof how this might occur. Sharp rises in oil prices ad-e:1
versely affect industries heavily dependent on_ oil,
Output in those industries falls, and the demand for
labcir in those industries falls as well. In such a case
either wage rates must fall or employers will cut back

goods or sery es, infenor quality of goods and services, dis-
tortions in int rill Tonal trade, and the like.

.

on the quantityt; aboremployed. ge indexation
prevented wages rom falling it duld contributeto
unemploymen n those industries.

Second, no consume price index rerfectly retie
the cost of living of any household. We have alrea
seen thm the widely used CPf tends to overstate th
cost of living. Other indexes have beeri develdped that
avoid the problems of the CPI, but none is perfect.

Third, indexation treats the," symptoms" of inflation
but does not actually provide a cure. Some economists

. argue that government budget deficits would actually
cause more inflation with indexation than without it.
A deficit would bring on even larger deficits because
indexation increases government transfer payments.
These increased payments enlarge deficits, which in
turn require government borrowing to.rise: The larger
borrowing tends to raise interest rates; which in-
creases the deficit further:. These still larger deficits
would cause stilt higher inflation; borrowing; and in-
terest ratesand so on and so on

.; ,

4.5 The Costs of Ending Inflation
Irirodiftg this discussion, it is.important to point

out that, once firmly established, inflation is costly to
end : -Two types of cost are: (a) the cost of upset plans
and (b) the cost of higher thansnormal unemployment
during the transition to loWer inflation. Moreover, the
Costs of ending inflation arc not shared equally by all
the rherubers of society. The rest of this section ex-
plains

Inflation is costly to end because the terms under
which ;Party people will have entered into contracts
and made othereconomic plans will be based on the
assumption that inflation will continue at previously
prevailing tatesiFot example, if the inflation rate falls;
people who borrowed funds on a long-term basis at
an interest rate of, say, 15 percent will later find the
true cost of borrowing to be higher than they expected:
Employersroay have agreed to a labor contract with fl
wage increases of; say; 12 percent in the expectation
that.the prices of the products they produce would
increase at that rate,dr more. When inflation slows;
the agreed upon wage increase will prove to be more
expensive than it appeared at contract time and some
employers wiliprobably lay off workers as a result.
Similarly, people who took on large mortgage par-
ments for a house expecting that their wages would
grow quickly willifinci the payments to be more bur-
densomeand to be burdensome for a ijonger
than they expected.'

The most important cost of ending inflation and the
reason that the burdens of ending inflation ore not
borne equally by all members of society is that a period
of high Unemployment is likely to accompany the tran-
sition from high inflation to .w inflation: Such a pe-
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riOd of highs unemployment was observed in the United .
. Branner; Karl; and Allan H.' Meltzer, eds. The Costs

States in 1981 and 1982. (Unemployment rates were and Consequences of lhflation. Car.negie-RotheSter
Still high by historical standards as this manuscript Conference Series on Public Policy, Vol. 15. North'-
went to press in 1983.) The underlying reason; as ex- Holland Publishing Company (Amsterdam), 1981.
plained earlier; is that as the Fed cuts the rate of growth . Supply Shocks; Incentives and National Wealth.
in the money supply; interest-rates rise. And higher Carnegie-Rochester Conference Series on Public
interest rates put a recessionary pressure on the econ- , Policy; Vot/14. NortivHolland Publishing. Corn-
omy in addition to that contributed by the labor con- pany (Ain terdarn); 1981:
tract effect just described.-_ Not all industries nor all Carlson-, Keith. "Trends in FederatSpending: 1555-
workers are equally affected; however. Higher interest 86." Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Review;- 63, no;
rates have greater adverse_ effects in industries that 9 (November 198415-24:

- produce goods for which buying is relatively easily Darby; Michael R. "The Prictof Oil and World Infla-
postponed. Consumers say: "Let's wait until interest tion and Recession." American Economic Review-,_
rates are lower to replace the family_auto." Business 72; no. 4 (September 1982):738-7751.
people say: "With interest rates so high, this -is not a Foster; John. "The Redistributive Effects of Inflation--;
good time to add new machinery or to replace old Questions andAnswers," Scottish journatof Polit-
machinery in the factory." ical Economy; 23; no-1 _(February 1976):73-98.

What are the prospects for ending inflation 'in the. FoSter; Edward. Costs and Benefits of inflation. Federal
United States? We have already mentioned that in1982 Reserve Bank Of Minneapolis;_1972.
the inflation rate fell more rapidly -=from double digit Friedman, Milton. "The Role of Monetary Policy."
levels to 6.1 percentthan many thought possible. But AmericanEconomic Review, 58; no. 1 (March 1968):
unemployment rose as well, to nearly 11 percent in 1 -17. .--
the -closing months of the year, the highest un Friedman; Milton, and Rose Friedman, Free tb ChOose.
ployment rate in the United States since the Greal New York:, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1980.
Depression: The Gallup Opinion Poll regularly asks a Friedman, Milton, and Anna. Jacobson Schwar4._ A
representative sample of U.S. residents: "What dqyou Monetary History of the United States. National Bu=
think is the most important problem facing this court- - reau of Economic Research Studies in BusineSS

. try today?" 'Every year between 1973 and 1980 more Cycles, no. 12. Princeton, N.I.: Princeton Uni--
people gave "inflation" or "the high cost of living" than versity Press, 1963.
any other answer. But the April 1982 poll revealed a Gordon; Robert J. Macroeconomics. 2d ed. Boston: Lit-
significant change in public opinion: only 24 percent tle; Brown, 1980:
answered "inflation" whilg 44 percent answered "un- Hein; Scott: "Deficits and Inflation:" Federal Reserve
employment," When asked specallY: "Which do you Bank of St. Louis Review, 63, no. 3 (March 1981):
think the federal government should give greater at- 3-10.
tention_to=trying to curb inflation ortrying to reduce Hoepli; Nancy L., ed. "Global Inflation." Great Deci-
unemployment?' 49 percent,responded '"reduce un- sions '82. New York: Foreign Policy Association;
employment" while 44 percent responded "curb in- 1982.
flation." AS this was being written, the question is to Horrigan; Brian. Indexation: A Reasonable Response
what extent that change. in opinion will bring on a to Inflation." Business Review. Federal Reserve Bank
change in national priorities, and how fast opinion and of Philadelphia; September, 1981:3-11.

ift _again if unemployment .were re- Laidler, D. E. W.; and J. M: Parkin. "Inflation: A Sur-.
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INSTIcUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

SARAH LEAK.

e and Objectives

No one in our country is immune from the effects of hiflati of us, including seco dary
'students; have been affeCted in one way or another by rising price , uncertain interest rates for ,--

borrowers and lenders; and other consequences of inflation. I oti surveyed your classes you .
twould probably find thaniost students were unable adequately to efine inflation. It is a term

eared and read ab'Out sanften one would assuritg.everyone know at the definition isLjA fact,
in'tfny'people do not.':;

li The problem of inflation is complex: As with most complex problems; it is not easily solved.
The instructional activities.on the following pages arc designed to help students examine various
aspects of inflation=what it is its causes; how it is measured; and how it affects individuals and

t'grougs. The complexity of the problem will become apparent to students as they atteintst to
analyze action's proposed for controlling or reducing inflation and the Waae-offs these actions

' involve.

"gailf RELATED
INSTRUCTIONAL

ItsiSTRUCTIOAA' L OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES

dents ill:
te, 1. .Assess their own knowledge of:the causes- and consequences of in-

flation and recognize any misconceptions. they might have.

."..Defina inflation.
4

3. Calculate-changes in the Consumer Price Index and explain the func-
tion of price indexes generally. c..

Compute of4.
1.

the rate inflation.

1

1; 2; 3, 5

2, 3

2,3
,_

. interpret Consumer Price Index tables published by the Bureau of
Labor StadstieS.

44 6 . °Compare tne inflation rate in the United States to that of other
.. counines.

_...

-4. Describe the effects of inflati .n onsmdividulls and groups in a society
and on the economy as a whole.

- i -:-.--- inflation18. Distinguish between high nflation rates and hyperinflation.
5

9. Explain the different points of view, on the causes of inflation:.
it, i-

101- 'Describe actns of the federal government that can contribute to
inflation.

,

11. :Analyze frderahgovernment actions for controlling or reducing in-
hatiOn and state the trade-offs involved.

2; 3

3

3, 4;5; 6

4

4: 6

4, 6 .

All handouts and visuals for the instructional activitieare on perforated sheets at tho back of
this Publication.



RECOMMENDED USE:

leTIME RTQUIRE :

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

RATIONALE:

CONCEPT:

INSTRUCTIONAL
OBJECTIVES:

fictional' Activ:ify

LATION QUIZ

To introduce the study of inflation.

Dile class period.

Handout 1-1.
tThe use of a pretest forintroducing the study of inflation-

serves two purposes. First, students become aware of
their knowledge (or the limitations of their knowledge)
about the causes and consequences of inflation and how
it is measured. Sqcorid, teachers obtain information en-
abling them to select from among the various materials
and instrus*hal activities on the topic those best suited
to the neeaS of their students:

Inflation

Students will:

1. Define inflation;

2. Discover some of the misconceptions that they hold
about the causes and consequences of inflation.

k

Teaching Strated
1. Introduce the topic as follows:.

Inflation is something that we read ana hear about all the
time. In every year between 1973 and 1986; the Gallup '
Poll revealed that mostAmericans regarded inflation as
the nation's number-one problem. What is inflation?

Write student responses on the board without com-
ment. Affer writing out a definition ask: Does
everyone agree with this definition? Does anyone,
have a definition different from any of those on the
board? .

NOTE: At this point in the lesson it is not essential
that students' definitions be accurate. The objective
is to elicit responses from as many students as pos-
sible in order to determine how wet' the students
understand the term inflation as it 's defined by
economists. . -

N.

2. Say to the, class:

In order to determine what you know about inflati n and
the factors that contribute to it you are Ioing to take a
quiz. The quiz is solely for your information. u will
correct your own papers, and no one needs to see your

a.

33

Pupil Activities
Individual students will attempt to define inflation
doing the follaving: .

ia. Stating a definition in their own words;

b: Adding to definitions stated by others in the crass;

c. Pointing out inaccuracies in previously stated
definitions.



Distribute Handout 1-1 and allow about 15 minutes Complete quiz ominflation.
for students to complete the quiz. ,

i ..
3. Remind students that the purpose of the quiz is to Discuss and ask for -clarification of answers, to indiVid-

help them ascertain what they know about inflation. ual questions; make corrections; as needed; on their
Ask for volunteers to tell how they answered the own papers.

first question. Once the correct answer has been ANSWERS:
identified, Have stuclents compare this with the def-
initions written on tht boas d at the beginning of
the class:period.

Discuss the remaining items with the class, making
sure.that students_nte the correct answers on their
quiz papers.

0(Note questions students found particularly trou-
blesome and use the information as a basis for se-
lecting instructional activities for subsequent class
study of inflation.)

fr Explain that inflation is a compliCated ubject and
that several class Periods will be devoted to study-
ing it.

4

1(c) i 6(c) 11(a)
2(b) 7(d) 12(d)
3(b) 8(c) 13(c)-

c) 9(b) 14(b)4(c
5 () 10(d) 15(c)
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InsEucfional Acfivity 2
_

PRICE-INDEXES---OUT OF MANY, ONE

RECOMMENDED USE:

. TIME REQUIRED:

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

RATIONALE:

CONCEPTS:

/INSTRUCTIONAL

In any subject or Course to which price indexes and/or
inflation 'are pertinent, e.g., economics, governmenf,-
business, mathematics.

4,
Two or three class periods, depending on Whether th%
optional activities are used.

Classroom_ sets-of HandOutt2-.1 and 2-2:

Price changes are inherent in our economic system. in
the .past the nation has experienced ?times when the
general level of all prices has been downward; We_des-
ignate such times 45. periods of deflation. There have
also been times when the trend of ptices was essentially

- level; -we designate Those times as periods of stability.
- In the 1970s and extending into the 1980s, there was a

rise in:the general level of prices; we designate that time
as a period of:inflation.

Many individuals as -well_as public and private groups
require inforirfation pncerends. Consequently, the
U.S. government compiles and publishes a considera-
ble variety of price data. Three major measures of price
change are of particular interest to the public: the Con-
sumer Price Index (CPI), the implicit price 'deflator for
theGross National Product (GNPD); and the Producer
Price Index (PPI). This lesson takes up all three mea-
sures with the aim of increasing students' understand-

: ing of price changesespecially those which constitute
inflation--and of how price indexes are calculated and
what they mean.

,NOTE: Instructiona .activities 2 and 3 are closely re-
fated. If you use bot activities, have the students keep
their copies of Handout 2-1 for use in Activity 3, or you
should set aside a correctly completed copy of the hand-
out and use it as a transparency in the late!' lesson.)

Inflation; .deflation; index numbers -'

Stddents will:
_ .

1. Define inflation, deflation, price stability,.price, price
index;

.

.2. Calculate changes in the CPI;

3. Describe the function of the CPI;

4. Interpret data in a CPI table;

-5: 'Optional: Explain the diffrences between the -CPI;
the FPI; and the GNPD; and the fqnction of each,t
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Teaching Strategy
1. Begin the lesson by telling the students that they

will be discussing trends in prices and how in-
dexes are used to determine such trends. Ask sip-

' dents to define price.: If they are unsuccessful after
several attempts to define the term; write the fol-
lowingdefinition on the chalkboard:

Price is the amount of money that must be given up to
obtain (buy) one customary unit of a good or service,
e.g. , vne movie ticket, one pair of shoes, one dozen eggs.

2. Write the terms "inflation" and "deflation" on the
board. Explain that inflation deoribes periods dur-
ing which the majority of prices are going Up; con-
versely; deflation de tribes periods during which
most prices are falli

3. To illustrate the current trend of prices; ask stu-
dents to name some of the goods and services they
or their pareflts have:recently bought. List the items

' on the chalkboard. Try to get as long and varied
. a list as possible. (You might add hand-held elec-..

tronic calculators if students do not suggest them;
- since the prices of these devices have been falling

ever since their introduction in the early 1970s.
Another product whose prices have beenfalling

. Ole _personal computer, first introducechn the
..mid-1970s. We want to show that not all prices rise
.;Clunng inflation, but that the overall 'average of
pnces rises. The opposite would be true in defla:
tion.)

a,
4. Point to each item in turn on the list and ask stu-

dents whether its price has risen, peclined, or re7
'-mained the same since they or tt"teir parents lat.9t.
bought it (or during-the past tWo years, if it is an
item that is infrequently bought, such as a refrig-
gator): Put a plus ( + ) sign next to items students

.say rose in price- a mipus ( ) sign for a decline;
and a zero (0) beside the items that have not'

;'changed in price. .0

a. What do we calf a situation in which most prices
are rising over a sustained peiTtict, of time?

b. What do we call a situatkin in which most prices
are falling over a sustained period cif time?'

c.," What "inferenceS can you make about price
trends from tine list on the board?

.1 '
36

P)Til- Activity
.

Attempt to define price.

. r
Name goods or services they or their parents. have
recently bought. Examples of items students might
mention include food, clothing, medicines, bicycles,
cars; .TV sets, records, audiocassettes, washing ma-
chines; stereos; books; sporting goods, videotape
Vlayers, video game players; personal computers,
video tapes; video games; hand-held electronic cal-
culators. Services might include shoe repairs; car re-.
pairs, medical or dental care; haircuts; rock concert
and mdvie admissions.

Students state whether the price of each item went Up,
dawn, or remained the same since they qr their fami-
lies last bought

ih

". (
Respond to questions:

inflation

Deflation

Infer from the relativie frequency of plusses, minuses,
and zeros that the economy is experiencing prrice in-
flation, deflation, or siability. For example, if there are
more plusses than Minuses or zeros, . students will
probably infer that the economy is in a state of infla-*

.2
It



d: Does the list 1)rovid7sufficient data to
mine price trends?

defer.-

.1.

6. :Summarize the discussiorL emphasizing the fol-
) k hawing points:

ii. .;
The,mrrns ini1,4tion,dieflation., and .stgbility:de-..:i'r . . .
scribe the average oz` general tendNicy of prizes'
during a particular period:

During inftation, some individual prices may fall;..
_furthermore, among the prices That are rising,
sortie will be moving Up more rapidly than
others. .

.

Prices of sorne items may change owing to an
alteration- in 'their specific market ConditiOns:
changes in the amount of the product supplied
or demanded or changes in the production ro-
cess that reduce costs. (Examples: the p_ of
oran Inges tly' go up relative to the chang in the
prices of other fruits if there is a severe freeze
during the growing season for oranges; the price
of hand-held electronic calculators fell consid-
erably with the introduction of new technology
that reduced production costs.)

7. Ask;Audents to suggest other examples of relative
rises or falls in prices due to an alteration in the
market conditions, for a specific product or changes
in technology or the cost of produc
size that changes in prices unclgethe on itions
act as signals to bring supply and demand into
conformity with each other:

8. Write the words "Consumer Price Index" on the
chalkboard. Ask if anyone knows what this means.
Most students will probably not be able to give an
adequate explanation of the phrase. However, at
this point in the lesson, do not offer an explana-
tion. Rather, after students have made several at-
tempts to define the expression tell them that the
next part of this lesson will be devoted to looking
at the consumer Price Ind9x (PI), after which the
students should be able ,thexplain what it is, its
purpose, and how it is computed.

37

don; if none of the symbols is dominant there is likely
to be disagreement about the current state of prices,
but the actual situatiO may on the whole be &le Of:
price stability.

Probbablynot: Bekse of the manner in which the list
was compiled, ma?be unrepresentative of what -con-
sumers buy or of the relative importance atheir
chases-and thus not reflect the true trend of prices in
the economy. The list may reflect unique local con-
ditions rather than national trends.

t

Sample answers: Coffee pricers rise because of a freeze
during the growing season; mkes for grapes fall be-
cause there is a bumper croigr on the Maine Coast;
motel room ratesI winter are half or a third the fates
for the same accommodations in July; prices of con-
sumer electronic goods such as video game players,
home computers; and. personal stereos have come
down partly because their components have become
cheaper to make.

Attempt to define Consumer P ce Index.
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9. Distribute Handout 271. Ask the students 'to read

Part A of the handout: Allow time for Leading,
then begin the discusion by asking students if
they cannow define "Consumer Price Index." Dis
cuss with them the pprposes'of the CPI and how

'tit is computed. Ask students co define key terms
such as "base year," "market basket," "weight-
ing"; clarify terms; if necessary.

10. Ask the class to read and answer the questions
in Part B of the handout. Allow time for reading,
then go over the answers to the questions with
the students. To make sure that the class under-
stands the instructionsgivnikr computing the
CPI,' you may wish to ask several students to

`illustrate on the chalkboard °how they arrived at
their answers for questions b, c, and d.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN PART 13

a. 'What happened to the total dollar amount of
weighted food expenditure§ in Period Two
compared with Period One? .

b. What was the amount of the increase?

c: What was the percent increase in priceg from
Period One to Period Two?

d. Wha s the index number for Period Two

e.

f.

Read Part A of Handout 2-1. On the basis of the reading:

Define CPI: a stittistical measure of changes in the
average prices of a "market basket" of goods and
services urban households use for daily living corn-
pared to prices of the market basket in the base or
reference year.

State the purposes of the CPI.
Explain how the CPI is cemputed.

Explain or ask for clarification of the key terms.

Read Part B and discuss the answers the questions.

4.

The amount rose.

$12.50 (= $59.50 $47.00)

26.6% = (12.50 / 47.00) x 100.01

126;6 (= 26:6 + ;100:0)

How much would it cost in Period Two to buy ,54:26
what $1.00 could buy in Period One?

What effect would this have if your money You will
income is fixed, and, therefore, you stilt have before.
only the same amount to spend in Period Two
as you had in Period One?

11. Have students complete Part C of the handout. ,

not be able to buy everything you could

Read and answer the questions it Part C.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN PART C

f Period Three (Same month, third mar)

. (1) (2) _(3)_
Weighted

Average Quantities Expenditures
Price per Unit Bought (= col. 1 x col. 2)

Milk (quart) $o.66 20 quarts $ 13.00
Bread (loaf) 0.60 30 loaves 18.00
Hamburger (pound) 1.50 25 pounds 37.50

Total food $ 68.50
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g. What is the price indeX for Period Three?

h. Did the price index rise faster in Penod Two
or in Period-Three? Give figures to prove your
contention:

(1) Percent rise in Period Two compared with
Period One

(2) Percent rise in Period Three compared with
Period Two

i. What is the total percent rise from Period One
to Period Three?

(NOTE: The percents can be calculAtecl as well
from the corresponding dollar amounts of total
expenditUres instead of the indeX numbers.
However, published sources of price indexes
do not 'Usually provide dollar data.)

12. Provide students with copies of the most recently
published CPI. Among the sources containing
current CPI data are the newspaper; the Monthly
Labor Review (Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.5.
qgpartnient of Commerce); and the Statistical Ab-
sfract of the United States (Bureau of the Census of
the U.S. Department of Commerce, annual). If
more recent data are not available use the table
that appears at the end of this lesson.
Below are sample questions for helping students
apply what they learned in steps 8-11: (NOTE:
The.questions and answers relate specifically to
the table provided with this lesson: However; they
are easy to adapt for use with more current CPI
tables.)

SAMPLE QUESTIONS FQND ANSWERS. JF

What group or groups of people does the
.table apply?

b: What doevthe table

c. What is the base year?

d. What are the categories of items for which data
were collected?

e:

f.

g.

What was the price index for all items in 1981?

What was the total percent change from 1967
to 1981?

How much did it cost in 1981 to buy what
$1.00 could bevy in 1967?

39

145:7 (68.50 47.00
47.C10

x 100:0

Period Two

26 :6 % (

15.1%

45.7%

126.6 100.0 100.0
100.0 x

145.7 126:6 x 100.0)
126:6 -

145.7 -= 100.0 x 100.0)
100.0

Urban wage earners and clerical workers.

Annual Lverages and percent changes in the total
Consumer Price Index and its broad component cat-
egories in the period 1967-81.

1967

Food a'ricl beverages, housing, apparel and Upkeep,
transportation, medical care, entertainment, other
goods and, services.

272.3

172.3 percent.

$212



h. What was the annual percent change fOr all
items in 1981 compared with 1980?

. HOW was this number derived?

j. In what year did the price indeX show the
most rapid, rise in prices for all items? Explain
your "ns1)}4ie' r .

k. Was there ahy year for which the price index
showed a fall-in the average prices for all items?.
Explaih your answer:

1: Which category of-items showed the greatest
rise in average prices-in 1981 compared with

. 1967? Which category rose the least?

m.
-r..

WhiCh category' of items showed the most
rapid rise in prices in the three-year period
from 1979 to 1981? -4

n. What was the percent change in prices for
transportation during this period? Explain how
you derived your answer:

. During what two-year period did average
prices for food and beverages rise more rap-
idly than average prices f9r any other cate-:
gory?

10.2 percent:

2713 24-70 2" 0;102247.0 4 247,0

0.102 x 100 = 10.2
4,

1980; prices rose by 13.5 percent; this i'sThe highest
percent change shown for any sipgle year.:

No if the CPI had declined in any year the percent
change would be a negative number (i: e; 'it would be
preceded by a minus. sign).

Medical care; apparel and upkeep.

Transportation.

281.3 -1- 212.8
212.8

68.5 0-322
212.8

0:322 x ,100 = 32.2

1973 and .1974; the increases for these two years were
13.2 percent and 13.8 percent, respectively.

17. Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers; annual averages and changes, 1967-81
11967.'- 1001 .

4

Ow

__ __,_
AI Items Food and

beverages
Appetit and

unitised
Transportation Medical care EilWriTirlAirii

,--
Other good'
geni 'WAGS

Inclei
Percent
change Index

Percent
Index Index

Porting
ehi4,,i,T. x

t
Ander dung.- index Index

.

Percent
cuing.

1967

'968
1969

1970

1971

1972
1973.
1974

1975

1976
1977

1978

1979

1980

1961

,

ICC 0

1 2:.0_4

+098
1167

1217
1257
1771

147 7
161 2 .

110 5
!IP 5
1957
217 7
247 0

2727

_''
42 4

5 4

159

47
77
62

110'
91

58
65
76

tt 5
135

102

100 0

103 6
108 8
114 7

1187
1272
139 5

1587;
172 1

1 7 7 4

18_80

206 2
228 7
248 7

267 8

3 6
50
54

31
41

172
198

84

-31
460
97

109
67

77

100 0
104 0

+104
1182

123 4

128 1

133 7
148 6

164 5

175 6

166 5
202 6
227 5
263 2

2972

4 0
62
71

44
38
44

- 113
106

61
68
86

127
157

114

100 0
105 4
1115
1161

1198
1223
126.8

136 2
142 3 ,4.44

1.7r
1542
+595
166 4

1 7 7 4

186 6

5 4

56
41

72
. 21

77
74

5r
3 7

.' , i5
74
47
66

52

1000
103 2

107 2

1127

- ITO 6

1199
1278
1777
150 6

165 5

1772
1858

,.; 212 8
250 5

2817.

3 2'
...,81r-

.-7 5 1

52
11
77

112
94

99
71

-49
145
t 7 7

123

1.0 '00
106 1

113 4

+206

128 4

132 5
1777
150 5
1686

184 7

202 4

21_94

2401
267 2

. 295 1

6 t
69
63

65
32

.39
97

12 0

95
' 96

84
94

I I )

+04

--
109 010g0
105 7

111 0
116 7

+229
126 5

1300
139 8

152 2

It 8
167.7

1762
167 6
2077

219 0

7

50
51

57
29
2 8

75
89

50
49
51
65
85

75

100 6

105 2

110 4
1168

122 4

127 5

132 5
142 0

1579

162 7
1722
1832
1967
2176

2777

5 2
49
58

48
47
79
72
84

, 51
58
64

. 72
88

92

SOURCE: Monthly LAtitir Ref/1E3W (U.S. Bureau I Labor Stat stics), gecember-1982, p. 71.

11 OPTIONAL. Introduces his portioo he lesson
by explaining briefly that the CPI i, only one of.
many price indexes the federal go nment Com-
piles to assist economists and other. in monitoring
economic trends Two other imp tart series are
the Producer Price Index (PPI) and the Gross Na-
tional Prodirct Implicit Price. Deflator (6NPD)._
Write the names of these two indexes on the board:
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Digtribute Handout 2-2. Tell students to read it
and answer the questions. -

When students^ have compietel the reading and
answered the first three queftions,-go over the
answers.

a: Why are the price series presented in the form
Of indexes rather than dollar amounts?

b. Which of the three price series is' the most
comprehensive? Why?

E. If there are substantial increases or decreases
ifi the PR, where ,might they eventually gloW
up? Why?

14. Evaluation: Ass s students' participation in class
and their ans rs to the questions contained in
the handouts.

tp

6

41

Students read the handout and answer the first three
questions:

Answers should incorporate the following points: In-
dexes make it possible(gt9 cotnbine items priced in ,

different ways into a gingIR total (for example, meat
by the pound, eggs by the dozen, shoes by the pair,
refrigerators as a unit); (2)- to express the total as a
percent of the total at some starting point or base
period; and 3) as a resdlt to compare "price changes
from one period to any other.

The GNPD is the most crtprehensive because it in
not only gods produced in the United

states; but all services as well:

They will eventUallysnow up in the CPI. because'the
prices of the goods in the PPI represent costs of pro
duction of the goods sold to consumers.
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RECOMMENDED USE

TIME REQUIRED:

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

RATIONALE:

CONCEPTS:

INSTFITIONAL
OBJECTIVES:

WHAT IS INFLATION?

In courses in economics ; problems of democracy, his=
tory; requires that students have some understanding
of the purposes of price indexes and how they are corn-
putect: ,_
One or two class periods.

Ra dout. 371.

his lesson shows hOW to calculate the rate ofbiriflation
from a price index and how to Interpret such rates.

Inflation; inflation rates.

Students will:

I. Define inflation; .

2. Compute inflation rates;

3. Interpret table showing inflation rates in incitistrial
ized countries;

4. Compare U.S. inflation rates with those in other in-
dustrialized countries.

4.

Teaching Strategy
L Ask students to afine.inflation.

2: Ask: How can we measure Changes iti the general
level of prices?z

3.. Point out that the indeAx frequently used to measure
changes in the general price level is the Consul/ler
Price Index.

4 'OPTIONAL. If you did not use Instructional Ac-
tivity 2 ("Price Indexe-Out of Many, One"), con-

., duct a brief re iew of the CPI as follows:

a. CopY the table how, i below on the chalkboard:
,

Yak; CPI
(1967= 1L00)

1980 -0
1981 272

b. Explain to the class thaiising 19 7 as the base
year (i.e., 1967 100), tin total Co sumer Price
Index stood at 247.0 in 1980 and at 2.3 in 1981.

42

Pupil Activity
hiflaticiri is a persistent growth in the general level of
prices.

Price irideXeS that include a representative variety of
products are used to Measure changes in the general

)ierercirpnees.

-



c: Ask students to:

(J) ,COtripute the arinital inflation rate between
1980 and 1981;'

(2) Compute the average annual rate of infla-
tion from 1%7 to 1981.

'NOTE: If students are unable to do the com-
putations, te.xiew with them the mathematical
formula gb:teti in Handout 2-1.4art

5; Distribute Handout 3-1: Tell the class that the data
on the ha Bout will help them compare the infla-
tion rates n the united States with those in other
industrialized countries: Go over the .directions with
the students; then have the wcrikiiidividu4lly or
in pairs to answer the questionsi;;4.

6. Have the class discuss the answers to the questions
on tfaiidout 3-1.

Which year or yearsts 'the U.S. inflation
:71 rate relatively low compared to- the rate§ in the

other countries included in the table? Ini_which
years was it relatively high? _Did any country
have consistently low or consistently high rates?

b. In the 1974:14v1i6W did the U.S. rate compare to
the rates in SWitZetland and Germany?

at was the trend of rates in most of the coun-
tries from 1960 to 1980?

d. In the mid- 1970s, the rate of inflation accelerated
in the industrialized countries. _What specific''

.event of the time might help explain the
.4peedupN

a

1: 'A quicker way: '
(a). 272.3 / 247.0 = 1.102
(b),V .102_ 1.0) x 100 = 10.2 percent.

Students should obtain the result in (b) by mentallystibtracting
1.0 algebraically from the result In (a) and multiplying by 100.0.
The algebraic equivalence bitWeen this calculation and the one'
given in the text is very east in show.

.

I me-

272.3 247.0 x 100:0 = 10.2 percent
247.0

172.3% = 14 -= 12.3-percent

Study the table and then write
questions on Handout

ntheira SWeirS to the

LoW:. 192,1-70; 1971-77 (or students may answer:.
4961-77).

High: 1979, 1980.

Switzerland had low rates from 1961=-77 to 1980. Italy's
rate was high from 1971-77 to 1981.

kateg in all three countries were about the same until
near dm OW of the decade; when IJ.S. rates became

'Upward.

1,*

OPEC, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries, greatly increased its prices. Petroleum is a
major kern in the production of goods and. Services in
industrialized countries.
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Ihstructional Activity 4

RECOMMENDED USE:

TIME REQUIRED:

THE ??WHATZIT?? GAME

Senior high school courses in economics or problems of
democracy or any other course in which the causes of
inflation,are discussed.

TWO elaSS perio

MATERIALS REQUIRED: Handouts 4-1; 4 -2, 4 -3, 4--4, 4:5 (see Teachers Instruc-
tions on pages 47-48 for directions concerning prepa-
ration of Handoiits 4-2 and 4=3).

.,-;',3:,.
RATIONALE: In otder to liMit

-
or stop inflation; an underttand-

ing of its causes is necessary. Students first play th0
??WHATZIT?? game to help them understand that an
increase in the supply of money does no reate corn=

) rnensurately more good's_ and services, T reading in
Handout 4-4 ShOWS the detrimental effect, on anecon-
omy of runawayjnflation. Finally, the reading in Hand
out 4-5 and follow -11p _questions provide a handy
summary of the main points of view regarding the causes
of imlation.

CONCEPTS: Cost push, demand pull, supply shock, real growth,
---\ rate of inflation, printing money,, recession, de it,

money supply, hyperinflation.

Students will: ,,

1. Explain what happens when the money supply grows
. ?6'rnah faster than the econorny's,output ofgoods and
;services;. ,.

-2": E5cplain hcrw federal-gOverninent borrowing can in-
" ctease the money supply;. '

./... , k - .z . .

3. Define hyperitiflation and describe what its effects
can be; ;

4. GivrexartipieS of these other types of inflation: de-
, ':51.- nizi-pull, cost-push, supply shock.

INSTRUCTIONAL
'OBJECTIVES:

..

T#achireg StrgeAy Pupil Activity

r, Conduct the ??WHATZIT?? game. (See Teacker's
Instructions ari pages 4718. Note materials you
mifst,prepare ahead of time.)

.

.
. _,\....-2. 'After the last -round of the game, ave the clasS

discussdiscuss the following questions:

a. What-changes occurred in the prices paid for Average prices increased with each successive round.
WHATZITs in each round?
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b. Why did prices increase? What changes oc-
curred during the game that contributed to the
rise in prices?

c. What is the term common4li, to describe
rise,in the general price level p goods and ser-
vices? Does this term apply to..., at happened
in the game?

d.. In 30hat way did thy va f the orte-dollar cou-
pons change from Ro4M to Round 3?

e. What might have happened to prices if the num-
ber of WHATZITs had been tricreased at the same
rate as dollars?

f. What might have happened to prices if the num-
ber of one-dollar coupons given to-buyers had
been cut by half at the,beginning of Round 2
compared to Round 1?.-E

What might have happened to prices if the num-
ber of one dollar coupons given-701 buyers had
been quadrupled at the beginning of each round
(i.e., Increased from 30 to 120 in Round 2 and
from 120 to 480 in Round 3)?

g:

3. Distribute Handout 4-4. AlloW time for reading; then
ask:

a. What was the inflation r;ate in Israel in 1980?

b. What,woqld be the practical effects of such a
high rate of inflation?

c. Was Israel considered to be experiencing
ri

hy-
penflation in 1980?

How would you'clefine hyperinflation?d.

e. What happened to the German economy w en's
the German Central Bank began printing aper
money to pay the government's bills?

1. Why might people living in Germany durin
period of hyperinflation resort to barter?

g. What happened to peoples' savings?

The rate of,increase in the money supply (one-dottr
'coupons) was considerably higher tha4 the rate of in-.
crease in WHATZITs. From Round 1 to Round 3 the
number of $1 coupons given buyers increased by 300
percent while the number of WHATZITs giN/n sellers
increased by only 100 percent. If a fourth round was
played, by the end of the game the money supply had
increased by 400 percent as opposed to a 100 percent

'11!!:increpe in WHATZITs.

Inflation; yes:

Their value decreased.

The average prices would probably remained the
same for each round.

Prices would probably have fallen.

The increase in average prices for each round would
probably have been significantly higher.

Read handout.

131.5 percent.

Pries more than doubled between 1979 and 1980. A
person would have to spend more than twiceas much
money in 1980 to get the same quantity of goods and
services as in 1979. Families with fixed incomes would
suffer a fall in their level of living; they would kave'to
Make do with fewer goods and services in 1980 than
in 1979.

It is inflation that is running out of control.

Too much money began chasing too few goodsde-
mand went_up but the supply of goods and services

-.. remained unchanged. People had to spend moreand
more money to pay for even the simplest goods.

Money had become worthless. Only goods and ser-
vices kept their value.

The savings were wiped out.
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4. Distribute -tandout 4-5. Allow time for stucie is to
read the material and answer the questions: hen
review the answers with the class as a whole (A
completed copy orthe question formin the han out

-appears at the end of this instructional acVvity.
-

5. OPTIONAL: Discussion questions on Handout 4-5.

a. Why might the fearal government be unable
to deal with deficits 1;)y cuth 'spending? "

b. Is government borrowing ogh the Fed nec-
essarily; inflationary? .

Answers to Questions. in Handout 4 5
How does the federal gbernment deal with deli
cits? (By reducing spending;ding; by raising tales so as to
increase income; by borrowing money.)

What is the principal source of the federal govern-
ment's income? (Tax-receipis.)

Why might the federal government need to borrow
money even when its annual expenditures are not
greater than its annual income? (Overhort periods
of time, receipts maybe less than expenditures.)

th.; Name three possible causes of inflation. (Cost push;
demand pull, supply shock, excessively rapid growth in
money supply compared with growth in real output.)

b: What will monetarists predict about the general
level of prices if real output is growing at 2 percent
per year and the money supply is growing at 10

. percent per year? (Prices would grow at 8 percent per
year.)

c. . What ency or organization formulates the official
defin tion of the money supply and collects data
about it? (The Federal Reserve.),

4 d rrom time to time; there have been revisions in the
official definition of the money supply. What is the
reason for such revisions? (Changes are constantly
taking place in the uses of money, in the regular ns

ik- affecting it, and in the practices of banks and other fi-
ancial institutions.)

e: What is a "government de t''? The govern ent has
a deficit whenever its re ipts during some fixecLpzriod
of time are less than the amount it spends in theiame
period.)

46

f:

h.

iWhat effect can govern tt ent borrowirtg have on the
money supply anon rice inflation? (Government
borJvwing can cause- the money supply to rise. If the
money supply rises, prices may go up, that is, inflation
may result:)

An important cause of the inflation of the 1970s ,
was (the oil supply.shock).

The inflation of the 1960s was a result of both (de-
mand pull) and (cost push). OPTIONAL: Elain your
answer.
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'Teacher's IriStrudions

4 ?WHATZI-1-??
An Inflation.,Gme

1. Prior to the d-ay you-pl6n to conduct the lesson,
prepare the following:

a. Onecopy of Handout 4-1 per student.

b. For half of the number of students in the class,
4 sheets each of TZIT coupons (Handout
4-2).

G. Fcir the other -half 5 sheets each of $1 coupons
(Handbut 4=3). fE.g., for a class of students
yOu will need 75 sheets, of $1 coupons and 60
SheetS of WHATZIT coupons.)

2: Before class begins copy the following table on the
chalkboard: (The columns for the various rounds
of play should be wide enough so that tally marks
(////) can be made for counting the number Of trans-
actions. Round 4 is optional; leave room to add it

'if needed.)

Price per
WHATZIT Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4

$15.00

14.00

13.00

12.00

11.00

10:00

9.00

8:00

7.00

6.00

5.00

4.00

3.00

'2.00

1.00

ti

1

a. 1 ntroduce the lesson byTering_ the class that today
! they will be playing the'WHATZIT Game. In the

course of the game they will buy and sell WHATZ-.
ITs. They silould'make a mental note of any_ con-
ditians that changed during the garae.=arid try to
determine the effect those changes had on the
behavior of bUyers And sellers.

, 4. Select two stUdents to serve as "market assis-':'.7
tants." Explain that their responsibilities during the
'game will be to (a) record on the board the trans:

. actions _between buyers, and sellers and (b) help
distribute and collect coupons_ at-_the beginning
and end of each round, respectively:

5. Give a copy of Handout 4-1 to eachmember of the
class. Then designate. half of the class as sellers-
and half as buyers. Allow time for students to read
the handout.

6. Go oveMhe instructions with the'students. Explain
that the game will be played in rounds. Sellers
should try to.Sell their WHATZITs for the highest
price they can. get: Buyer's should try to purchase
WHATZITs for the lowest possible price: The win-
ners of each round will be the buyer who has the
highest number of WHATZIT coupons and the, seller
who has the highest number of $1 coupons. (NOTE-:-.
To generate more,enthusiask play you may wish
to provide token prizesa piece of fruit; a candy

4.bar; or some privile e such as- exemption from
homeworkfor winn s if)f each round.)

7: conduct Round 1; Distribute 30 $1 coupons to the
buyers and 16 WHATZIT coupons to the sellers:
Allow about five minutes for market transactions:
If- students are slowxn getting into the spirit of the
4-4ame, however --Ku may extend the round for sev-

.-,eral minuteyonger. .

8. Wheatimeis up:'declare that Round Ids over.
,

. a. liave students return to their seats and record
n their individual score sheets the number of

WHATZIT and $1 coupons they have. .

Adapted from "Money and Inflation: A Lesson Plan," by Lawrence Abrams, Conec-tions (Joint Council on Economic Educatidri), October 1980.

L
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b. Declare winners (the seller with the highest
number of $1 coupons.and the buYtt with the
highest number of WHATZIT coupons).

c. Collect all dollar and WHATZIT coupons.

9. Round &2:

a. Disthbute 60 $1 coupons to buyers and 15
WHATZIT coupons to.sellers.

.b. Allow five minutes for marketplace transac-
tions.

C. StOp game play: then repeat the procedures in
step 8 above.

10. ROUnd 3:

a. Distribute 120 $1 coupons to buyers and 20
_ WHATZIT coupons to sellers.

b. Allow five ft-di-twos' for marketplace- transac
tions.

e. Stop game play; then rep'6at the procedures in
stqp-8-above.

°11. Round 4 (Optional): Conduct this round if prices
have not increased significantly by the end of Round
3. Distribute 150 $1 coupoWto buyers arid 20
WHATZIT coupons (the same as in Round 3) to
sellers.

12. Afterthe last round, continue with Teaching Strat-
egy 2.



Instructional Activity 5

THE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF INFLATION

REC9MMENDEO USE: 56mor high school economics or problems of democracy
courses or.any other subject in which the ifects 'of in,

riflatio are studied:

TIME REQUIRED: One.or twohclass periods.

MATERIALS REQUIRED: , Visual 5-1 and Handout 5-1. - .

RATIONALE: In this lesson students increase,their understandi*ng. of
the effects of inflation, particularly on differenit groups
in society. ' .

CONCEPTS: Anticipated inflation; unanticipated inflation, inflation
premium; risk premium;

INSTRUCTIONAL Students will:
OBJECTIVES: 1.- State which groups gain and which groups lose froth

inflation;

2. Describe the effects of anticipated inflation;

3. Describe the effects of unanticipated inflation;

4. Define inflation premium;

5. Define risk premium;

§., Interpret and draw -a cartoon dealing with the effects,
of inflation.

Teaching Strategy
1. Introduce the lesson by telling the students that the

class period will be devoted to an examination of
the effects of inflation. Ask: Do you think inflation
reduces the.well being of Society? Ask students to
explain their answers. Allow about five minutes for
discussion. .

2. Project Visual 5-1. Form class into small groups to
prepare written answers to each question. After 10
minutes, reconvene class, and go over each ques-
tion; allow tine fpr discus* and clarification.

a. What if inflation settled and remained at 10 per-
cent a year and everyone came to regard that-
rate as a normal part of life?

Pupil Activity
Most students will answer yes. More detailed answer:
Inflation makes goods and services more expensive
and, unless income rises sufficiently for everyone;
lowers the level of living for at least some of -the pop-
ulation.

Groups should try to reach a consensus on ea an ques-
tion.

ues-
tion.

Inflation would be predictable and members of soci-
ety, knowing what to expect, would 'adjust all their
financial arrangements in order to adapt to a steady
10 percent increase in prices.



b. What could l!ni010-yers and employees do if they
knew that the inflation. rate would be a steady
10 percent?

What if borrowers and lenders knew that a dol-
lar paid back a year hence would have 10 percent
less purchasing power?

C.

When inflation is stead i and predictable at 10
percent and the basic in Brest rate is 3 percent;
'what should: the total interest rate.be? (NOTE:
Explain that the 10 percent added to cover in-
flation's inroads on the value of money is called
the inflatiOn premium.)

e: What if the inflation rate were totally unpre-
dictable?

NOTE: Point out that the additional amount
of interest charged in periods of unpredictable
inflation is called the "risk premium." (For a more
detailed explanation of the inflation premium
and the risk premittp, see' the Overview.)

3. To further clarify and extend student understand-
; ing of the effects of inflation; ask 'questions sitch as

the r011owN.,

a. What happens to the buying power or value of
money daring inflation?

What .effect does inflation have on borrowers? fi,

c. On lenders?
.

d. On people with fixed incomes) such as those
,IiYing on pensions that do" not increase along
with inflation?' .:

e. 'On government tax receipts? (N6TE: "Indexa-
tion" is' scheduled to begin in 1985 for federal
incorrts. payments. Tax indexation adjusts
tax rates so that taxpayers do not move into
higher tax brackets unless their incomes in-
crease faster than the rate of inflation.)

Wage contracts could contain guarantees that wages
woi.rld increase at least 10 percent per year in order' to
keep up with the inflation 'rate.

Both parties would understand that inter'esl rates
would have to be set,at a minimum of 10 percent in
order to compensate for the decline itt the value of the
dollar caused by inflation.

The ttgal should be 13 percent.

With no one knowing exactly what to expect, people
would be uncertain how to set contracts for future
payments of wages and interest rates as well as for
prices of goods and services. Moreover, if the inflation,
rate is Ninpredictable, lending Will be riskier. Lenders
may require an interest rate higher than the sum of
the basic sate and the inflation premium because of
the unkhown risk.

it
It falls. Milne)/ buys fewer goods and services than it
used to.

:They gain. They cpn pay off the stated anwunt of their
debts more easily The money they retur_tr-i is less valu-
able in terms of buying power than wifen they bor-
rowed it.

They 19se. The money paid back to them buys less
than when they lent-it out:

They have a harder time making ends meet because
tie fixed; amount Of their pensions buys less so long,

inflation continues.

They increase because as the incomes of people with
jobs or other forms ofrnonpension income rise, they
move into higher tax brackets;

.

4. The Inflation Pig

a. Distribute Handout 5-1 and tell students to Students work in pairs. They read and carry out the
crioose a partner and complete the exercise. instructions.

b. After about ten minutes 41 on several pairs of
students to show their cartoons and read their
explanations. Allow time for discussion.
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5. Evaluation: Have each student draw a cartoon to
illustrate one or.more of the effects of inflation, and
then write, on a separate sheet of paper, a sentence
or two describing the intended message. After car-
toons have beeil compreted, _ask- students to ex-
change cartoons with a classmate, and write a brief
description of what they think is the message of the
classmate's cartoon. Begin class discussion by ask-
ing questions such as. Did you and your classmate
interpret each other's cartoons correctly? If not, what
was the intended message? How was the cartoon,
interpreted? How might the cartoon be changed td'
convey the intended message more clearly?,

a-4

e

Draw a cartoon and write a brief description of the
message the cartoon is intended to convey; interpret
a cartoon drawn by a classmate; participate in class
discussion of 'students' cartoons and, where appro-
priate, suggest improvements' in the cartoons:

51 . C
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Instructional' Activity 6

SOME CURES FO INFLATION

RECOMMENDED USE:

TIME REQUIRED:

Courses in economics, economic history, problems of
democracy.

One or two class periods.

MATERIALS REQUIRED: Handouts 6-1 and 6-2. .

RATIONALE: TOre is even less agreeme)It about how to end inflation
than about its causes..Tax indexation and cutting the
federal budget are but two of el' long list of proposals;

;eiAmination of the aforlimentioned two is intended to
illustrate some of the difficulties of ending inflation.

CONCEPTS: Indexation; bracket creep; government deficit; real in-
come; trade-off.

Students will:

1. State the effects of inflation on people in various eco-
nomic situations;

2. List some of the negative and positive effects of in-
flation on individuals and on the market system as
a whole;

3. Define indexation and state its advantages and dis-
advantages as a solution to the problem of inflation;

4. Analyze the trade-offs in cutting federal spending
on specific programs in order to reduce the budget
deficit.

INSTRUCTIONAL
OBJECTIVES:

( .

ad

Teaching Strategy .
.;

1. Co the list at the right on the chalkboard. Tell
st ents to select a role And write a brief description
of t e effect of continuing inflation on such a per-
son's level of living or business operation. Stdents
may assume,other roles than those listed. After 10
minutes have some students read their descriptions
aloud. Conduct brief class discussion of the accu-
racy of each description. (Tell students to save their
written descriptions for use later in the lesson.)

2. Conduct a short summary discussion of good aintl
bad effects of inflation on people of variousincome

52

Pupil Activity
Students choose a role and write a description of it:

Worker in a unionized factory that produces men's
or wornen's leisure clothes

Hontowner with low-interest mortgage

Recently retired schoolteacher

Manufacturer planning to buy new machinery

Newly married couple seeking to buy a condomin-
ium apartment

Consumer installment loan officer in a bank

Worker in a nonunion factory that produces com-
puters



levels and occupations and on the economy as a:
whole. Ask: Who benefits from irgration? Whom
may inflation harm?

3. Distribute Handout 6-1._

4. After the students complete the exercise (about 15
minutes) again have some students (not the same
ones as in Step 1) read their answers. Follow each
reading with brief class discussion and clarification.

5; Aslic: What is the basic premise of indexation?

6. Ha the class briefly discuss the following quess
.

s about the federal deficit:

a. When does the government have a deficit?

b. How might a government deficit contribute to
iritlatiOn?

c. How can the federal government reduce deficit
financing?

(NOTE: If students are unable to answer the ques-
ns satisfactorily, go on to the next step and in-

corporate the queStions in the class discussion of
the exercise in the handout.)

7: Distribute Handout 6-2. Allow about ten minutes
for students to complete the exercise. Then ask
someone who ranked proposal A (cut food tamp
program) first and someone who ranked it last to
explain their points of view_ Repeat this procedure
for the other proposals.

Students read and Carry out the instructions on the
handout.

Inflation is too difficult or too costly to cure and there-
fore the best the government can do is try*to soften
the hardships.

When government spending exceeds government rev-
enues.

If the government chooses to deal with a deficit by
borrowing; the effect may be to increase the money '-

supply and thus to cause the demand for goods and
services to exceed their supply.

By spending less; by raising taxes.



Handout 1-1

QUIZ 0 NFLATION

6

Directions: Circle the letter of the phrase that best completeS the sentence or an ers the question.

1. Inflation can be best described as

a. Arise in the level of employment that causes increased spending.

b. A decrease in the money supply accompanied by an increase in savings.

c. A general rise in the level of prices.

d. A growth in government taxation to reduce deficit spending.

2. The best single measure of the total economic output in the United States is the

a: Consumer price index.

b. Gross national product

Total, amount of take-home pay.

d: Index of industrial production:

IL 4'

3. When comparing gross national_ product over several years, it is usually necessary to adjust for

a. Changes in technology.

b. Changes in the price level.

c. Improvements in product qUality'

d. New products that enhance our living standards.

94. The Federal Reserve Board generally tries to increase the money su ly when it wants to

a: Hold down the government debt:

b. Increase the government debt.

c. Fight unemployment.

d. Fight inflation.

5. If your annual money income rises 50 percent while prices of the things you buy rise by 100 percent, then your

a. Real income is unaffected.

b. Money income has fallen.

c. Real income has fallen.

d. Real income has risen.

6. Gross National Product is a measure of

a. The price level of goods and services sold.

b. That part of prodUction which is used by the government

c. The market value of a nation's output of final goods and services.

d. The quantity of go-Ws and services pr. uced by private business:

, . .

From Analyzing inflation and Its Contm A Res
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QUIZ ON INFLATION

Questions 7, 8, and 9 are based on the following graphs.

10
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7: During which period did Parkland have both risin unemployment and a high rate of lation?

a. Yeart 1-2.

b. Years 2-3.

c. Years 3-4.

a. Years 4-5.

8. During which period did Parkland have an increase in output and a relatively low inflation rate?

a Years 1-2:

b. Years 2-3.

c.t Years 3-4.

d. Years 4-5.

9. What was the economic situation and what would be the most app(opriata monetary and fiscal p 'ciesduring
years 1-2?

. a. Unemployment was falling; a budget deficit and/or an easy money policy was nee

b. The economy was in a recession; a budget deficit and/or an easy money policy was needed.

c. InflatiCh continued and accelerate budget surplus andipr a tight money policy was needed:
3

d: Unemployment was rising while inflation accelerated; a budget surplus and/or an easy money policy was
needed.

From Analyzing inflation and Its Controt A Res urce Guide, 'EPS Series. 1984. Published by the Joint council on Economic Education, Two'
Park Avenue, NewYork, New York-10016.
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QUIZ ON INFLATION

10., In general, if there is full employment and the federal governMent increases its s e withoLttltorseasing its
, ,,. tax revenues, . k

4; An increNase.in unemployment will occur;

b. A serious depressiOn will occur.

,p; The national debt will deer se,

d. Inflation will occur.

11. Increasing the federal budget surplus is more desirable in a periodof

a. Inflation.

b. Depression.....i

c. Falling prices

d. Mass uemploytAnt.\
;

12. unexpected imlation is most likely to benefit

a. Personsliving on fixed pensions.

b; Life insurance policyholders;

c. Savings bank depositors.

ople who owe money.

13. Whi of the following groiips is typically hurt the most by unexpected inflation?

a. Farmers.

b. Debtors.

c. .Lenders.

d. Manufacturers..

N7-

14. if we wanted to find out whether an increase in wages over a period of time represented an actual increase in
living standards, we should look arwhat happened to

a; Gross national product.
0

b. Consumer priices,

c. The stock market..

d. Government spending.

15. Which ore of the following is most likely to increase unemployment?

4. A decrease in taxes.

b. An increase in consumer spending.

c. A decrease in business spending.

d; An increase in government spending.

T

from Analyzin0fration and its Central: A Resource Guide, EPS &enes. 1984. Published by the Joint Council on Economic Education, Two
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PART A

'1

The U.S. Bureau of L r Statistics (BLS),:a division
of the U.S. pepartment of t or; issues the Consumer
Price Index (CPI) every mo the The CPI is the most
widely used measure of trends in the prices of individual
goods d services consumers buy as Well. as in, the
comb total of all these_ prices (total consumer prices):
NeWs reports about trends and'percent atinges in the
inflation rate tend. to cite the CPI numbers'

Consumer prides are presented in ttie form of anin-
dex because that-allows us to measure the percent
change in consumer prices Irom_some starting point
a point usually called the base. The base fof t Con-!
sumer Price Index consists of average prices On fixed
basket of goods and services for a year or a group of
years. The base for any intA is always set at 100.0,
and the index shows the changes from that base. If
prices go up after the base year, the Consumer Price
Incbx will then be more than 100.0. For example, if prices
rise 10 percent, the:!ndex will. be 110.0. If prices had
fallen 5 percent instead, the index would have been
95.0. -

Presenting cO'surner prices in index fOrm is useful
for a secont0eason. 'Consumers buy many different
items that are priced in many d_ ifferent ways For ex-
ample, meat is priced by the pivnd; light bulbs by their
power, refrigerators by amonTother thingstheir size:
By setting these various kinds of prices at 100:0 in the
base year and computing the peicent changes from thp
base; it becomes pitsible to compare price changes
among them;

Handout

TH CONSUMER.P-RI INDEX

nstruction of the CPI
lo,44s, to construct the CPI, the BLS regularly col-

lects unit prices for about-400 different goods and ser-
L vices. These items fall into eight main categories that

together make up the "market, basket" for the index:

'Food and beverages' _ Medical care
Housing Entertainment
Apparel and upkeep Personal care
TranSportation Other

The BLS obtains its informatio.Qabout the kinds and
"quantities of goods and services to1lclude insthernarket

,
basket through periodic surveys of actual spending by
urban consumers. At this writing; in early 1983; the Index
was based on u conducted in 1972-73, which
covered abou 40,000 families. Prices for most godds
in the market asket are collected at about 24,000 dif-
ferent retail o ets every month; the outlets are typical
of those urban onsumers would shop in. Information
is obtained else here on the costs of housing and a
few other items.

In order to compyte the total CPI or indexes for
subgroups, the BO intist :weight" the price of -e
item in the market',basket. The weights are measures
of the importance ,of the items in the market basket of
the average urban (city) consumer in the base year. The
same survey that provides the BLS with its information
on the composition of the Market basket also yields data
on "'the importanCe of each item in the total basket.
Weighting is an important procedure, in index number
construction. In the next part, you will have an oppor-
tuni to use Weighting to calculate simple price index ::

PART 13

youIn the following exercise, you will calculate a simplifier17-
Consumer Price Index and be able to see how weighting
is done. The exercise simplifies the CPI calculation in -

two ways: (1) covers only a single. pan of the entire
CPI, the foo category. (2) The food category in the
exercise con ins only three items while the actual food
category in the CPI covers 75 foods plus the costs of
eating out:

The exercise shows the construction of the index for '
the same month in three Successive years. The cal-
culatiOns for the first two periods have been done for
you and are explained: After you read the explanation;
examine the calculations for the first two perilads and
answer the questions. Then; calculate:the index for the
third period.

Look over the examp s for the firsftWo months that
appear in the tableiOd ad the explanation that follows.
Column 1 shows the Ices a family paid for milk, bread,
and hainburgerifP chased in each of two months.
Column 2 tells how uch the family purchasr of each

From Analyzing Inflation and ItsSontrol: A Resource Guide, EPS Series. 1984. Published by the Joint Gouncil on Economic Education, Two
Park Avenue; New York, New York 10016. c .



31f.

Flandout 2-1 (continued)

Name

item during the month. Tile figures in column 3 are the
K. result of multiplying column 1 by column 2. For milk, the

family pad 50 cents per quart in Period One and bOught
20 quarts: Therefore, it spent $10.00'on Milk during the
month. Similar calculations yield the totals for bread and
hamburger.

Class

The $47.0Q sh n in the last column fop Period One
is the sum of the family's expenditure's on the three foods
during, the month. Since that is the base month for the
index we are constructing,_ for that month-=

.Period Oneare set at 100.0. Now look at Period Two
and answer the following questions:

(1)

verage
Item (4* Price per Unit

Milk (quart')
Bread (loaf)" -
Hamburger (pound)

Milk (quart)
Bread (loaf)
Hamburger (pound)

/(2),

Quantities
-Et-ought

13)
Weighted

Expenditures
(= col. 1 x col. 2)

Period Otte ,,(Base month, first year)

20 quarts
30 loaves
25 Rounds

eriod Two (same month, second year)

$0.60
0.50
1.30

20 quarts
30 loaves
25 Pounds

$10.00
12.00'
25,00

Total food = $47.60

$12!00
15.00
32.50

Total food = $5

a. What happened to the total dollar a ount of weighted food expenditures in Period Two compared,with Period One?

b. What was the amount the incr ase?

. , .

The answer to question (b) gives us the absolute amount of change. Flfwever, we want to find the amount of that 5,

change in terms' of an index htimber, i.e., the relative amount of the change. To do that, we divide the dollar amount
of the differencegin total weighted expenditures between Periods One and Two' by the Period One total ($47.00).
To express that ratio as a percentage, we multiply it by 100.0:

= $ total in.Period Two minus $ total in Period One (base period) % increase in Period Two$ SI in Period One (base period)

Now read and answer the following questions:

c. What was the percent increase, in prices from Period One to Period Two

d. To arrive at the index for Period Two, add the above answer to the index base value of 100.0. The r6sul1 is the

index for Period Two:

There are more questions! Go on to the next page.
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Handout 3 -1 (tontirpie

lass _

e. How much would it cositfin Period Two to buy what $1:00 could

f. What if yoUr monejt income is fixed, and, therefore, you still

Two as you had in Period One?

in Period One?

o4 the same amount spend in Period

.0"

PART C

t

Now it is your tu do similar calculation for a later period. First'Cbm_pldte oolumn 3. Then read and answer
the questions that follow t table, using the total of the items in columr13 to compute the price index for Period
Three.

Period Three (Sarre'mohth, third year)

(1)

Average
Item Price per Unit

Milk (quart) $0.
Bread (loaf) 0.
Hamburger wound) 1.50

(2)

-Cluenjities
BcRight

20 quarts
30 loaves
25 pounds

WA16hted_
Expenditures

= x col. 2).

5,

A .
g. What is the price index for Period Three? I
h. Did the price index rise faster in Period TVio or in Period Three?

Give the figures to prove your contention:

(1) Percent rise in Period Two compared with Period One

(2) Percent rise in Period Three compared with Period Two

i. What is the total vereent rise from Period One to Period Three?



4 THE PRODUCER PRICE INDEX AND THE GNP DEFLATOR

..---.1
Handout 2-1 took up the Consumer Price Index (CP1).

The CPI measures changes in a fixed market basketof
goods and services bought by urban consumers. An-
other important monitor of price changes is the Producer
Price Index (PPI), formerly called the Wholesale Price
Index. The PPI measures average changes in the prices
of commodities or finished goodS as they pass through
various stages of production and distribution before they
reach final users.

To prepare the PPI, The Bureau of Labor Statistics
collects monthly data on about 2800 items including raw
cojnmodities such as iron ore and livestock; interme-
diate -goods (steel ingots; flour; cloths, Etc.--a long list);
and fibished wds suc as i-nachinery, clothing, news-
papers,anoffdr Ion ,I t. So fares possible, the'prices
are collected direct! fro the sellers. The weight for
each product is based on its relative importance in th
total volume of commodity sales in 972.

,Purchasing agents, biliness loan officers;_ manufac7
-:- hirers, farmers, and others who buy and sell goods all

Along the production chain watch the Plpt closely for
signals of price changes or trends in their own industries.
Eventually, changes in producer prices will be reflected
in the behavior-of consumer pricesin the CPI. The
reason is that the prices of products In PPI are cost%
of production of the goods sold to bonsurners, and
changes in costs, particularly increases, are likely to be
passed on.

The BLS compiles and publishes an all-commoditiet
index as well as numerous breakdowns; e.g., for in-

1

dustrial commodities only, for f products alone and
with processed foods and feeds; b urability (durables
are Items that last more than a year; such as hand tools
and household appliances); by industry; and Vy stage
of processing: The stage-of-processing index for fin-
iihed goods is the part of the PPI that gets the most
public attention: .e.

A third measure of price changes is the Gross
tional Product Implicit Price Deflator (GNPD). It is issued
by the Bureau of Economic Analysis, (sEA) of the U.S.
Department of Commeroe as part of the BEA'S quarterly
computations of the Gross National Product (GNP). T e,
GNP measures the nation's total prOduction of final
and services. The GNP Implicit Price Deflator is a rod-
u t of the BEA'S. attempt to remove the effects of price

anges from its measureof GNP. The BEA' does so
in order to calculate the amount of "real" production, a
measure that is unaffected by changes in prices: Unlike
the other price indexes discussed, the GNPD is not a
fixeckWeight index; its cdmpositiorp changes from one

. period to another depending on how the composition of
production arid buying changes.

The GNPD is- the most comprehensive price index
a ailable, because it applies_ to the nation's total. Oro-

ction: The PPI is limited to goods onlyalthough it
covers them at all stages of production: The -CPI in-
cludes goods and services; but its coverage isb limited
to what urban consumers buy; it does not cover what
businesses or rural consumers buy.

Please go on to the next page offs handout.

From Analyzing tnflation and Its Controt A Resource Guide, EPS Series. 1984. Published by the Joint Council on-Economic EthicatiOn, Two
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Handout 2-2 (continued)

Name

a

Class

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER ,

<1/4
The Consumer Price Index measures trends in prices for a market basket of goods and services purchased by
residents of urban areas. ,. ,

..,
4

The Producer Price Index measures average changes in the prices of commodities or finished goods as they
pass through various steps of production befOre they reach final users.

O The GNP deflator measur:: e changes in prices of the whole economy's finished goods and services.

NoW nsw: 4 ing questions. Reread the first few paragraphs of Handout 2-1 if you are uncertain about how
to a swer question (a).

Why are the price series presented in the form of indexes instead of dollar amounts?

Which of the three price indexes is the most comprehensive?

Whys a

c. If there are substantial increases or decreases in thePPI, -where might they eventually sh

Why,

From Analyzing In llatiOn and Control: A Rasounciauida, EPS Series. 1984. Published by the joilikpouncii on Econo :lc' EdUcation, Two
Park Avenue, New York. Ne York 10016.
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Handout 3-1

Name Class

DIrelons' Study theloble: For each period or year, pitrbut the country or countries with the highest rate(s.); and
the one(s) with the lowest rate(s): Then answer the following questions.

Inflation Rates in Several Industrialized Countries, 1961-81

(percent change in consumer price indexes)

Country'
Average

1961-70 1971-77 19Th

United StateS 2.8% 6.6% 7.7%.
Japan 5.8 10.7 3.8 :
Germany 2.7 5.6 2.7
France 4,0 . 9.0 9.1
U:K: 4,1 13:9 . 8.3
Italy. li .' 3:9 13.1 12.1'
Canada .2:7 7:5 9.0 ,

. Switierland 3:5 - 5:8 ,1:1

SOURCE: Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).

/ Yearly' I

1979 1980 1981

11.3%. . 13.5% 10.2%
3.6 8.0 4.9
4.1 5.5 5.9

10.8 13.6 13.4
. 13.4 18.0 11.9

14-.8 ; 21.2 19.3
9.1 10.1 -;,, 12.4
3.7 - 4.0- 6:5

"a. In which year or years was the U.S. inflation rate relatively low compared to the rates in the other countries

included in the table? In which yars was it relatively high? Did any country have consistently low orconsistently

high-rates?

b. In the 1970s, hbV4 did thS U.S. rate compare to the rates in Switzerland" and German

c. What was the trend of rates in most countries from 1960 to 1980?

,d.. In the Mid-1970s, the rate of inflation accelerated in the induslrialized countries. What specific event of the time,

might help explain the speedup'

7 .

. From Analizing Inflation and Its 0,14 A Resource Guide, EPS Series. 1/384. published by the Joint' COunCif on Ecenomic Education; Two
Park Avenue; New York, New YON10016.
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Name

Handout 4-1

THE ??WHATZIT?? GAME
Instructions for Buyers and Sellers

GENERAL INFORMATION

??WHATZIT?? is a game played in round* A WHATZIT
is a highly desirable economic good._ Your objective in
each round is to buy or sell as ny WHATZITs as you
can. At the beginning of earth r nd, buyers will receive
$1 coupons.; selers will receiv coupons representing
one WHATZIT each..

MARKET TRA4SACTIONi

To bur s11 WHATZITs; individual buyers and sellers
meet in the marketptace and bargain until they reabh'
an agreed'aport price fora WHATZIT: If you are a buyer;
your objedtive Will be to purchase WHATZITS for the
lowest posSible price. 'The lower the price; the more
WHATZITs-yogr dollars Will:buy. If you are a seller; you
will try to get the t4iestitThod. you can for every WHATZIT
you have for sal v_ re, WHATZITs you are able
to sell at a high pri64,-'-th -r; d ollws you will have at
the end of the round.. s

WHATZITs car*§.bou41,, -*-id':sald only in. MultiPles
of one dollar (p.g;,' $'1;: $2, $3.,

dias

RECORDING TRANSACTIONS

When a buyer and a seller have agreed upon a price
`for a WFIATZIT, they should:

_a___Exchange the appropriate number of WHATZITs and
. $1 coupons;

b. Go to one of the market assistants and report the
number of WHATZITs involved in the transaction and
the purchase- price of each. For example, a trans-
action involving the whange of 2 WHATZITs'for $6
would be reported as 2 WHATZITs at $3 each.

c. After the _market assistant has recorded the trans-
you should return to the marketplace and corn

tinue to bargain with other buyers or sellers.

d. Tallying your score: On the score sheet below, in-
icate whether you are a bu9er or a seller by circling
e appropriate word. At the end of each round, re-

cord the number of WHATZITs and $1 coupons you
have; then wait for instructions from your teacher:

-

Zircle One.; Bu

--f. RoUn0,. i ? diiteS2 Round 3 Round 4

Nl. 01011A---dIT4::..4- ''''
-1,-,--d."

A ,, A, 1, ,-.i. %. , ;,...
-.T

,i1A.
_, , .

,
,--

*; '-'

. - ,
. 'AP' ,r" .tIt, '''. 41,

N.. t, ,Z7,Z,...
.. , .': _; ,,Vg1,2- , ' :i: ,,,,4_" "`.

F forty :11alptingdffSdiali,'siulT'Isorilib, ._,,,r1 .
Pa* A Otte; NeV4,Yazk,, New Yd* I cict1§,..

.., '' T: ' :: ; : .0.,..-a,-.."..'.(. .-.

.ti ' w...,:a. .. .....

ries. 1984. Published by,theilynt CoutiCil. on Economic Education; Two
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Handout 4-Z

5 WHATZIT COUPONS
. .

(Tear coupons along dotte4firie as needed for market transactions)
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Handout 4-3

THIRTY $1 COUPON?

(Tear coupons along dotted line as needed for market transactions)
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,Handout 4-4

A READING ON HYPERINFLATION

The prefix hyper means "excessive." Hyperactive is
thus defined as excessively active. Tb a physician it
means so active as to constitute an illne§s..16-the
same way; hypennflaVi means an excessively_ high
rate of inflation.*44iOw much p, is Simply "high"
and how much is excessively high?

Some modern economies such as Israel's and Tur-
key's have high' rates of inflation. In 1980, IStael's
inflation rate was 131:5 percent and Turkey's was
117.7 percent. The average cohsumer in those' two
countries had to spend more than twice as much
money in 1980 to buy the-same quantities of goods
and services as in 1979. Nevertheless; economists do
not. regard lhat condition as hyperinflation:

The German Hyperinflation after World
War I

Hyperinflation is inflation that is totally out of control.
The classic example is 'Germany from 1920 to 1923:
There are many theories about what caused the' hy-
perinflation. One concerns reparations. Germany lost
World War l and was made to pay for the costs of the
war; that is to pay reparations to the winning countries:
France; Great Britain, etc. The head of the German Cen-
tral Bank contended that the payments Were 'beyond
_Germany's ability_to pay. The bank proceeded to print
ever greater quantities of paper money in order to _pay
fo4Pthe goods and services the gilverriment used,_ to
make required government payments for perisibriS due
old persons; etc:; and; toward the end of the period, _to

provide money to workers engaged in a general striKe,
tto protest the reparations policy:

It is often said that "inflation is too much money chas-
ing too few goods." In Germany; the quantity of money
chasing goOdS reached overwhelming proportions: Be-

.

tween July 1920 and Julie 19k3, e average rate of
inflation equaled 933 percent per -eat! The worst was
yet to come: In Noverber 1923, t ual rate of
flation soared to mor6 than 2q0,000 percent. Workers .

wanted to be paid twice a day So that they could quickly
exchange money for goods before It lost most of its
valUe. A postage stamp cost 90 billion marks. A news=
paper cost 200 billion marks. The Central B_ ank)NaS
increasing the money supply by 1300 percent perrfibrith.
Thirty paper mills worked overtime just to provide the
ba ith paper for printing money: Old were
tet so that Zeros could be Added to incroase the
number of marks represented. Everitually it tooka trillion.

;marks (1,000,000;000;000) to equal a single dollar:.

Hyperinflation in Personal Terms

One economi t has offered a very good explanation
of whM such an ekchiatige rate Means in practical terms:

Suppose you had lived in Germany in the years before
and after World I and had a million marksinyoursavings
account. Had you tried to change that money.into dollars
before the inflation_, say in 1913, yOu would have re-
ceived 237,936 U.S. dollatad you done so at the
beak of the postwar inflation that bleak November of
1923, you would haVe discovered to your sorrow that
your 1 million marks would not command even a single
U.S. cent!

Undoubtedly; fhe hyperinflation wreckeVie German
monetary system and reduded the German people to
bartering for goods and serviceslin order to survive from
day to day. Many historians and economists also believe
that this hyperinflation ruined the middle:class in Ger-
many and led. to the rise of Hitler and; eventually; to
World War II.

C
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Hand

THE. CA ES OF:INFLATION

Economists differ, about the most important c uses of
inflation. Brief statements about the most imp rtant ex-
planations follow.

t
lANFLATION AND EXCESSIVELY RA ID

OWTH IN THE SUPPLY OF M a NEY

ost economists agree that there is a con ection be-t
een the growth of an economy's money upply and
,rate of inflation the economy experiences ut those

_whO are called monetarists believe that the connection
between money -6rOwth and inflation is an especially
glose and strOng'bne,

-;

MONEY-4.WHAT_'IS-IT?

Money in the United States is measured in dol-
lars.'.But dollars in what ,form? Bills and coins?
Certainly. Checking actdunt balances? Yes. Any-

(-7-thing else? Many things, as it turns oat, and the
definition(s) df the money supply used by econ-
omists and the al Reserve which officially
defines :money and collects monetary -data-408.
been changing. Why ? _cause as finaricial prac- .

tices, regulations and definitions alter, so do the
nUmber an s of thingS that can be classified
as money, e main difference betWeen the var-
ious classifications is that the more kinds of "money",
included, the further away We get from what could
popularly be called "ready cash.",-

; 4

According to monetarists, if the Money supply (or
stock) is growing at the same rate as the pro_ duct'
goods and services (real output); intia wil -, result.
However; inflation will result if the money --41. ply grows
more rapidly than output For example; ifthe govern-
ment(more precisely in the United States; the Federal
Reserve) permits the money supply to grow at 13 per-

' cent per year when the growth of real output is 3 percent;
monetarists would predict that an inflation of 10 percent
per year would. result. They reason that if the money
supply grows at 13 percent annually then, on_average;

on!, 3 percent more goods and setp
it- me will alio grow at 13 percent. Bi.)t-t e

es to spend th

additional income on. Since the difference between the
growth in income and the growth in production is 10
percent; the extra income will drive the average of all
prices up by 10 percent, thus estab 'shing a 10 percent
rate of

i; GOVERNMENT BUDGET DEFICITS
. AND INFLATION

S
Many placed the blame for inflation during the 1970s

and early 1980s on deficitspending by government;' it*
is certainly true thq federal, government deficits were
large during this period. ;, -.e:-. -,

-

,What is a governthent.detioit? Like each43f us, the ..
government must pay tor the gookand services it buys.
By far the most6portant scturci;of government income
is tax revenue. In 1980, the federal government spent
$602 billion; it had receipts of $541 billion, of which
aopeckimately 90 percent came from taxes. The gov-
ernment has a deficit Whet-WV& its receipts during some
fiXed period of time are leS4.than what it eberidS iti the
san1e period. The amount of the deficit is sitnoiy.tbe
difference between government Spendin6 and tectipts.%_....
Hence, 1n 1980 the /6deial government's defioitg&me;
to $61 billion.

The federal governmeRt can deal with a deficit in one
or more of the following ways: (a) It can reduce its spent- ;.,

ing; (b) it can raise its revenues by increasing the taxes
it levies; (c) it can borrow money from others by selling
them its debt securities (bonds; notes; or bills):

When the federal government chooses to borrow '

Money, it authorizes the U.S. Treasury to issue appro-
priate debt securities. These are ibusiiro_ ices that
the government will rep the principal to t e lenders
nd will pay interest to thorn t stated times in the future

for the use of the funds. T The Treasury tries to sell as
many of the new debt securities as possible to banks;
priv*e citizens, 4nd state and logal governments, etc.
Hower in order to sell readily all it needs when it has
a deficit to meet, the Treasury most always must sell
some of its securities to the Federal Reserve (the Fed).

The Fed's purchases are special in character. When

Even when the federal governmertfk running a surplus for the whole
Of a given year, it may run short of money at various times during
the year and may borrow for short periods. However;this reading
is concerned with dficits that persist for a year or more,

Freiti Aftalkbrig IrilkitiOri and its Control: A Resource Guide, EPS Series. 1984. Published by the Joint Council on Economic 6ducation. Two
Park Avenue, New York. New York 10018. 73



.liandout 4-5 (continued)

the Fed buys govoiti rit debt securities it writes checks
on itself payable to t e bond seller, and these checks_

"-eventually are depOs ted at commercial banks. When
the banks present theSe checks_to the Fed for rederrip---i
tion, the banks gain additional funds, called retelyes,"
The effect is to increase the amounts banks can lerid
to corporations', individuals, and other borrowers. As
additional loans are made, more money goes into cir-

. culatioh, and the U.S. money supply rises as surely as
if the government had adtliallY printed new currency to
finance its deficit.

The processpst described may take place at a time
whentheeconmy is ina slack periodje., when it can
produce many more goods and services than it has been
doing: In such a period; the financing ofthe deficit with
the help e the Fed is 96t likely to bring about _inflation.

... If the economy is alre4dy producing as much as it can,
then finalicinj the deficit with the help of the Fedis filo*
to bring ors inflation:

:.r DL=1G1f1D tykL, P

-SUPPCY"SHOCK

_ _

epiadde.df .inflation a
bOthif d d_and.supply fore

H, AND

d is affected by
demand-pull in-

.,.

flation of the late 1960s was Caused by the demand
pressure that resulted from President Lyndon B. John-,
sons decision to increase government spending without
offSetting it by a tax increase to cool private spending:

Cost push also Came into play: Worker q and,entre-
preneurs quickly realized that the rising prides resulting
from the Johnson policy mix were cutting the spending
power of their paychecks and profits. Therefore; at con-
tract time vlOrkers began to bargain for wage increases
:that would compensate/ trierh both for the spending power
'already lost and for the additional intlatiOn theyexppeted
during the life Of their contracts. For a similar reason;
entrepreneurs who had market power increased their
prices in order to raise their OARS. These responses
added up to a cost push because bOth wages and profits
gave additional momentum_ to the rise of prices.

On the other hard, supply shocks ---pritWiritreases
arising because of shortages of Supplywe'te Cita&
n important cause of inflation during the 19708:111;e

6ii shock" was the most dramatic.. Between 1973 and
1974, cutbacks in supply helped_ Otganiiatich of.
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) raise.the_Prrie
of crude oil fourfold: from about $2.50 to about $10.00
per barrel: By the end of 1980, the pricCof crude had
reached $31:0ft These price increases quickly contrib-
uted to increases in the prices of gasoline and acither
goods and services In the United States:

o on to the next page f this handout and answer the questions that appear there-
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Handout 4-5 (continued)

Name

Questions:'

a. Name three possible &auks of inflation

b. What will monetarists predict about the general level of prices y real output is growing al..2 percent

the money supply is grOwing, at 0 percent per year?
, - -

year and

c. What agency or,organization formulates the official definition of the/money supply and collects data about it?

d. From time to time there have been revisions in the official definitiOnlof the money supply Wh is tip reason
-

for such revisions?

é. What is a "government deficit"?

f. How does the'federal government deal with deficits?

g.. What is the principal source of the federal government's income?

Why
ac

h. Why might-the federal government need to borrow money even when its annual expenditures are not greater

than its annuallricorne?

What effect can.government borrowing have on the money supply arid on price inflation?
...

j. An important cause of the inflation of the 1970s 'was

k. The inflation of the 1960s was a result of both and

OPTIONAL: Explain your answer

From Anal;zing Inflation and its Control: A ROaourceGuide, EPS Series. 1984. Published by the joint Council on Econovic Education, two
Park Avenue, New York, New York.10016.
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Visual 5=1

it
THE WHAT IF GAME

a. What if inflation settledtand remained at 1,0 percent a year and everyone came to regard that
rate as a normal part of fife?

b; What could employers dnd employees do-if they knew that the inflation rate would be a steady
10 percent?

,-

cf What if borrowers and, lenders knew that a dollar paid back a yearfrom now would have 10
percent less purchasing power?

d. When inflation is steady and predictable at 10 percerif and the basic interestrate is 3'percent,
what should the total interest ate be?

k

What if the inflation rate were totally unpredictable?.

From Analkzing Inflation and Its (Infra A Pesou eGuide, EPS Series. 1984. Published by the Joint Council on EconomiC Edikation, Two
Park Avenue, New York, New Ygjk 10016.
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Handout 5=1

THE INFLATION PIG

Name Class

An editorial cartoon is a Powecful way to express .an opinion abbut a current issue. The Inflation Pig is feeding on
"corn," which needs a label. After labeling the "corn," use your knowledge about inflation to write an imaginative
caption.; Write a sentence or two describing what the message of the cartoon and the probable point of view of
the artist.

6

From Analyzing Inflation and Its Control: A Resource Nide; EPS Series. 1984: Published by the Joint Council on Economic Education; Two
4Park Avenue; New.Yoik; Mew York 10016:



Handout 6-1

INDEXATION

Instructions:

a. Read the handout.

b. On the sheet on which you have v/V--;an a descriptiofn of the effect of inflation on the indadual whose role yoU
are playing, explain briefly how indexation would work for you. Would you favor indexation? Why or why not?

Recently; some economists have iestified in fay
"indexation": tying all wages and economicoont ts
the cost of living. The proponents of indexation either
claim that the cures for inflation are worse than its effects
or ;hat it can't be cured. They also state that indexation
can relieve the inequities, and uncertainty caused by.
inflatioh, the opponehts say indexation would make in-
flation hard'er,to:cure and could even increase it.

^

`s.

THE CAStFOR INDEXATION

If people khew in advance What the rate of inflgtion
would be, then they could take it into account in making
their economic arrangements and thus keep 'the pur-

,
chasing power of their receiptS and payments relatively
stable. Indexation tries to achieve the Same result by
:tying all contractual.payme,nts and tax rate braCkets to
changes in the cost of living. Thus, if the cost of liVing
rose say; 5 percent; everything elsewages, interest
payments; tax payments; etc.would-rise 5 percent,
too: The accounts of businesses would also be restated:.
each year in indexed terms; thus giving a 'liver" picture
et the profit position of the businesses and how much
they own as well as how much they 'owe.

With inflation; people% money incomes ristishing
taxpayers into ever_ higher income IA* bracIcets;
though real income remains the same or even falls. his
process is commonly called "bracket creep." Srpiket
creep helps government bbUt

it leaves taxpayers with an ever risi ex- liability
eam* tax:re 90 tip;:V *

dpe to inflation , not to a rise in "real" income. Since
per extra dollar kincome even though that extra inconth

income gains thal reflect inflation are taxed at increasing
rates, taxpayers him ground after taxes inlerms of real
income. pond to declines n sales y cuffing the work force

All government-and private debtsbonds, bilis, notes, because they would be unable td cut any costs.

installment credit, mortgages would be issued on a
constant-purchasing -power basis. Thus, when a bond
matures; for example, the holder would receive an
amount that would have the same purchasing power as
did Arid face amount in the year the bond was issued.

Of coarse; indexation is presumably reversible: If the
cost of living fell; every payment that was being indexed
would be reduced:

THE CASE AGAINST IMIDEXATIO

One objection .is that indexation would dastroy the
motivation for fighting inflation. A second objection is
that since' no perfect cost-oPlivingihdex exists, the relief
provided by indexation would' be yanable,leading to
disgruntlement, disappointment; and jockeying for plp-
sition. A corollary Abjection rs that even if there were a
perfect index, there is' nd practical way of indexing
everything.

A third, objection is that- indexation would raise the .
government deficit. The current-dollar amounts of the
deficit would grow because indexation of tax rate brack-
ets would reduce receipts at the very time when the
expenses of goveiment"Woul0 be rising.

. Yet another obj&tion at indexafion would not pro-
tect the Value of. savin- 4. pensions calculated on
the baiis of. past savings. Indexationof pension pay-
ments wouitl necessitate borrowing to make up the dif-
ferences between amounts previously aocuFnulateO to
fund the payouts and the eroding purchasing power of
money. :

Finally, say the pponents of indexation, wages and
other costs woul even,in the face of reduCed
deroand. Employers herefore be likely to re-

from Analyzing Inflation and Iti6COntrpl: A ligsoUrce Guide, EPS Series, 1984. Published by,the Joint Council On Economic Education, Two
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Handout 6-2

WHERE WILL YOU T THE BUDGET?

Name

Intrc Auction:

The federal. government. . deficit whenever its
spending exceeds its revs` e way for the gov-
ernment to deal with deficits is a .uce them by raising
taxes or by cutting spending back closer to the level of
existing revenues: If; instead; the government chooses
to deal with deficits by borrowing, the deficits can con-
tribute to inflation. The reason is that government's bor-
rowing acts to increase the money supply and thus to
cause the demand for goods and services to exceed
the supply.

Inflation in itself adds to deficits7the govemE_nent must
pay more each year for the goods, services, and credit
it seeks. Furthermore, rising deficits encourage expegr_
tations of continuing and perhaps of an increase in in-
flation:

Vitections:-
Assume you are a memberof Congress and.must cut

domestic spending programs to reduce the budget def-
icit. What in the budget would yoU cut?

. ,

A. Food Memos for loW-income people.

B. Programs to protebt ttwi environment:

C. Assistance for mass trdrisit in urban areas.

D. Grants to state and local governments for crime pre-
ention and control.

E. Programs providing jobs for the poor.,

- SOURCE: This exercise is adapted from Focus on Discussion" by S. Stowell Symmes, Director of School Services Division; Joint Council on
Econornic Education, New York.

Class

F. Research and development for new sources of en-
er6..

G. Subsidies to shore up the low prices of agricultural
products that are causing some farmers to go out
of business:

H. Grants to states for highway construction and repair.

I. Pr ams to provide medical care for the poor;

struction of a new missile defense system.
(:;

Rank the above items according to your priorities.
Which prograM would you put fli:st? Which program
would you cut last? (Designatethe programs by letter.)

Cid &it

Ctit lett

Rank

1

6
7

2
10

Program,

1

ri

When you cut a program, what is the trade-off? Who
is hurt? Who is helped? Write your answers.

From Analyzing Inflation and Its Controt_A Resource Guide; EPS SeriT: 1984. Publis
Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016._
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